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Volume 98 No. 90

In Our 98th Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon. April 16, 1977

Matarazzo
Elected To
MSU Board

Quick Action Expected On
Carter Inflation Remedies

Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, a professor in
Department of Professional
Studies, was elected Friday by his
faculty colleagues at Murray State
University to be their voice on the
university's board of regents.
He defeated Dr. C. D. Wilder,
associate professor of biological
sciences, 186 to 115 votes to win the
faculty seat on the board for a 'threeyear term. Matarazzo will be installed
at the next board meeting April 23.
A member of the faculty since 1967,
Matarazzo succeeds Dr. Mark Cunningham, professor of psychology, who
s ce e spnng
of 1974.
Balloting Friday was the third and
deciding attempt to determine who will
In.. the faculty spokesman on the -10- -.
'member board until thg spring of 1980.
Two earlier elections failed to decide
the issue when none of the candidates
polled a clear majority of the votes.
Matarazzo, 53, is a Rhode Island
native who has wide experience in
education. He served as a high school
principal, teacher, debate coach, and
baseball coach, as a junior high school
principal, and as an assistant'
superintendent before he joined the
Murray State faculty.
He earned the A. B. degree at St.
Mary's University in Baltimore, Md.,
the M. A. degree at the University of
Kentucky, and the Ed. S. and Ed. D.
degrees at Indiana University. His
teaching specializations at Murray_. _
State are school adtainistration .and
supervision, school law, and school
finance.
He and his Wife, Frances, have two daughters — Mrs. Mary Bryant and
Sally-Clay Matarazzo. The Mataranos
live at 1602 Keenland Drive in Murray.

WASHINGTON API — President
eludes AFL-CIO president George
Carter's voluntary remedies forsairi
Meany and Reginald Jones, chairman
Elation are assured of quick
of General Electric Co., to work to
congressional consideration, with
reduce inflation.
hearings beginning Tuesday.
This would continue the wqrk of a
Rep. William S. Moorhead, D-Pa., group first set up forforrner President
said Friday his House Banking subGerald R. Ford and now meeting
conunittee on economic stabilization
unofficially with former Labor
will hold five days of hearings but they
Secretary John T. Dunlop remaining as
will go beyond the proposals Carter
chairman.
outlined Friday.
Meany said he and Jones "have 4n,
Moorhead Said he agrees with,Carter
formed_President Carter that we would
-7- that wage and price controls should not
be willing to discuss with the
_
be used
to stem inflation— • President's— advisers in a- voluntary,
But he said his subcommittee will
nonofficial manner the major economic
consider requiring businesses planning
problems facing the nation."
major price increases to notify the
Chairman Charles L. Schultze of
- Council on Wage and Price Stability.
Carter's Courceil of Economic Advisers
— (artert---progratri—ddes not include
said targets will be to reduce,inflation
such a requirement, but Treasury ,to between 4 and 4.5 per cent by the end
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal said
of 1979, and unemployment to between 5
the administration hopes big businesses
and 5.5 per cent..Consumer prices have
will tell the government in advance if
surged recently to an annual increase
, they plan big price increases. '
rate of about 9 per cent, but Carter said
Carter emphasized he would use a
, labor-management team which in•

Physical, Exams
Set For Students
Beginning In Fall

Physical examinations for kindergarten and first grade students who
have pre-enrolled for the 1977-78'school
STUN'GUN"—Dog Warden Billy Don Hamilton displays the new piece of
year In Murray- City -schools will be
equipment purchased by the Murray City Council to use in capturing or
conducted at. the local Health Center
subduing animals. The "gun" is a non-lethal weapon, which emits. a laser
during April and May. Letters will be
beam wThich will stun a dog or-other animal for about 15 minutes, allowing
sent home to parents telling them the
date and nine their child is scheduled
the warden to bring the animal under control without harming it. The
for a physical.
"gun" is not harmful to the animals,or to humans, HamilWn said.
"Any parent not choosing to take
Staff Photo bv David NW
advantage of this free physical
examination may have their family
physician conduct the physical
examination for their child," a
spokesman said. The completed
medical examination form -should be
turned in to the office of the school the
chikiptans-to mitten&
Any- kindergarten and first grade
,
lewage into the Ohio River is totally lawsuits from downstream cornstudents who have not,presenrolled and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Armed
unacceptable to me and the citizens of- muntties-as-tring--as It can Slititithat it -- plan to attend the Murray City Schools
from
with a promise of federal 'aid
• hasn't "unreasonably delayed" efforts
this area."
should pre-enroll now in order that
President Carter, officials here say
to detoxify the sewage system and end
prepared
to
his
agency
is
Raven
said
physical examinations can be conchemicallyreopen
a
they hope to
pay up to $3 million for disposal of the the dumping of raw sewage into the
ducted this spring.
contaminated sewage treatment plant
chemicals, a task he estimated would river,
In the first week of May.
cost $2.2 to $2.8 million. He said the
By that time, however,the river may
Metropolitan Sewer District, which`
have digested some 4 billion gallons of
operates the treatment plant, would
untreated sewage,and a federal official
have to pay $300,000 to $1 .million=qo
says "the situation is going from bad to
detoxify its plant and its sewer lines.
worse" for downstream communities
Disposal involves transporting the
that get their drinking water from the
chemicals from the Morris Foreman
Ohio River.
Since the plant was closed March 29, Sewage Treatment plant, loading them
clarinetist and Chuck Simons drununer
National Library Week will be obonto barges and either incinerating
100 million gallons of untreated sewage
will present songs of the 40's. The public
served
April
17-23
at
the
Calloway
them
to
a
secure
them
or
transporting
posing
have been dumped into the Ohio,
is
invited to attend.
County
Public
Library.
landfill. A spot on the Gulf of Mexico is
a "grave threat" to downstream
designated
Friday
will
be
"Your Library needs your active
consideration
as
a
dump
site.
under
and
Indiana
Kentucky,
in
communities
school,
cooperative
with
library
day
support
.and
use.
That's
why
the
"The disposal is the most- difficult
Illinois, according to Jack Raven of the
library
university
public
and
the
American
Library
Association's
part of the operation," *lid John
U.S. Environmental Protection
messsage during National Library' personnel visiting one anothers'
Tierney, a spokesman for the
Agency.
Week is "Use Your Library"...it's the
libraries.
Metropolitan Sewer District, which
"The river is in pretty good shape
"This week is a good time to begin
best
thing
you
can
do
for
your
Library
operates
the
plant.
"You've
got
to
the
now," Raven, EPA's top official in
thinking
about what you can dofor your
and
for
yourself,"
a
library
spokesman
pump from digesters onto barges under
southeast,said Friday'"But ifyou keep
library and what your library can do for
stated.
of
conditions."
the
most
careful
river,
on
the
of
load
inducing that kind
you," the spokesman further added.
Just -some of the services that the
Originally, the entire disposal and.
you'll have continuing increased costs
Calloway County Public Library offers
been
estimated
detoxification
cost
had
treatment."
for water
are:. year round bookmobile service
Raven said "it's just not an ac- at 18 million. Raven said the - new
covering the entire city and county once
estimate was considerably lower
ceptable risk" to keep the plant closed
a month; story hours for children; shutbecause "we've been able to subfor an extended period of time and
in service for those unable to get to the,
added that at some undetermined point, stantially reduce and isolate the
library; information and referral
problem" to eight million gallons of
he may advocate a partial reopening
service by phone and personal contact:
Terry Lynn Clark, a senior at
even, if the plant isn't completely contaminated sludge, compared with
book discussion groups; art shows and
initial figures of 16 million gallons.
decontaminated.
Calloway County High School, has been
special programs at regular intervals
Early Friday, two U.S. Army
named the recipient of the $250 Joe
"I'll do anything I can to bring the
Monday, Mayor John Ed Scott and
Dyer Pool Scholarship to attend
situation .(in the river) to safe levels," chemical experts and two EPA emCounty Judge Robert 0. Miller will
Murray State University during the
ployes, clad in masks and rubber suits
he said.
proclaim the week as National Library
1977-78 school year.
At a news conference Friday, Mayor and carrying cameras and test
Week.
Clark, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
.Harvey Sloane announced that the equipment, entered sewers along a 2,1Tuesday, the library staff will be
Lynn Clark of Murray, Route 1, was
President has authorized EPA to ex- mile stretch of West Broadway to
guests at an "Appreciation Breakfast
measure the concentration of the
chosen as a National Merit Scholarship
pend funds for the disposal of the toxic
hosted by the library director. Also
Semi-Finalist and received an inchemicals, which were discovered chemicals. •
Tuesday the library staff will have a
The results of those tests will help
when 25 treatment plant employes
vitation to attend the United States
coffee honoring the city and count
determine when the plant can reopen.
became ill after breathing their fumes.
Naval Academy Engineering Seminar.
court officials at 10:00 a.m.
hexachlorochemicals,
The
He is a member of the Beta Club,
"I want to commend the President
Wednesday, Richard
Valentine
Future Business Leaderikf America,
for recognizing that this is a regional , cyclopentadiene and ,octachloroChildren's Theatre clirekor will present
Future Farmers of America, Pep Club,
problem and not just a local problem," cyclopentane, are used in the
a special program for all ages at 3 11+ 1
and Student Action for Education. He
sal& Mayor Harvey Sloane, who had manufacture of pesticides.
p.m. (there will be no morning story
In I related development, Jay
has served as assistant editor of the
reWsted the aid. "This is a disaster
hour).
Sargent; an attorney with EPA's enschool newspaper and was a member of
and an emergency that may affect the
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Murray.
forcement division, said by telephone
the Student Executive Council,
whole region."
newest Jazz Trio composed of rvtane
Clark plans to pursue a career in
In a telegram to the "President from Atlanta, Ga. that Louisville is
Taylor pianist, Donald Story.
probably safe from EPA penalties or
Thursday, Sloane said. "Pumping raw
computer science.

Louisville Officials Say They Hope
To Reopen Treatment Plant By May
the
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Library Week Celebration
Planned By Local Facility

Clark Receives
Scholarship

the underlying rate is about 6 per cent.
Unemployment was 7.3 per cent in
March.
Carter said at a nationally televised
new conference Friday that getting
the inflation rate down will require a
patient, voluntary effort and that "no
one should look to government for easy
answers because there are none."
Among Carter's other anti-inflation
proposals:
—A pledge-to balance the budget by
the end of his term.
--Extension-of the Council on - Wage and Price Stability to provide more
information on inflationary conditions.
—Incentives for business to invest in
new productive facilities.
—Encouragement-, of increased
productivity.
„ —A program to restrain increases in
hospital costs.
—Strict enforcement of antitrust
laws.

Carter Restores
Tenn-Tom Funds
environmentally safe-.
"'There was no indication how much
money Carter expected the chopping
and paring to save.
'Predictably, congressmen whose
projects were axed pledged to appeal to
, Reports of the President's decikion congress. Those whose projects passed
came from, congressmen and, state the test praised Carter's foresight.
officials who were notified Friday.
"I'm proud of my President," said
Carter, who had threatened all 30 with Gov. Cliff- Finch of Mississippi, after
extinction, said he would announce his learning that the $1.8 billion Tennesseedecisions formally Monday.
Tombigbee project lived.
Few seemed willing to surrender to
"... The formal decision will be made
adverse decisions. "I will say a special' by Congress, not the administration,"
prayer for the President and hope that said Sen. George S. McGovern, D-S.D.,
his heart won't he -so cold," said-Rep. whose Oahe Irrigation Project was
Wes-Watkins-,-Dgkla.,after learning a
flood control Project in hisstate had MaitliketL
At
s •co
'
enc'e Friday,
- Carter said his -ailes- werefireparing an
Carter's decision may not be a final analysis of the Masons for his
blow to the projects because Congress decisions. could restore the money to the budget.
-We have tried to do this in a very
The survivors include two of the careful and methodical way," Carter
largest projects — the Tennessee said. "Combined with it, we will publish
Tombigbee Waterway and the Central and _adhere to a very strict list of
Arizona Project, The victims include criteria in the future for approval of the
the Richard B. Russell.Dam in Carter's projects."
is
home state of Georgia, a project he
Some of the projects had been in
supported while governor.
limbo for two months. The first hint of
Of the 30 projects., Carter proposed no danger came in mid-February,. when
federal money for 15, full funding for Carter, his administration barely a
eight, partial funding for five and
month old, told Congress he wanted to
withholding of money for two pending
lop off $289 million in the 1978 budget for
further study.
19 water projects. He,also- said he was
The water development projects had
ordering a complete review of all 320
been threatened since Carter said he
on-going water resource projects.
would halt federal spending on them in
He later changed his mind about
the 1978 budget unless reviews proved
three of the projects restoring them to
them economically necessary and
federal spending.

WASHINGTON (API
President
Carter is restoring money for nearly
half of the 30 water ond dam projects he
has considered scrapping but is holding
firm on the others.

inside today
Sjiring football practice at Murray State University is
half over. For an update on theItacers' progress see the
story by Joe Tom Erwin on page 6 of today's Sports
Section. What Are Boys? Murray Ledger & Times publis,her
Walt Apperson gives one view in a special article appearing on today's Opinion Page. page-4.

today's index

partly cloudy

Local Scene
Horoscopes
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Sports
Fins
ClaSsifieds
Crossword
Comics
Deaths & Funerals

Partly cloudy with a slight
chance of rain tonight. Clearing
and—mild tonight. Partly cloudy
Sunday with a slight chance of,
rain. Lows tonight in the upper
SOs. Highs Sunday in the low 80s.
Winds light and variable tonight.
Rain chances 20 per cent tonight
and 20 per cent Sunday.
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- 2
' 4
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‘:8,9
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Classes Of 1927 And 1952 To Be Honored At University April 30
The Class of 1927, the second class to
graduate at Murray State University,
and the Class of 1952 will share the
honor spotlight Saturday, April 30, as
an afternoon and evening of annual
alumni activities gets under way at the
university.
Members of the two classes, _the,
year's Golden and Silver Anniversary
classes, will be special guests at a
luncheon in Beshear Gymnasium of the
Student Center, formerly the
University Laboratory School.
Of-the'37
- members of the 1927 class,
25 are living, 11 are deceased and the
whereabouts of one, Mary L Brandon,

is not known. Many have indicated they
plan to be on the campus for the
program.
The 12-member Class of 1926, the first
to graduate and the first to observe its
Golden Anniversary, was honored last
year. Six members of that class were
still living and were on campus to be
honored. One, Dr. Blanche Y. Martin,
Owensboro;has since passed away.
The surviving five members of the
Class of 1926 as well as those in the 1927
class will receive _charter member
certificates in the University's new
Emeritut Club during the luncheon

program.
More than $600 has been contributed
to date to be applied toward the
establishment of an Emeritus Club
Scholarship Fund in honor of the early
graduates.
Tickets to the luncheon are $4.50 eachand reservations should be made with
the alumni office in Sparks Hall not
_
later than April 22.
The 25 members of the Class of ..1927
still living are:
Dwight D. Crisp, Lorene Swann. S
Jack Gardner, W. J. Gibson, Mrs.-Zitell
Lockhart Goheen, Mrs. Annie' Lee

Robertson Gunter,. Dr. Mildred Hatcher, Carmon Graham, Mrs. Modest.
Clark Jeffrey, Mrs. Pauline.M, Johnston, Claude Miller, and Mrs. Lessie D.
Pickard, all of Murray.
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Richardson
Bagwell, Pttiyeir, Term.; Oscar L.
Brann,-, 'Winge; Mrs.- Buelab Jane
Elliott Clinton and William V. James,
Tulsa, Okla.; Mrs. Esva Arnett
Therrell, Clarksburg, Tenn.; Mrt.
Mavis Hamilton Moore, Dundelin, Fla.,
and Mg! Mayme Badwell Dent,
Charleston,
Also, Max B. Hurt,•Kirksey;(airy M.
Lassiter, Louisville; Dr. William R.

McNeill, BoWling Green; Mrs. Stevie
Woolridge Peck, Malverne, N. Y.; Mrs.
Lucy Elizabeth Murdock Myers, Lynn
Grove,and Virgil G. Waggener, Dixon.
.The 11 deceased members are Rue L.
Beale, Brainard F. Brandon, Manaune
Crawford, Robert F. Crutcher:'Kelsey
R. Cummins, Mrs. Hattie Holt Ftascoa...
Robert Cray Murray, Richard Lee
Sisson, Len Dave Williams, _Mrs. Elva
Anita Harelson and Annie Elizabeth
Gatlin.
State Sen. Pat McCuiston, Pembroke,
president-elect of the Atttenni
Association, will preside at the luncheon, with the invocation being.given

by R. Sidney Easley, Murray attorney
and vice-president of the association.
Murray State President Constantine
W. Curris will, welcome the groups to
the campus, and special music will be
provided by' Dr. and Mrs. William T
Parker,- Paducah. Max- Hurt will speak
on behalf of the Class of '27, and
Richard H. Lewis, Benton attorney and
president of the alumni association, will
present the Emeritus Club certificates.
From 2 until 4 p.m., the two classes
will hold reunions in the lobby of the
Student Center with the public invited
to attend.
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1 Deaths and Funerals
Pride E. Dodd `. 'Mr. Rex Huie,
Dies Thursday;
74, Of Puryear
Services Saturday Dies Early Today

Shipboard Education Revival Selices Rogers Speaks Here
To Beg funday
-.Voyages Are Postponed Rt Mem;riai Churh Oir-ReOublicamtEliture

Vinson Named To
Education Panel
%bow visioyr of

urray
alumni affairs
been
has
University,
State
Summer and fall semester academically affiliated, with
'
there is no
named to the Governor's Task
voyages tentatively scheduled -the University of Colorado at
Memrial Baptist Church
Harold Hollers; alio served people, becuase
will have revival services as chairman of former effective challenge to in- Force on Education.
this year by the Institute for Boulder.
is
17-22, with the Rev. Dr. preajdent Gerald Ford's cumbant administrations."
°April
the
in
Education
In naming Vinson to the
Shipboard
Murray State University
The present Commonwealth
Goals of Education subSemester at Sea program one of about 30 colleges and Roy E. Boatwright as Kentucky re-election camAttorney of Pulaski County
evangelist. Evening services
Julian M.
Pride E. Dodd, 82, of Wingo
Mr. Rex Huie of Puryear, have been postponed a year. universities affiliated with the will be at 7:30 p.m. Noonday paign, spoke to a group of "sees evils" in the present committee, Gov.
in
that the
cruises
emphasized
Murray
State
Route Two, Pilot Oak comeducation
students,
Carroll
International
Association
Adult
for
3:30
at
morning
died this
munity, died at 11:35 a. m. a.m. at the Henry County the Mediterranean and along Shipboard Education. services will be held Tuesday-- faculty and interested citizens "one-party system" in the task force's over-all objective
Thursday at the Community General Hospital, Paris, Tn. the coast of North Africa " Students interested in ship- through Friday at 12:00 noon last night concerning the Bluegrass state. Feeling that is "to. develop a complete
fall board education programs
Hospital in Mayfield.
future of the Republican the Republican party has
blueprint for eqcation,'fr‘m.
Mr. Huie was 74 at the time of during the summer and a
taken a "negative attitude" in
-the
around
kindergarten through
voyage
Has survived_hy his wife, his death.
may
participate
semester
through
Party.
sail in Murray State.
Mrs. Ida- Lampkins Dodd;
In a lecture sponsored by trying to rebuild strength in
graduate school, that will
He is-survived by his widow, African continent will
three daughters,-Mrs. Marvin Mrs. Ivah Shrider Langston
the Murray State University weal areas.
serve the need of Kentucky's
Additional
1978.
information
"Until we can quit being
Nova) Coltharp of Wingo Huie, of Puryear; one
College Republicans, Rogers
students for the next quarter
The next student sailing of about any of the voyages may
Route Two; Mrs. Juanita 'daughter, Mrs. Patsy Norrid the S. S. Universe, the 18,000- be obtained by writing or
described the future of the negative and provide con- century."
Hendron of Mayfield and Mrs. of Troy, Tn.; and' a sister, ton ship provided by the calling Robert Head, Chairtwo-party system in Kentucky structive criticism, conA final report from the 33
for man, Departmeht of Art, and
Charlyne Cloys of Far- Miss Meadow Huie of Murray. Seawise Fundation
as being "in jeopardy" structive alternatives; and subcommittees making up the
mington; seven grand- Four grandchildren also education purposes and which Semester at Sea Adviser,
because of the domination of until we can articulate these task force is expected by the
500
about
children, nine great grand- survive. the Democratic party in state alternatives to the people" the end of the year.
Murray State University,
can accommodate
aroundan
children and one great-great
be
will
students,
Murray,
affairs. This is"a sad story for GOP will continue to be unKy.,
42071,
A native of Calloway
(502)
762Mr. Huie was a member of
successful.
spring
the
cruise
in
grandchild.
Vinson has been the
3784.
County,
the-world
Methodist
United
Puryear
the
Outlining other reasons for
He was a member of the Church.
Murray State alumni director
of 1978..
the decline in support for since October, 1968. He
Applications for the voyage
Ferndale, Michigan, Church
Funeral services will be
Republicans, Rogers cited the
received his undergraduate
of Christ and was a retired held at 2:30 p.m.Sunday at the to' the Orient, South Asia,
loss of the Black vote to the -degree in 1949 at Murray
. employe from the Plant McEvoy Funeral Home Middle East, and the
Democrats as a Major
Protection Asackc,iatioil of chapel in Paris with the Rev. Mediterranean next spring
State, and his master's degree
mistake. Republicans have
accepted,
acMichigan.
being
now
are
at the University of Kentucky
9iiincy_ Scruggs _ officiating.
"failed miserably by letting
Griffiths,
• -Services will be held at 2
in 1959.
Burial wilt be in 'South -cording to M.• A.
the Black vote slip from
m.Saturday,at the chapel of Pleasant Grove Cemetery in executive director Of the In.. Before coming to Murray,
LEXINGTON,.Ky. (AP) — them."
Shipboard
the Max Churchill Funeral Calloway County.
for
stitute
he was with the Kentucky
A central Kentucky en- Rogers
the
blamed
Home with T. C. Wilcox and
is
which
in
Friends may call at the Education,
vironmental group and 35 Dethocratic party for—the Department of Agriculture
Church
The
First
Baptist
Charles Simmons officiating.
br
which
13
years
Frankfort,
funeral home after 5 p.m.
individuals have filed suit in decline of the free-enterprise
will hold regular worship
Burial will be in the Murray today.
U.S. District Court requesting system in the United States, as assistant commissioner.
Dr. Roy E. Boatwright
April
17,
Sunday,
services
on
City Cemetery. Friends may
at 10:45 a.m. and seven p.m. with liinch served by the. a permanent injunction to halt- and he called for the need to
call at the funeral home after 1
with the pastor, the Rev. Dr. ladies Sunday -School classes the planned widening of the "get government out of free
p. m. Friday.
Paris Pike between Lexington enterprise." Comparing the
Bill Whittaker as the speaker, at 12:30 p.m.
The deceased man was born
Sunday School workers and Paris.
as
song
free-enterprise system to a
Dr.
Ray
Moore
was
the
son
and
Tennessee
in
Bluegrass Land and Nature basketball game, he sees
director, Mrs. Judy Henry as conferences and prayer time
of the late John and Mary
(Continued From Page 1)
organist, and Mrs. Alene will be held thusly: Adults, Trust Inc., the principal government as playing the
Dodd. Grandsons will be
Bro. Kenneth Hoover will be Knight as pianist.
Monday, 6:30 p.m.; Youth, plaintiff in the suit, filed role of "referee," but as it
serving as the pallbearers.
The council approved a the speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
U.S. stands now the government is
Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.; Children, Thursday, , names
proposal from Dr. Henley of and six p.m. services on
"A Mice for You" with "Thiirsday, 6:30 win.
Transportation Secretary "playing the garne for the
the citi's anti-recession funds Sunday, April 17, at the scripture from_John 14:1-6 will
A series of gospel meetings
Dr. Boatwright is a native of Brock Adams and state
which totaled $5,288. The University Church of Christ. be the morning sermon topic, Missouri Where he attended Transportation Secretary team of free-enterprise.'
will be conducted by the
Summing up Kentucky and
proposal stipulated that $2,000
Leroy Eldridge will make and "Greater Than Christ" Southwest Baptist College, Calvin Grayson as defendants. its obvious allegiance to the Church of Christ, Ilth and
of the fund be used to buy two- the announcements. Greeters with scripture from John Bolivar, Mo., William Jewell
Olive Streets, Benton, April
The plaintiffs contend the
way radio equipment for the will be David Fitts, Jimmy 14:12-14, the evening sermon College, Liberty, Mo., Central controversial project to widen Democratic party, he sees the 17-22. Services will begin at
majority of the states
street and sanitation depar- Ford, and Robert Hendon.
topic.
Baptist Theological Seminary, a 12-mile stretch of road would .Demoerats as "conservatives 9:30 a. m.and 6 p. m. Sunday,
tments, $2,000 to be used in
and 7:30 to 7:50 a. m. and 7:00
Prayers will be led by Larry
Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas destroy the Scenic and historic
moving the old L & N Railroad Dunn, Prentice Dunn, _Jarnes_ The Adult Choir and the and Southwestern Baptist nature of the two-lane high- who have registered the p. m. Monday through Friday.
wrong
way."
Young
Musicians
Choir
will
depot to the city-county park, Feltner, and Rob Gingles.
John Dale, Murray, will be
way.,
sing at the morning service, _Theological Seminary (Exthe guest evangelist. He.has
'The Kentucky Heritage
Bible Study will be held at along with Miss Carol Spann tention ).
The funeral for Mrs.'Joseph $L000 to be used by the street
been the regular preacher of
Franklin_ (Mamie Nance) department to upgrade 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
Since 1952 he has served as Commission last March apwho will -sing a s'Olo. The SAI
the 7th and Poplar Church tiproved nomination of a section
Page of 1312 Sycamore Street, warehouse facilities, and $88
School
Director
of
the
Saday
Ensemble will sing at the
Murray for the past four
Murray, is being held today at to be used to replace the roof
Department of Kentucky of the pike to the National
evening service.
on
the
equipment
building
at
years, having moved there
Register of Historic Places.
at the Oak Grovetwo-p.
'Baptist
ConVention.
Since
Assisting in the services will
after serving the New
Right of wax acquisition
Baptist Church with the Rev. the Murray City Cemetery.
Vied Schultz, Bill Wilson, retiring from this post, he has already has • begun on the
be
in $200
Of
at
Church
the
fund
had
already
interest
of
local
of
stocks
Prices
Providence
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev.
pastor
and
served
as
interim
noon today furnished to the Ledger de J. D. Rayburn, and G. T.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Calloeiy County for seven
Harold Smotherman of- been ,allocated •for the pur- Times by I. M.Simon CO. are as follows.
is now pastor of the Living project.
Moody. "
The Kentucky Commission on Y*43.
ficiating. Leland Peeler is chase of an electronic "stun
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used
by
the
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gun"
to
be
Human Rights has awarded to. Dale received his A. A. it
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Volunteer
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be the largest' sex B. A. at Oklahoma Christian
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School
Am. Motors
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discriminationPage,
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everyone
to
attend
these
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Dynamics
Murray State University in
commission.
Sr., are serving as and authorized the fire Gen.
Glenn Orr;
services,"
said
the
Rev.
Grogan, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
70% -4'i
Can. Motors
The award 'to Lucy OM. Be has been involved in
274 +%
.- Terrell White, etiiirrh- pastor.
- pallbearers. Burial-will be in .committee and the. major to Gen. Tlre
Harris,
Misses
Karen
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
334 4
Greenwood may exceed foreign campaigns, numerous
The nursery will be
the Oak Grove Cemetery with spend up to $150 to buy a new Goodrich
and Lisa Francis, and Randy
29% +4
Gulf Oil
43-year-old Livermore man $20,000,
according to a com- evangelistic meetings, and
35 +%
provided
for
each
the arrangements by the.J. H. mower for Fire Station No.2. , Pennwalt
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could receive a five-year
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Transportation
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School
will
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9:30
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RepublieStwel
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Co. of Louisville preaching.
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753-5750.
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10% +4
Tappan
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17% 4
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intercepting communkations, was
money and offer her former Marsha Hendon,They
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Zenith Radio
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have two children, Karen and
Hospital. She was a member
job bach.
William David Snodgrass, her
Prices of stock of local intertst at noon
Ms. Greenwood, who Michael.
of the Grace Baptist Church
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
the supervisor OfMaintenance prefers
Times by First of Michigan. Corp', of
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for the Ohio County schools,Murray. are as follows
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Church
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The West
late John Wright
was arrested earlier this week
Heublein Inc
264 4
car driver on Oct. 8,1975. Auto
Christ, Doran Road at Holiday McDonalds
Kuykendall Nance.
Corp.
43% ±1.
on a United States warrant,
6% unc
Releasing receives cars from
Survivors are.her husband, Drive, will have a gospel Ponderosa Systems
said
Stanley
S.
Czarnecki,
Clark
45 unc
the Ford Motor'Co. for shipGLASGOW, Ky. (AP — after takeoff from the airport
Joseph Franklin Page, one meeting starting Sunday, Kimberly
564 +
Union Carbide.
here Weclneday night. Mrs. special agent in charge of the ment to dealers.
unc Federal aviation investigators
son, the Rev. Grover Wright. April 17, and continuing W.R. Grace
Joan
Texaco
Doering, 26, of FBI in Kentucky.
264 4
Friday,
April
72.
After 28 days of em'Page, and one granddaughter, through
General Elec.
......... 53% +4 have begun a probe into the Edmonton, was
He said the charges against
reported in
114 one crash of a 'Mall airplane in
ployment, she said in the
Bro. Johnny Stringer will be GAF
Miss Cheryl D. Pierce, all of
guarded condition Thursday Snodgrass "stem from the complaint, a company official
Georgia Pacific
34 +%
Murray; one sister, Mrs. the speaker for the services to Pfizer
22% +4 which three persons were night at a Glasgow
discovery of recording
hospital.
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP)
324 unc killed.
told her "she might injure
Notie Page, Forydyce, Ark.; be held Sunday at 10:50 a.m. Jim Walters
equipment attached to the
Ellis
Kirsch
Rice,
15 unc
60,
the
pilot,
— Funeral services are
herself"
if
she
One
person.
.survived
the
one brother, Aubrey C. Nance, and six p.m. and nightly at Disney
continued
on_
35% 4
in Houinhan, 27, and telephones of the Ohio County the job.
scheduled
today
in
Franklin Mint
22% 4 crash, which occurred shortly
7:30 p.m.
Paris, Tn.
renda Puckett, 31 — all of Board of Education in HartIn addition to specific Georgetown for a 5-year-old
4
Glasgow — died in the crash, ford."
remedial orders relating to Scott County boy who was
Snodgrass
has
been
state police said.
Ms. Greenwood's complaint, killed when he was run over by
James Pedigo, who lives released on $2,563 bond.
the commission order the the tractor his father was
near the crash site, said he
company to "cease and driving, authorities said.
and his wife were watching
Scott County Coroner
desist" from its -unlawful
television Wednesday night
practice of discriminating Kenneth Grant said John
when they heard a loud noise.
against female employes and Raymond McKinney Jr. died
He said he drove around the
applicant for employment Wednesday.
area in his truck but could find
The boy's father, Raymond
because of their sex."
no clue to the sound and
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
McKinney of Stamping
The program will be aimed at used to reduce the fiscal 1977 budget
dashing Americans' hopes for a $50 tax
assumed it came from a
LAKE DATA
Ground, had stopped the
keeping inflation from getting worse in deficit.
traffic accident along the
rebate this, year, President Carter is
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.357.6 tractor to disconnect a harrow
the short run and reducing the current
He said he would "strongly oppose"
highway.
letting them know what help they can
when the youth walked around
high level of prices in the long run.
any congressional efforts to divert the
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, down 0.2.
The plane crashed in afield
expect from the government to ease the
Below dam 325.8 down 0.7. to the front of the tractor. The
The administration says the un- funds to new spending programs. •
minister of the First Christian
burden of inflation.
owned by Edward Geralds. Church (Disciples of Christ),
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.7 boy was crushed when his
derlying inflation rate in the economy is
Budget Director Bert Lance told
The President planned to unveil at a
His daughter, Marae,said she will speak on the subject, down 0.2.
father unknowingly started
about 6 per cent, which is still high by reporters the deficit, estimated
White House-news conference today the
telephoned police Thursday "Discovering The Will of
Below dam 330.1 down 0.1. the tractor and drove forward,
historical standards. But in recent previously at nearly $70 billion, will be
details of the anti-inflation program he
morning when she spotted the God," at the 10:45 a.m. Sunset 6:30. Sunrise 5:23.
Grant said.
months, there have been worrisome reduced to at least $57 billion.
promised during his campaign.
wreckage from a window of worship services on Sunday,
signs inflation (night be edging toward
Chairman Arthur F. Burns or the
In scrapping his $10 billion tax rebate
her home. ,
the double-digit range.
April 17.
Federal Reserve Board hailed Carter's
plan Thursday, Carter may have done
Carter said art White House news decision. "This is an extraordinary act
"An Easter Carol" will be
more to reassure business about the
conference Thursday that his decision of honesty and courage on the part of
the anthem to be sung by the
administration's commitment to fight
to scrap the rebates was done partly out the President," said Burns, who may
Junior Choir, directed by
inflation than anything that will be in
of concern over the recent statistics have helped kill the rebates with his
Margaret Porter with Jane
today's program.
showing inflation on the rise.
Prince as organist.
repeated warnings to Congress that
On Wall Street, which had been
He also junked his proposals for $2.5 they would be inflationary.
LOUISVILLE, KY. (AP), Dr. Bill Seale will be worworried over the possible inflationary
billion in tax credits for business. Both
Labor leaders withheld comment on
— U.S. Dist. Judge James"F. ship 'leader, Danny Flemingt
impact of the rebates, the stock market
plans had been part of the $31 billion the rebate decision, although Carter
Gordon is expected to decide will be candle lighter, and Mr.
gained nearly 9 points in heavy trading
two-year economic stimulus program said he believes President George
by next Wednesday whether and Mrs. Jim Clinkenbeard
Thursday.
Carter decided upon before taking Meany of the AFL-CIO supported it. He
Jefferson County first-graders and Elmer Collins will be
Although Carter said last year he
office.
will be bused next fall under greeters.
said he had consulted labor leaders.
would ask for standby authority to
Carter said he will continue to push
Elders serving will be
his 1975 desegregation order.
MOst reaction in Congress was swift
pose wage and price controls, he and
for the jobs programs and permanent and approving, although Sen. Edmund
Thomas L. Hogan, a Henry Holton and Eugene
hi dvisers have said they no longer tax adjustments that made up about $20
civil rights attorney, has Scott. Henry Fulton, B. D.
S. Muskie, 1)-Maine, accused the
waitt this.
billion of his original economic stimulus President of breaking a promise to
argued that first graders must Hall, John Ford Hall, Coleman
"There is nothing in this program
program.
persons needing the money to pay high
be bused next fall if the McKeel, Dan McKeel, Robert
that. involves controls or coercion,
Carter said the energy program he fuel charges and other bills.
Schools are to eliminate all Puttoff, and Steve Shaw will
either actual or standby in nature," will announce next week "is quite
vestiges of segregation.
serve as deacons. ..-4` —
"The people have been told since last
Treasury Secretary W. Michael severe" and hinted it could add a new December that this relief
Hogan argued, in a brief
Youth groups will meet
is coming,"
Blumenthal told reporters this week.
inflationary spark of its own.
filed this week, against Sunday at five p.m., for youth
Muskie said. "They have been looking
Instead of controls, the new antiHis surprise decision to scrap the forward to it.... We ought to keep faith
Supt.
schools
Ernest choir, at 5:30 p.m. for supper,
inflation program was expected to rebates for 200 million Americans was with them."
Grayson's request that first- separate meetings at six p.m.
emphasize voluntary discussions the result of both political and economic
Sunday School will be at 9:30
The rebate had been facing an un- ,graders be exempt .from.
among business, labor and government considerations,
but
primarily certain fate in the Senate.
busing during the 1977-78 am.
of wage and price-policies in the private economic, Carter Said. He said the
school year.
Sen. Russell Long, chairman of the
economy.
economy is now doing well without it, Senate Finance Committee, said he
Attorneys for the school
It .also will lay out the general in- and he is worried over recent statistics believes the rebate could have
board have argued that busing
won
The blue whale can reach
flation targets the administration hopes that show inflation worsening.
first-graders would severely lengths'of up to 100 feet and tip
Senate approval, "but not without the
to achieve and will put great stress on
"We don't think there's a need administration's support."
inconvenience the school the scales at 200 tons, the
reducing 'government paperwork and anymore," Carter said.
system because the children equivalent weight of 33 African
"If the economy sags,the rebate may
regulations that are., said to cause
The President said the money saved be renewed; we'll just have to wait and
would have to be bused elephants, according to Nation4xicl,,r
1
al beograpttic.
private business to increase prices.
from the rebates andlax credits will be see," said the Louisiana Democrat ' separately from older pupils.
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Quick Action Expected On
Carter Inflation Remedies

Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, a professor in
the Department of Professional
Studies, was elected Friday by his
faculty colleagues at Murray State
University to be their voice on the
university's board of regents.
He defeated Dr. C. D. Wilder,
associate professor of biological
sciences, 186 to 115 votes to win the
faculty seat on the board for a threeyear term. Matarazzo will be installed
_at the next board meeting April 23.
A member of the faculty since 1967,
Matarazzo succeeds Dr. Mark Cunningham, professor of psychology, who
has served on the board since the spring
of 1974.Balloting Friday was the third and
deciding attempt to determine who will
be the faculty spokesman on the 10:
member board until the spring of 1980.
Two earlier elections failed to decide
the issue when none of the candidates
polled a clear majority of the votes. ,
Matarazzo, 53, is a Rhode Islend
native who has wide experience in
education. He served as aXgh school
principal, teacher, debate coach, and
baseball coach, as a junior high school
principal, and as an assistant
superintendent-before he joined the.
MurrayState faculty.
He earned the A. B. degree at St
Mary's University in Baltimore, Md.,
the M. A. degree at the University of
,./Kentucky, and the Ed. S. and Ed. D.
,/ degrees at Indiana University. His
teaching specializations at Murray
State are school administration and
supervision, school law, and school
finance.
He and his idle, Franeea, have two
daughters - Mrs. Mary Bryant and
Sally Clay Matarazzo. The Matarazzos
live at 1602 KeenIked Drive in Murray.

the underlying rate,is about 6 per cent.
eludes AFL-CIO president George
WASHINGTON (API- President
Unemployment was 7.3 per cent in
Carter's voluntary remedies for inMeany and ReginaldIones, chairman
March.
.
flation are assured of quick
of General Electric Co., to work to
Carter said at a nationally televised
congressional consideration, with
reduce inflation.
news conference Friday that getting
hearings beginning Tuesday.
This would continue the work of a
the inflation rate down will require a
Rep. William S. Moorhead, 1)-Pa.,
group first set up for former President
patient, voluntary effort and that "no
said Friday his House Banking subGerald R: Ford and now meeting
one should look to government for easy
committee on economic stabilization
unofficially with former Labor
answers because there are none."
will hold five days of hearings but they
Secretary John T. Dunlop remaining as
Among Carter's other anti-inflation
will go beyond the proposals Carter
chairman.
proposals:
outliAagspiday.
,
Meany said he and Jones "have in-A pledge to balance the budget by
NrOorhead said he agrees with Carter • formed President Carter that we would
the end of'ins term.
that wage and price controls should not
be willing to _ discuss._ with. the
-Extension ,of the Council on Wage
be used to stem inflation.
President's advisers in a voluntary,
and Price Stability to provide more
But he said his subcommittee will
nonofficial manner the major economic
information on inflationary conditions.
consider requiring businesswlanning
probleins.facing the nation."
-Incentives for business to invest in
major-v.ice 'increases-1r) notify the
Chairman Charles L. Schultze of
Council on Wage and Price Stability.
Carter's Council .of Economic Advilers iiew productive facilities.
Carter's program doe", not include
Said targets will be to reduce inflation .44 -Encouragement of increased
productivity.
such a requirement, but Treasury
to between 4 and 4.5 per cent by the end
-A program to restrain increases in
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal said
of 1979 and unemployment to between 5
hospital costs.
the administration hopes big businesses
and 5.5 per cent. Consurrier prices have
-Strict enforcement of antitrust
will tell the government in advance if
surged recently to an annual increase
they plan big price increases.
rate of about 9 per cent, but Carter said laws.
Carter emphasized he would use a
labor-management team which in-

Physical Exams
Set For Students
Beginning In Fall

Physical examinations for kindergarten and firsfgrade students who
have pre-enrolled for the.1977-78 school
STIJN.•GUN'-Dog Warden Billy Don Hamilton displays the new piece of
year in Murray city schools will be
lequipment purchased by the Murray City Ccruncd to use in capturing -or
conducted at the local Health Center
subduing animals. The "gun" is a non-lethal weapon, which emits a laser,
during April and May,Letters will be
beam which wilt stun a dog-or other animal fcir about 15ininutes*, allbang
home to Parents tilling them the
date and time their child is kheduled
the warden to bring the animal under control without harming it. The
for a physical.
"gun"is not harmful to the animals,or to humans, Hamilton said.
Any parent - not choosMg to take
Staff Photo by David MN
advantage of this free physical
examination may have their family
physician conduct the physical
ex-amination for. their child," a
spokesman said. The completed
-medical examination form should be
turned in to the office of the school the
.rMfpIanato attend.
Any kindergarten and-first grade
..
sewage into the Ohio River is totally lawsuits from downstream corn- - students who have not pre-enrolled and,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Armed
unacceptable to me and the citizens of munities as long as it can show that it
plan to attend the Murray City Schools
with a promise of federal aid from
hasn't "unreasonably delayed" efforts
this area."
should pre-enroll now in order that
President Carter, 'officials here say
Raven said his agency is prepareckto to detoxify the sewage system and end
physical examinations can be conthey -hope to reopen a chemicallypay up- to $3 million for disposal of the The .durn-Ping of raw sewage into the
'ducted this spring':
contaminated sewage treatment plant
chemicals, a task he estimated would river.
in the first week of May.
cost
$2.2 to $2.8 million. He said Ihe
By that time, however,the river may
Metropolitan Sewer District, which
have digested some 4 billion gallons of
operates the treatment plant, would
_untreated sewage,and a federal official
have to pay $300,000 to $1 million to
says "the situation is going from bad to
detoxify its plant and its sewer lines.
worse" for downstream communities
Disposal involves transporting the
that get their drinking water from the
chemicals from the Morris Foreman
Ohio River.
Since the plant was closed March 29, Sewage Treatment plant, loading them
National Library Week will be ob- clarinetist and Chuck Simons drummer
onto barges and either incinerating
100 million gallons of untreated sewage
will present songs of theAO's. The public
served April 17-23 at the Calloway
secure
them
or.
transporting
them
to
a
posing
Ohio,
into
the
have been dumped
is
invited to attend.
County
Public
Library.
landfill. A spot on the Gulf of Mexico is
a "grave threat" to downstream
designated
be
Friday
will
"Your Library needs your active
under consideration as a dump site.
communities in Kentucky, Indiana and
school,
with
cooperative
library
day
support
and
use.
That's
why
the
'‘,`Th
disposal
is
the
most
difficult
Illinois, according to Jack Raven of the
library
university
public
and
the
American
Library
Assaciation's
part of the operation," said John
U.S. Environmental Protection
personnel visiting one anothers'
messsage during National Library
Tierney, a spokesman for the
Agency.
-libraries.
Week
is
"Use
Your
Library"...it's
the
Metropolitan Sewer District, which
"The river is in pretty good shape
"This week is a good time to begin
best
thing
you
can
do
for
your
Library
operates
the
plant.
"You've
got
to
in
the
official
now," Raven, EPA's top
thinking about what you can do for your
and for yourself," a library spokesman
pump from digesters onto barges under
southeast,said Friday."But if you keep
library and what your library can do for
stated.•
inducing that kind of load on the river, the most careful of Conditions."
you," the spokesman further added.
Just
some
of
the
that
the
services
Originally, the entire disposal and.
you'll have continuing increased costs
Calloway
County
Public
Library
offers
detoxification cost had been estimated
for water treatment."
are: year round bookmobile_ service.:
Raven said ;It's just.. not an ac- at $8 million. Raven said the new
covering the entire city and county once
estimate was considerably lower
ceptable risk" to keep the plant closed
a month; story hours for children; shutbecause "we've been able to subfor an extended period of time and
in
service for those unable to get to the
added that at some undetermined point, stantially reduce and isolate the
library; information and referral
problem" to eight million gallons of
he may advocate a partial reopening
service by phone and personal contact,
contaminated sludge, compared with
. Terry Lynn Clark, a senior at
even if the plant isn't completely
book discussion groups; art shows and
initial figures of 16 million gallons.
decontaminated.
Calloway County High School, has been
special programs at regular intervals
Early Friday, two 17,.S.' Army
named the recipient of the 6250 Joe
"I'll do anything I can to bring the.
Monday, Mayor John Ed Scott and
Dyer Pool Scholarship to attend
situation (in the river) to safe levels," chemical experts and two EPA emCounty Judge Robert 0. Miller will • Murray State University during the
,
ployes, clad in masks and rubber suits
• he said.
proclaim the week as National Library
'
1977-78 school year.
At a news Conference Friday, Mayor and carrying cameras and test
Week.
Clark, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Harvey Sloane announced that the equipment, entered sewers along a VITuesday, the library staff will be
Lynn Clark of Murray, Route 1, was
President has authorized EPA to ek- mile stretch of West Broadway to
guests at an "Appreciation Breakfast'
chosen as a National Merit Scholarship
measure the concentration of the
pend funds for the disposal of the toxic
hosted by the library director. Also
chemicals.
Semi-Finalist and received an inchemicals, which were discovered
Tuesday the library staff will hay.'
The results of those tests will help
when 25 treatment plant employes
vitation to attend the United States
coffee honoring the city and count'
determine when the plant can reopen.
became ill after breathing their fumes.
Naval Academy Engineering Seminar.
court officials at 10:00 a.m.
chemicals,
hexachloroThe
"I want to commend the President
He is a member of the Beta Club,
Wednesday, Richard Valentin 1'
for recognizing that this is a regional cyclopentadiene and octachtoroFuture Business Leaders of America,
thildren's Theatre director will preser,!.
problem and not just a local problem," cyclopentane, are used in the
Future Farmers of Arnerica„„Pep Club,
a special program for ill ages at
Manufacture of pesticides.
and Student Action for Education. He
said Mayor Harvey Sloane, who had
p.m. ('there will be no morning stor:.
In a related development, Jay
has served as assistant editor of the
requested the aid. "This is a disaster
hour 4.
Sargent, an attorney with EPA's enschool newspaper and was a member of
and an emergency that may effect the
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Murray
forcement- division, said by telephone
the Student Executive Council.
whole region."
newest Jazz...Trio composed of Marc
CuC
mlaprukterp
In a telegram to the President from Atlanta, Ga. that Louisville is
pursue a career in
Taylor pianist, Donald stot
probably.safe from EPA penalties or
Thursday, Sloane said, "Pumping raw
lascnsientoce.

Louisville Officials Say They Hope
To Reopen Treatment Plant By May

Library Week Celebration
Planned By Local Facility
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Clark Receives
Scholarship

Carter Restores
Tenn-Tom Funds
environmentally safe.
WASHINGTON 1AP - President
Carter is restoring money for nearly— There was no indication hole,. Much
money Carter expected the chopping half of the 30 water andrlam projects he
and paring to save.
has considered scrapping but isholding
-Predietablyi- congreawnen - svhose
firmon the others.projects were axed pledged to appeal to
Reports of the President's decision Congress. Those whose projects passed
came from congressmen and state the test praised Carter's foresight.
officials who, were notified Friday.
"I'm proud of my President," said
Carter, who had threatened all 30 with Gov. Cliff Finch of Mississippi, after
extinction, said he would announce his learning that the $1.8 billion Tennesseedecisions formally Monday.
Tombigbee project lived.
Few seemed willing to surrender to
"... The formal decision will be made
adverse decisions. "I will say a special -by Congress, not the administration,"
prayer for the President and hope that said Sen. George S. McGovern,1)-S.D.,
his heart won't be so cold," said Rep. whose Oahe Irrigation Project was
Wes Watkins,D.Okla.,after-learninga -slashed,
flood control project hr his state - WO
.his ftews conference Friday,
been eliminated.
Carter said his aides were preparing an
Carter's decision may not be a final analysis of the reasons for his
blow to the projects. because Congress- decisions.
..
could restore the Money to-the budget.
"We have tried to do this in a very
The survivors r include two of the -careful and methodical way," Carter
largest projects -7 the Tennessee said. "Combined with it, we will publish
Tombigbee Waterway and the Central and adhere to a very strict list of
Arizona V.rq,lect.-The victims include criteria in the future for apgrOval of the
the Richard B. Russell Derain Carter's ._.Pr9.1!Cts."
home itife of Georgia, a project-he
Sortie Ott1ie1rojects had been in
supported while governor.
limbo (or two months. The first hint of
Of the 30 projects, Carter proposed no danger came in mid-February, when
federal money for 15, full funding for
Carter, his administration barely a
eight, partial funding for five and
month old, told Congress he wanted to
withholding of money for two pending
lop off $289 million in the 1978 budget for
further study.
19 water projects. He also said he was
The water development projects had
ordering a complete review of all 320
been threatened since Carter said he
on-going water resource projects.
would halt federal spending on them in
He later changed his mind about
the 1978 budget unless reviews proved
three of-the projects restoring them to
them economically necessary and
federal spending.
-

inside today
Spring football practice at Murray State University is
half over. For an update on the Racers' progress.see the
,story by Joe Tom Erwin on page 6 of today's Sports
Section. What Are Boys? Murray Ledger & Tunes publisher •
Walt Apperson gives one view in a special article appearing on today's Opinion page, page .4.

,partly cloudy
Partly cloudy with a slight
chance of rain tonight. Clearing
and mild tonight. Partly cloudy
•Sunday with a slight chanc%of
rein. Lows tonight-in the uPper
50s. Highs Sunday in the low 80s.
Winds light and variable tonight.
Rain.chances 20 percent tonight
and 20 per cent Sunday. '

today's index
Local Scene
Horoscopes
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Sport3
Fins
-Classifieds
Crossword
Comics
Deaths & Funerals

2,3
2
2
4
8,9
10, Li
12
12
12

Classes Of 1927 And 1952 To Be Honored At University April 30
TheClass of 1927, the second class to
graduate at Murray State University,
and the Class of 1952 will share the
honor spotlight Saturday, April 30, as
an afternoon and evening of annual
alumni activities gets under way at tke
university.
Members of the two classes, the
year's Golden and Silver Anniversary
classes, will be special guests at a
luncheon in Beshear Gymnasium of the
Student Center, formerly the
University Laboratory School.
Of the 37 members of the 1927 class,
25 are living, 11 are deceased and the
whereabouts of one, Mary L. Brandon;
•

McNeill, Bowling Green; Mrs. Steyie_
Robertson Gunter, Dr. Mildred HatWoolridge Peck, Malverne, N. Y.; Mrs.
cher, Carmon Graham, Mrs. Modest
Lucy Elizabeth Murdock Myers, Lynn
Clark Jeffrey, Mrs. Pauline M. JohnGrove, and Virgil G. Waggener, Dixon.
ston, Claude Miller, and Mrs. Lessie
The 11 deceased members are Rue L.
Pickard, all of Murray.
Beale, Brainard F. Brandon, Manaune
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Richardson
Crawford, Robert F. Crutcher, Kelsey
_Bagwell,. PAiryeari Tenn:- -Oscar L.
Ticket tothe luncteen are $4.50 each
R. Cummins, Mts. Hattie Holt Rascoe,
Brann, Wingo; Mrs. Buelah Jane
and reservations should be made with
Elliott Clinton-and William V. James, - - -Robert Clay- Murray, Richard bee
the alumni office in Sparks Hall not
Sisson, Len Dave Williams, Mrs. Elva
Tulsa, Okla.; Mrs. Euva Arnett
later than April 22.
Anita Harelson and Annie Elizabeth
'Merrell, Clarksburg, Tenn.; Mrs.
Gatlin.
Mavis Hamilton Moore, Dunde/in..ElaThe 25 members,of.the Class of .1?27
State Sen. Pat McCuiston, Pembroke,
and Mrs. Mayme Bad well Dent.
still living are:
president-obect of the Alumni•
Charleston, Ill.
Dwight D. Crisp, Lorene_Swann -SAssociation, will preside at the lueAlso, Max B. Hurt, Kirksey; Dury M.
Jack Gardner, W. J. Gibson, Mrs. zftell cheon, with the invocation beinijiven
Lassiter, Louisville; Dr. William R.
Lockhrirt Goheen, Mrs. Annie, Lee
.•
„

is not known. Many have indicated they
plan to be on the campus for the
program.

program.
More than ;600 has been contributed
to date to be applied toward. the
establishment of an Emeritus' Club
Scholarship Fund in honor of the earl
graduates.

The 12-member Class of 1926, the first
to graduate and the first to observe its
Golden Anniversary, was honored last
year. Six members of that class were
still living and were on campus to be
honored. One, Dr. Blanche Y. Martin,
Owensboro, has since passed away.
The surviving five members of the
Class of 1926 as well as those Bi the 1927
class will receive charter member
certificates in the university's new
Emeritus cho during the luncheon
4,
•••

by R. Sidney Easley, Murray attorney
and vice-president of the association.
Murray State President Constantine
W. Curris will welcorrie the groups to
the campus, and special music will be
provided by Dr. and Mrs. William T.
Parker, Paducah. Max Hurt will speak
on behalf Of the Class_ of '22,. and
fiichard H. Lewis, Benton attorney and
president of the alumni association, will
present the Emeritus Club certificates
From 2 until 4 pin:, the two classes
will hold reunions in the lobby of the
Student Center with the publft invited
to attend.
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IndiYidual flat rouncji of
Middle East bread Six6Iild be
reheated before serving. Put
them, uncovered,.in a moderate
oven until they are extremely
hot -7 a matter of minutes.

•

Observations

Z
\
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Frances Drake,
FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 17, 19TI
yourser the "why" of failure.
Map out a workable program
BEFORE. starting. Also take
note of new trends. Good results
for like effort.
LIBRA
ARIES
(Sept"24 to Oct.-23)
,(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IVA
'There may be some conflict
You may find it easier to do
things yourself than depend on between desire and necessity.
others_ who do not .srish to Be realistic, as you usually are,
cooperate. You'll do them and the answer will come.
Romance and travel favored.
'better, too.
'
SCORPIO
TAURUS
(Oct. 24 to Nov. t) rkeV
Apr. 21 to May 21) ti,G?
An unusual request deserves
Avoid overexertion and excitement; make no tumecessary your consideration. Fulfilling it
changes in smooth-running
may involve mime inprojects. Romance and family
convenience, but you will be
interests in special planetary
amply repaid. Late hours bring
favor.
some surprising news.
GEMINI
SAGITTARIUS
( May 22 to June 21)
Better than some days, less ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
smooth than others. Strive with
Change, variety and travel
the best intent and only good
are highlighted in your chart.
can result. Believe, with strong
You may have to make sorqi
faith, in yourself - and others.
adjustments in your life, but the
CANCER
challenge should prove in( June n to July 23) 'arc-4
teresting.
Neither look for trouble nor
CAPRICORN
believe it won't come just
because you look the other way. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Even though a Sunday, you
Face up to situations and you
may be able to complete a
won't fool yourself_ or find
problems as difficult to solve. 'transaction whieh enhances
security. A friend versed in the
LEO
law could be of great help.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 124^4a
Don't lose confidence in your
AQUARIUS
ability to produce the results
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
you want- even if temporarily
The accent is on social acstymied. Keep trying. Some
tivity. Welcome the opportunity
dandy advantages on your side.
to meet people, make new
VIRGO
friends, perhaps make contacts
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
which could prove invaluable,
There's a tendency now to act
business-wise.
without thinking, then ask
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
influences
.Planetary
If You
somewhat restrictive. Be
especially. caretul in romance.
Need Them:
Emotional situations could get
out of hand,
. 453-1441
fire
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the foreckst
given for yoUr birth Sign.

an

)(40

753-1621
Police '
753-6951
Rescue
Ambulinct . . 753-9331 •k.,t,
Hospital
753-5131
Emergency .
Harrjarie Society
753-3994
Comprehensive
7534621
- Care Poison Cutts) . 753-7582
Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
753-taD
Iteedline
learn In Read . 753-22U

Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times (
ocial

r

YOU BORN TODAY are
highly • individualistic, independent and endowed with a
wealth of talents upon which to
draw for an eminently successful career. Depending on
ybitr-tenningsand education:Of
course, you could shine in either
world or in the field
the bus
of art-may even combine both
successfully. You write very
effectively and could excel in
the fields of literature or
journalism. You are a born
money-maker and may be too
materialistic at times but, at
leist, you should never be in
want. You have a gregarious
personality and your charm and
wit win many friends. Traits to
curb: overaggressfveniss and
extremism. f3irtliclate of: J.P.
Morgan, Amer. financier;
William Holden, film star.

1/ SCOTT DRUG 1
1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
x=4

L

By Lac/1w Han
"The grafi= wealth' is
the two properties. A beautiful
coateatmeut with little"home with swimming pool,
ANONYMOUS -trees, flowers, gardens,
Roberta Tarry, Mrs. Gene, animals and children. Most of
has somtkif hat-art work,on
the wort dOne On this large
exhibition at the public
plot of ground Li a family
library. The subjects include
participation project.
old buildings in the country,
Something happened up
vases of flowers, and rural
town recently that shocked
scenes. Very pretty. Living in
By Abigail Van Buren
me. I had not heard or seen
a vacation home near the lake,
such in years. Walking on the
DEAR ABBY: I am a reasonably attractive, is an inspiration to her art
well-mannered bachelor in my late 30s who receives many work.
Square, I heard a loud
social invitations. I recently turned down an invittation to a
hawking, the kind of effort
dinner party. I frankly told the hostess that I was no Last year's tragedy was
used to relieve the throat of
longer accepting invitations that did not allow me to bring
congestion. Just as I located
repeated this spring when the
my own date. Very irately she told me that if I didn't want nest of
two doves was the source of the sound, I saw
to go to parties alone I should get married.
an adult spit a collection of
Why do so many people think a single person should be destroyed. The couple came
phlegm onto the street. Years
earlier
than
other
birds
in
the
invitations
to
go
to
a
party
alone?
accept
I
eager to
always
agg when were fightingfeel like a'fifth wheel;or else I get stuck with a dateless spring,,and have for the
tuberculosis, a campaign was
10-years nested in an oak tree
woman who shares my embarrassment. Am I wrong?
waged against spitting on the
SINGLE SIMON outside _m_y„,kitchen _window.
streets or anywhere. This
Each year the same fork on a
DEAR SIMON: If you'd rather bring your own date than limb was used. Both birds
experience took me back when
gamble on what the hostess has paired you off with, say so. built the nest and took turns such habits were common.
But most bachelors are invited to parties to provide sitting on the eggs. It was
escorts for the single women. And I'd like to see the
Lefts Glielaila was one of the
dateless woman who would feel "embarrassed" to find her interesting to-see them change
-judges
in the WOrnan'iChb
shifts.
The
sitting
dove
would
reasonably
attractive,
companion
a
dinner
well-mannered
step out of the nest onto a limb sewing contest in Paducah
bachelor.
near, and the other bird sat last month. She is as pretty as
ever and is teaching home
- DEAR ABBY: For a long time I've suspected that my waiting near the nest to take a
husband had an apartment or room or girlfriend turn. Last spring the baby economics in the Paducah
somewhere because he would leave home in a gray suit and doves were hatched and were City schools. She and her
come back in navy blue.
parents, Ona and Paul
being fed by both parents. A
When I first called him on this, he tried to make me storm one night blew the nest Gholson, lived in Murray
believe I was losing my mind.
and birds away. The two before going to Paducah, Paul
I am sure there is nothing wrong with me, and he is
is dead. Ona and Leita live
obviously changing clothes somewhere. What do you think parents viewed the remains of
together. They built the yellow
the
nest,
investigated
the
of a man Mice-that?
ALLENTOWN HOUSEWIFE possibility of rebuilding it, and brick house on the corner at
sat around near for several North and Payne.
DEAR HOUSEWIFE: I think your husband has: (1) days before leaving.
My yard is full of surprises.
This spring a pair of doves
more suits than he needs;(2) a closet elsewhere;(3) a very
poor memory.
built in the same place and Every dayl find some plant in
were taking turns on the nest. bloom - one that I had
DEAR ABBY: I'm ali.
ou4 the most mixed-up bride you've Then came a wind, or a bird- forgotten even though I
ever heard from. Our wedding date has been set and the catching animal and devoured planted it in the past 11 years.
plans are being made, but right no all I want to do is run!
the nest, eggs and all. The Scratching the oak leaves
Jerry is a wonderful young man and I should be thrilled to
'
doves' persistence in rearing a from beds,-I found hyacinths
get him, but now I'm sorry I ever said yes.
peeking through, jonquils.
Here are some examples of why lam net sure I.want to_ fanily in the same location
marry him. My mother says they are childish, so please tell -reminds .me of the quotation; (far{&Ms, vialeti, Cris,
chrysanthemums; lilies-of"Try, try again...."
me what you think.
the-valley, day lilies; sweet
1. All in fun, I threw Jerry in the. pool and found out he
couldn't swim!(I had to rescue him.) Abby, shouldn't he
Lois Keller prefaced a WiilialpS, and ferns forsythia,
have told me? And here's a man who loves sailing and speech at the Murray spirea, lilacs, snowballs,
fishing.
Woman's Club 'recently by makes,and others are in full
2. His family likes to hug and kiss me. I'm not a cold saying,"My family and I have bloom. Most .of them were
person, but I don't like all that hugging and kissing on
just finished planting 14,000 given to me when we built
saying hello and goodbye.
strawberry
slips." Her talk here and have grown each
3. Jerry's job will require more and more traveling. I
suppose I could go with him, but what if I can't? I'm afraid that followed was related to spring to remind me of those
the cooperation in this plan- friends.
to stay alone.
4. Jerry likes children, and I'm not sure I want any.(I'm ting, even though she did not
There art fear =flagons
realbi afraid of childbirth becauseof a movie I saw years mean It to be so. Far she
ago.)
showed with illustratkina how trees - 11 years old. They have
What should I do? I really love Jerry. I'm 22, a college one person can be a big part in never had a blossotn. They are
graduate, but I don't want-'to take a job. Is it too late W- 0 congregation ol club hardy looktpg and I look
hack out?
carefully -each season for
memberships.
NOT READY
Lois and Don reside south of blooms. One is a gift from
Dulc,ae Douglass as a special
DEAR NOT: Your solution is in your signature. You are the Calloway County Country
NOT ready for marriage. Call it off, and the sooner the Club-only a fence .divm "Yilank-you" for having been
better.

Doesn't Want to
Be A Matched Pair

Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (24*) envelope.
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Frances Drake

LUNCH
Is Now Being

SERVED!
at

Pagiiai's
We Now Open Daily at 11 AM
11:30 AM Sundays
We have added a ne‘s
selection of

SANDWICHES
and a

SALAD BAR
and don't forget
all of our delicious foods
Gre still available anytiMe.

Pagliai's
510 Main

Phone 753-2975

WINNERS

-Now-

FOR MONDAY,APRIL 11I, 277
What kind of day will toward the unortho46x; to
tomorrow be? To find out what extremes in generaL
the stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to ticpr'22)
,given for your birth Sign.
A stimulating day! Step forth,
assert yourself with confidence,
bargain astutely, tackle
ARMS
anything you know to be within
41A
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 419)
The "unique" and "unusual" your capabilities.
are often misleading. Look 'SAGITTARIUS
beneath the surface of new (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Benign aspects now favor
offerings. Recognize secondary
factors- also the smaller, but business and financial matters.
A good day for planning for the `,
more worthwhile prizes.
future. Don't hope to gain by
TAURUS
taking short-cuts. however.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Not much planetary help here CAPRICORN
but, using your abilities to their (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Look deeply into all
utmost, you can make a go of
the day on your own. And a good situations. Surface appearances
could be misleading. Using that
go it can be!
innate foresight of yours,
GEMINI
r- however, you shouldn't have
( May 22 to June 21) Mi
Your fine mind and keen much trouble in spotting flaws.
perception should assist you in AQUARIUS
•
even the most difficult of en- (Jan...21 to Feb. 19)
Planetary influences only
deavors. If you don't stray off
course, you can REALLY fairly generous,so you will have
to provide your own momentum ,
achieve now.
to carry on. Neither too many,
CANCER
problems nor Much opposition
‘
,
Q4911
01
(June 22 to July 23).
Be ready to face competition. indicated, hqwever.
You Usually enjoy the PISCES
'
stimulation of this, but don't (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
'Z'A
Some unprecedented moves
burn the candle at both ends in
your desire to get ahead. Easy -or unusual situations likely.
Study all carefully so that you
does it!
can cope efficiently.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug, 23)
YOU BORN _TODAY are an
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on extremely ambitious person,
significant issues without endowed with many talents.
neglecting minor items. A good through which to achieve a
period for tackling jobs that successful career AND the
requtre patience and a steady tenacity needed to reach your
goals. In the business and
hand.
financial worlds, you could
VIRGO
become an outstanding leader:
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) up
Your outlook not entirely would make a shrewd and able
auspicious.contention yak pap' - lawyer or a brilliant educator •
up in the least expected areas. could also succeed in the fields
statesmanship
Exercise restraint, put forth of
and
your very hest mariner and good diplomacy. On the artistic side,
music and the theater appeal to
will to co6teract.
you most and, properly trained,
LIBRA (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -An you could reach the heights in
A vital period! Most en- either. Birthdate of: Clarence
deavors should prosper, but Darrow.,,renowned attorney; _
think before you speak or act. Leopold Stokowski; famed
Above I4 avoid tendencies

.124;tia

1

Steve's aid in editing the high
school yearbook. But it is slow
about exerting itself in.
blossom production.
I saw Pattie Mae Moody at
the nursery recently. She had
bought a special yellow rose
bush. I envy her for her willpower - I couldn't stop with
one plant and splurged with
several kinds of bedding
plants - then had trouble
getting them set out. Pattie
Mae is an artist with many
things - flower-growing and
arrangingthem is her hobby. I
am told that she arranges and
gives the flowers in the
Idgthedist Church weekly;
and most every day, she
places an appropriate design
on the visitors' desk at the
hospital. Besides being a
flower specialist, she is that
and more too with foods- all
kinds. She is known here and
In othertowns for her party
sandwiches, cookies, cakes
and pies.

of the

AJohnson's
Grocery
MAGIC
MARK
For Week
Ending 4-9
Brett Harcort
Lando Jones
Phyllis Miller
Freed& Kuykendall
Gale Dunn
Hazel Berldey

9.75
34.00
20.94
44.33
18.19
24.37

CRECK YOUR, CASH
REGISTER TICKET, IF
YOURS HAS THE Jobssoil's MAGIC MARKyour groceries on that
ticket will cost you

nothing.
You can use either dry or
prepared mustard in an oil-andvinegar dressing for salads. A
half teaspoon of dry mustard or
a whole teaspoon of prepared
mustard is a good proportion to
use with a cup of oil and a
quarter cup of vinegar

Approximately
8to 10Winners
Wieldy ,
Tobacco PAM
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America's Largest FAMILY Book Club
INVITES YOU
to acceptthis
SpecialJoining Offer
BAth
1 1:111•/I
;1
1 411:1
V:

^Jr.

ANY4 BOOKSfor only 98€
0191. THE HIDING PLACE by Done ten
Boom currently a highly acclaimed reollOn
pouts,thee thetrus Wary of COrtel even.
*hen Hol,
encesol AorTCW tempered by faith,War
II
land stood ravaged during
Members $3 69
Retail35 95
0201. PLO. TAKE THE RACK ROAD by rasp
guente WW1 The back road leads to many
entertaining adventures on a Vermont farm
afford • household of wonderful ch*Wen.
dogs, goats,P.cats. turkeys-MIoversew
by a wee and witty city woman timed farm
wee
1.4embers $3 98
Retail $1 95
OMNI ADVENTURES IN PRAYER,Catherine
Moraftee examines vi each cnetser adhisesnl
type oh prayer VOA& NW beilk helpful on her
life and el the loves of others
Members $3 74
ROW SA 95
MOIL MKS by Robert Specie Ina gory of
an insalsuc young teacher who becomes
schoolmarm m•remote gold-rush settlement
si Nara
members Vi• 39
Retail $8 95

MIL BORPI AGAN by Charles W Colson
Fasanserg NINNY behind the conversion of
the While House -hatchet man"who was sere
to prison for Ns part vi this century's biggest
scandal MUST reeding'
PAernbars $429
55 95

=W

CHOOSE ANY 4 of these good-reading books-a value of up to
$35.00-for only Sec! Family Bookshelf makes this exceptional `
offer to introduce you to the wide vanety of worthwhile and thoroughly enjoyable selections you can always expect from America's largest family book dub.

14141. GRANNY BRAND by Dorothy Clarice
Yetson Exciting true story of Evelyn Brand SAVE UP TO 00% with exclusive "members only-discounts on
who sows 60 yews working among the pov- all future selections you decide to buy. No other book club offers
erty-stridten people of Inas
Members $4.29 greater savings on the latest. bestseiting top-quality books!
Retail 56 95
0394. TRAIN,FOR THE ‘ORD. Come ten BUY ONLY BOOKS YOU WANT ... when YOU want them!
Boom has cnsacrossed the globe to proctairn
There's no time limit. Accept only 4 more selections, at any time.
Gods rhiptiesee•verywhere tient she shares to fulfill membership requirement.
het expertences and lessons leeMedever the
past 20 yews.
Members •$3.79 FREE BOOK PREVIEWS will_be sent to you about 15 times a
Rota" SS 95
year describing current selections and alternate book choices.
14080. CREATING IN CLOTH by Judith
Schooner Keine Claw instructions and 5.- GET FREE BOOKS with Bonin Certificates earned for each 3 earns for making banners. quits,"tufted foys selections you buy after membership requirement is met. Many. and 941 Swriti usirg materials found around
the house FOC AO ages,
Books are worth up to $8.95! There is a small shippingMembers $369 Bonus
Retail $495
handling charge on all book orders.
LADIES A10 COOKBOOK by
010a. THE ENDURING HILLS by Jews Hoi 0233. THE
Vaughan 300 tested maces reg.- JOIN NOW ... just fill in coupon with numbers of the 4 Joining
Giles Captiveting love Wiry tikes you back*, emcee,
a•ntFwi a Widilon oh fine Arnsocun cook% Books you want and mail it today!
the hills 'n hollows of PWliry Baps Kentucky.
with 'missing anecdotes,
and the romantic tale of a country boy and a "Seasoned
••• MEM
OEM -.M111.
Members $3 89
.
Retail $595
cflY 9F1
I .
19
Members
$4
95
NNW Se
%7
BOOKSHELF
HeraidJAMILY
Christian
C.arr HenOA
AND
IKE
by
toss.
CASSIE
0227. KISSING KIN by Elswyth Than. ExcitChappaqua, New York 10514.
ing, romantic novel is, in Virginia, England dunning story tells of the romance and marby
and Frence dunng World War I Yang
Please enroll me as a member of Family Bookshelf and send
and yOtithfJ optinvem struggle to swore in Ztitsirrig °us"'`'"fitnb.$4 2g
me the 4 books indicated by numbers below Bill me for only
an uncertain world
Members $4 29 0124. RRST CHRISTIANS by Paul I.. Mew
984 plus 6W shipping-handling I agree to the membership
Retail $8 95
plan as descnbed in this ad and understand that I need Only
Words and pictures bring to Ne the explosibn
14400. TWELVE BASKETS OF CRUMBS by of
Chnshanity across the Mediterranean
buy 4 more selections. whenever I choose, at special low
Elisabeth Elliot A popular, test-selling Ivancourageous
the
there"
with
we
word
-you
galore *Inter Shire/ her personal percepbons men and women *to Wed the adventure
member pnces
and
**chew,
mother
crousonary,
tte
as
her
04
Members S398
Retail $6 95
Print Numbers for Your 4 Joining Books
widow
Members $3 95
Retail $6 95
0179. HARVEST OF YESTERDAYS. Gladys
1
Faber ghee ta an infirm*/ gliMPlie of her
" 0214. JOIlirby AVM Eankirsoneriffi Joe Moe lamity
and Me beton her family -Stemead.
ter Joy and faith tnumoh is•yoong women
wuggles against quadriplegia and ands a
Ms.nbiraS39S
STt*Os
new VI• and career
Name
*Members 14 19
Retail 1695
• __0091. DON JUAN McGUEEN by Eugenie
authors
beettomet
AtrerieWs
Address
of
One
Price
0008.,ALL Of TM WOMEN OF THE INGLE pens an engross,* hitoncal novel sw MI
by Edith Deem Biographical sketches of
Zip
State
City
every woman. named or unnamed, who ip- George and Spanish Florida after the Revoluhoary War
pars vi INblical nivrative
Members
$4 98
SO
95
ReWil
Members
$3
89
Retail $595

r
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Christian Herald FAMILY BOOKSHELF Chappaqua, New York 10514 The Book Club You Can Trust's
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1" Members

*of the Hazel
;Woman's Club and the Murray
;Woman's Club will attend the
Ind annual convention of the
entucky Federation of
,, omen's Clubs to be held
*unday through Wednesday at
the Executive Inn West,
(
uisville.
"Third
Century-Visions
nlimited" will be the conentien theme -with Mrs.
ames W. Davis, president,
residing.
.. Speakers will include EdIvard A. Rothsclild, Attorney,
Professor, 'University of
,touisville School of law; Jatt
kirby, Atlanta, Ga., Chief
program Operations Section,
immunization Division,
center .for Disease Control;
$nd Mrs. Don Schumacher,
tirector of- Junior Clubs,

t

t

4
3
1
7

IN
IF
ilat
DU

1!

11.."41SSY0
1
="1.1PAE

GFWC.
Entertainment will ..he
the Louisville Ballet Company; KFWC All State Chorus
with Mrs. Chester Porter as
director; and The Kentuckians.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette of
Murray, governor of the First
District, will hold open house
in her room at the Executive
Inn West for all members of
clubd in the district during the
convention,
_Special awards will be
presented for various projects
and events of the clubs, and an
election of new officers will be
held: Mrs. Rex Benifield of
Mayfield Community
Woman's Club is a candidate
for the office- of _third vicepresident of the Kentucky
Federation.

AVERT SERVICE CALLS
Service call costs are
spiraling, so it makes good
sense to check possible causes
of a problem first. If the
clothes dryer does not run or
does not heat, first check if
coptrola are Set correctly and
the start button pushed. Is the
door closed and the power line
plugged in? Check fuses in
fuse box or circuit breaker.
With a gas dryer, be sure gas
is being supplied to the appliance.

Seincribers who hove not
received tisk Iterne-doireered
' copy of The Surrey Lodger.
• limes by S130 p. a. Namayfriday err by 339 p. m. es fumydays -.urged to col 753-1516
between 5:36 p. et. mW 6 p. on.,
Idoodyy-friam, or 3:$11 'p...
sod 4 p. re.!sturdy's, to Imre
(laver, of Ibe esingspor. Ws
-*seat be pieced by 6p. us meshdays or 4 p. as Sotembrys to
goorentee dainty.
.
t

t
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Pots-HangersBaskets-Wicker

April 18-23
Opeciat,akcasion, CO.
10-5

121 Bypass

753-3111

GOSPEL
MEETING

Xi Alpha Delta Chaptor Elects
New Officers; Brown, Speaker

NEW YORK (AP) - About
one third of a person's life is
spent working, so it says to
maintain onthe-job mental
Saturday, April 16
Monday, April 18
health, says Dorothy M. Sailer, Rizpah Shrine Clowns will
The Calloway County
Alpha Delta ChapAl* 'Wilson, treasurer
executive director of the Amer- sponsor a dance for Shrine's Association for
Members attending wereJoyce
Retarded ofThe Xi
ican Association of Occupation- and guests at the Murray Children
Beta Sigma Phi held. its
Gibson, and extension officer - Shirley Mariin, Va:ky Holton,
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
al Health Nurses.
regular` meetirtg April- 7, at
Country Club at eight p.m.
Mary
Graves,
Debbie
Barbara Chilcutt.
The group's 9.000 members,
seven p. m. at the Ellis
Sherrill
by
be
M
will
Music
Brandon,
Club
_Linda Hodge, .11a
will
The
basket
was
meet
auctioned
at
6:30
all registered nurses, daily
Community
Center.
p.m at Triangle Inn'.
:
in.atr Lois Ruiz had the highest Brown, Barbara Chilcutt,
counsel employes and see first- Wyatt and his band.
Joyce Thomas called tile
Itheanetta Coleman, Rowena
hand the effect of personal
meeting to order and led in the
Chapter rvi of P E 0 will
problems on job performance.
ivaTit irsom
peanI4e,rfor the evening Emerson, Joyce Gibson. Sue
liardin Senior Citizens_ will opening-ritual. The Feu_
Self-exannziption on thskfollav- have a lunCheor at the hCs33e
Brown of the Ann Hutson-Debbte._Lyons.
have a work day-from
called 'ilth
nienibers and
ing points might be the key to Mrs. James W. Parker, Lynn m to three
Murray Theatres and he was Lois Rutz, Joyce Thomas,.
p. m.
two
pledges
present.
.
increasing your own happiness Grove Road, at twelve noon.
introduced by Glenda Wilson. Pam Thornton, *id Glenda
Vicky Holton gave the
at work, Miss Sailer notes.
The meeting was adjourned
Joint recital by Ranelle treasurers report. The service
-If something at the office
Saturday, April 16
The two pledges attending
and
refreshments were served
Rigney„
-soprano,
or factory bothers you, do you
project for April will be to
Greenhouse sale will be held
were
Beth Lasater arid Peggy
by
Glenda
Thornton
Pam
and
eyer express yoitr feelings - in
Elizabethtown, and Vicki serve' food for the Junior
Shoemaker.
a nice way, of course - to your from nine a. m. to three p. m. Hays, French horn, Paducah, Olympics, Saturday, April 16, Wilson.
boss? It might be a good idea by the Senior Citizens will be at 8:15 p. m. in Farrell from 10:00 a. m..
until 1:00 p.
Greenhouse committee at the .Recital
to do so.
Hall, Fine Arts m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
-Have you had a physical greenhouse at Main and Center, MSU.
The officers for the new
checkup during the past year, Broach Streets. Sale will be
year were elected and are as
especially on your blood pres- held rain or shine.
Tuesday, April 19
follows;
sure? It could be the root of
N e. v.•
providence
President - Debbie Lyons,
what's bothering you.
with
Wildflower Walk
Homemakers Club will meet vice-president - Lois Ruiz,
-Do your on-the-job' work naturalist
in search of spring with_Bonjeha
Wjanwat noa _Cortemiandieg-eeeeeiery_ habits create stress for_ you and wildflowers
will start at tan a. p."m.
your coworkers? Every com• •
Rheanetta Coleman, recorLand
Station,
m.
at
Center
pany has behavior and proceWe're 1 Year
ding
secretary - Glenda
dural-norms that require a cer- Between the Lakes'.
. Murray Shrine tadies
Old!
tain amount of conformity.
Sewing Group will meet with
HOSPITAL
-Do you have the right qualAmerican Quarter Horse Mrs.
NEWS
I
Phil Crihfield at ten a. m:
ifications and skills for your Association Show will start at
=Come Help Us Celebrate—
job? you may be in the wrong nine a. m. at West Kentucky
4-11-77
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
field -,or "over your head" in Livestock and. Exposition
Adults 137
Shepherd United Methodist
your present job.
Ow Gift To You Is...
Nursery 7
Center_ Achnissison is one Church
will
,
meet
at
-What: about your personal
1:--30p.-at--"-dollar.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
habits? Are you snioking or
Baby Boy Rowland Imother
drinking too much. Are you
- Coldwater Homemakers
Brenda), 311 So, 10th.,
Physics Seminar for Society
overeating?
Club Will meet with Mrs.
/0 Off All Merchandise
Murray.
-Are you a workaholic, with of Physics Students will be Ronnie Bazzell
at
one
p.
m.
DISMISSALS
no time to relax? Is your job held in the Murray State
Mrs. Particia J. Hankey, Rt.
your only interest in life?
Student Center. For inFrom Fri. Apr. 15 to Fri., Apr. 22
Coles Camp Ground United 6,
-Are your family, social and formation call Dr. Don
Murray, Mrs. Virginia I..
Methodist
Church Women will Douglas, 1502 Johnscm,
sexual relationships in good Duncan.
meet with Mrs. Austelle
balance? If not, they can hamMurray, Mrs. Mary A. Easley,
Crouse at 7:30 P.
per work performance as much.
Rt. 1, Murray,. Mrs. Donna C.
Special Olympics for
as heart or any other disease.
Kesterson, 629 Wilson, Paris,
mentally handicapped
-Are you getting the proper
Murray Assembly Rainbow
Tn., Mrs. Rebecca Y. Roach,
amount of sleep? It's still true: children eight years of age for Girls will meet at the new
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Addle L.
you can't burn the candle at and up from twenty-one West lodge hall at seven p. m.
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Kentucky Counties will take
both ends.
Nellie M. Burkeen, Rt. .1,
-Are you letting personal fi- place from eight N. m. to four
Murray TOPS CI6 will Dexter, William
A. Morris
nancial problems nag you with- p. m. at various places at
Dixieland Castor 153-1508
nic'et_at. seven p. In. at the !expired), 204 lryan, St.,
°id doing anything about them? Murray State University.
Health Center.
• •
you -ere -lliscussecr
Murray.
your business or personal probSaturday, April 16
',Dexter
Senior, Citizens will
lems with an expert such as Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
your company doctor or oc- will meet at 7 p.m-rat the lodge meet
at the
cupational health nurse?
_
hall. Work will kie on •,_the Dexter Center.
_
Master Masons degree. All
SPATTERING EASED
Music Department, Murray
If you have problems with Master Masons are urged to
excessive spattering and attend and visitors are Woman's Club; will meet at
7:30 p. iii. at the club house.
smoking when broiling meats, welcome.
try increasing the distance
Hardin Senior Citizens will
Sunday. April 17
between the heat and the meat
Donna McCreary Spann, have a social breakfast from
surface or broiling at a lower
temperature. k certain Murray, will present her 7:30 to ten a, m. and shopping
amount of Spatter, however, is senior piano and harpsichord from ten a. m. to four p.m.
to be expected. If aluminum recital in the old recital hall of
Ellis Center will be open.
foil is used to cover the broiler Fite Arts Center, MSU,at 3:30
liom ten a. m, to three p. m.
rack, - it should be split - or p.m. _
for senior 'citizens with affi
punctured .to allow the fat toSenior organ recital by Matt and crafts at 10:30 a. m., sack
drain away into the broiler
pan so unnecessary smoking Bryant, Charleston, Mo., will lunch at 'noon, and band
be at two p. m. at Farrell practice at one p.
will not occur.
Recital-Halt Price Doyle Fim,
Murray State will play
-Arts Center, MSU...
Western Illinois University at
m. in a track _meet at
Bay 1___Bearit.._ trombone
Paducah, will be presented in Stewart Stadium, MSU, while
a senior recital at Farrell Murray State -Ladies Tennis
Recital Hall, Fine A/ts will meet the -University of
Tennessee at Martin at three
Center, MSU, at 3:30. p. m.
p. m. at the University Courts,
Special.visits of Era of I rcri may
Revisited will be at two p. m
Workshop perat Center Furnace Trail- Opera
parking lot, and .visit_to The formance of "Act II" will be
Homeplace at Homeplate held at Old Recital Hall. Fine
entrance road at 2:30 p. m. in Arts Center, MSU, at 8:15 p,
rn.
Land Between the Lakes.

It's Our

Birthday!

25

It Zone

.6,

Hoedown, sponsored by
MSU Studdnt Activities
Board, will be held at 6:30 p
m. at the MSU Student Center
Court Yard, or in case of rain
in the ,Thoroughbred Room

With
Monday, April 18
Community
Continuing
Nursing Education meeting
will be at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
conference room at 7:30 p. rp
with Dr. H. S. Jackson as
speaker.

Johnny
Stringer
of
Truman, Ark.,
Speaker
•

C.

1

COM MUNITY
CALENDAR
•
-

- 1-laze1 And Murray
Members At Meet

5

•••

- Mental Health
"Affeet-s Work.

M111.1115

April 17-22 •

WEST MURRAti CHURCH OF CHRIST
Doran Rd. at Holiday Dr.
In this meeting there will be no "gimmicks" or artificial lures offered as
"bait" for the unsuspecting. No effort will be made to "sneak up" on
anyone! This is simply a sincere concerted,effort to preach the first century gospel to 20th century people. There will be no nightly collections.
We seek not yours, but you.
We believe the Bible to be the inspired word of God, that Cbrist is
able and willing to save the obedient, and that His plan of saivon is
depicted in the Holy Scriptures. Hence,this gospel meeting will be what
the,term implies a meeting in which the gospel in its original splendor,
sufficiency, and simplicity will be ably preached by a capable and faithful servant of God. For these reasons we say with God's servant of old,
"Come thou with us,and we will do thee good."
• Services will begin at 730 nightly. Sunda) services will be at 10:00 a.m.
for Bible Study, 10-50 a.m. for morning worship, and 6:00 p.m. fcir
evening worship.

Penny Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Alton Cole
at 1:30 p. m.
_

Wednesday, April 20
Ladies' Golf Tee Off Coffee
will be held at. the Murray
Country Club at .9:36 a. m.
with the Ladies Golf Committee as hostesses.
Ladies day luncheon will be
at Oaks Country Club voth
Mary Bogard •and Sarah
Massey as hostesses.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
: 'enter at one p. m.
Wadesboro
Homemakers
klub will meet with Mrs
Wayne Hardie at 1:30 p in

Murray State and Western
Theta- Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at State Women will have a track
7:30 p. m. at the Murray, i‘rt meet at Stewart Stadium.
Guild and then to the club - -MSU, at 2:30 prim
house for-business "and social
All-campus sing will be held
hour.
It five p. m. in Lovett
Recovery, Inc., will me,t • kliditorium, MSU. •
First Presbyterian ChurH •
Murray State University
Main and 16th Streets, at 7
''ercussion Ensemble,
p. m.
•Iirected by Prof. —Torn
...anarsdel, will perform at
Blood
Rapt
River
p. m. in the Old Recital
Association Acteens will
Fine Arts Center, MSC.
at Fellowship Hall of Fir '
Baptist Church at seven p '
Bluegrass State CB Clul[
scheduled to meet at se‘i •
m. at court house.
Murray Lodge No. 105 1A. M. will meet at nei.
hall on Highway 121, Ma...
Road, at seven p. m.

LM

CLEAVING SAVES
A winter coat you wear daily
Nil' last longer if you have it
'leaned a couple of times
luring the winter. It should be
leaned reguarly before it
*comes too soiled-Check the
- abet to serif you need to send
1 to the cleaners or wash at
lome.

AIIN'GOOD 1
Coming

Bags & Beads

hy this razor
uses more
energy than
an electric
shaver
- The hot. VD'ater o u use with one shave -frorn this ordiriary razor would operate:an electric shaver for many
months. Hot water requires more electricity than just about
anything 'else in your house except heating and cooling.
We're not saying you should switch to an electric
Shaver. Just appreciate your hot water and use it sparincjly. Fix all leaky faucets. Wash full loads of ., ;iothes and
dishes. And take briet showers instead of tub baths. Use
cool water instead of hot wherever you can. It can make
a difference in your electriC bill.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperat-Hurray-Maybeld
ive Corporation

eir

1111111111MI

• no
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Opuuuns expressed in this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editor* views of The Murray Ledger & Tunes.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the iasue.: diticussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor

What Are Boys?
By WALT APPERSON
Alice Rouse, the bookkeeper at the
Ledger and Times gave us quite a
surprise this Easter weekend. We knew
she and Bill were expecting but not any
person had the idea that twins were in
order. Alice had twin boys on Easter
morning and to quote her, "Can you
imagine, two?" they are small
because the delivery was six weeks
early and it will be a struggle for the
little boys but all of us are still in a state
of shock and celebration.
After the editor, Gene McCutcheon
and wife Rue had their first daughter,
an article was written for the paper on
little girls. A promise was made to
Alice that an article would be run on
little boys.
"Between the innocence of babyhood
and the dignity of manoocl we find a
delightful creature called a boy. Boys
come in assorted sizes, weights, and
colors, but all boys have the same
creed: To enjoy every second of every
minute of every hour of every day and
to protest with noise (their only
weapon) when their last minute is
finished and the adults pack them off to
bed at night.. - .. —
Boys are found everywhere — on top
of, underneath, inside of, climbing on,
swinging from, running around, or
lumping to. Mothers love them, little
girls hate them, older sisters and
brothers tolerate them, adults ignore
them and Heaven protectathem. A boy
is truth with dirt on its face, beauty with
a cut on its finger, wisdom with bubble
gum in its hair, and the hope of the
future with a frog in its pocket.
When you are busy, a boy is an inconsiderate_ bothersome intruding
jangle of noise. When you want him to
make a good impression, his brain
turns to jelly or else he becomes a
savage, sadistic, jungle creature bent

on destroying the world and himself
with it.
A boy is composite — he has the
appetite of a horse, the digestion of a
sword swallower, the energy of a
pocket-size atomic bomb, the curiosity
of a cat, the tangs of a dictator, the
imagination of a Paul Bunyan, the
shyness of a violet, the audacity pf a
steel trap, the enthusiasm of a fire
cracker, and wh,en he makes something
he has five thumbs on each hand.
He likes ice cream, knives, saws,
Christmas, comic books, the boy across
the street, woods, water (in its natural
habitat), large animals, Dad, trains,
Saturday mornings, and fire engines.
He is not much for Sunday School,
company, schools, books without
pictures, music lessons, neckties,
barbers, girls, overcoats, adults, or
bedtime.
Nobody else is so early to rise, or so
late to supper, nobody else gets so much
fun out of trees, dogs, and breezes.
Nobody else can cram into one pocket a
rusty knife, a half-eaten apple, 3 feet of
string, an empty bubble gum pack, 2
gtun drops, 6 cents, a sling shot, a
chunk of unknown substance, and a
genuine super-sonic code ring -with a
secret compartment.
A boy is a magical creature — you
can lock him out of your workshop, but
you can't lock him out of your heart.
You can get him out of-your study, but
you can't get him out of your mind.
Might as well give up — he is' your
captor, your jailer, your boss, and your
master — a freckle-face, pint-size, catchasing, dog running, bundle of noise
with the knees of his jeans torn or grass
stained. But when you come home at
.night with only the shattered pieces of
your hopes and dreams, he can mend
them like new with four magic words —
"Hl Dad!,HI Mom!"

Consumer Comment

Home Repair Cons
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
Spring brings out the fly-by-night con
artist specializing in home repairs. The
Consumer Protection Division will
receive many complaints in the next
few
months about fraudulent
businesses involved in house and barn
painting, tree-trimming, driveway
sealing, basement waterproofing,
aluminum siding, and other homerelated repairs and projects.
All of these gimmicks can be avoided
by doing business with reputable
established companies and by following
these precautions before having any
work done:
Start by getting the names and addresses of several contractors, and ask
at least three to come to your home.
Explain to each what work you want
done, and let him inspect that part of
your house where the work is to be
performed. Then ask each of these
contractors to give you a firm, written
estimate. These estimates should
contain a specific description of the
work to be done and should include a
description of the kind and quality of
materials to be used. Make certain that
all the estimates include the total price.
After you get the written estimates,
you are ready to make a choice. But
don't just consider price. Information
on the workmanship of the contactor,
your feelings about the contractor's
reliability, the amount of work time
involved, and the guarantee offered

should all enter into your decision.
After you select a contractor, ask him
to submit a written contract based on
his estimate. Read the contract
thoroughly, understand it, make sure
all'blanks are completed, and that you
know how much the work will cost. Do
these things, before you sign any
papers..
After the work has been completed, if
your repairs are being financed, you
may be requested by the contractor to
sign a certificate of completion so that
he can receive payment from the bank
or finance company. Before signing the
certificate, inspect the
work
thoroughly. If you feel you have a
complaint about the materials or the
work, do not sign the certificate of
completion. Under no circumstances
should the certificate ever be signed
before all work is completed.
These precautions will help you to
avoid consumer problems which are
difficult to resolve.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Office of the Attorney
General, Division of Consumer
Protection, Frankfort, Ky., 40601. The
office has found that it can most effectively deal with written complaints
and encourages you to write when you
have a complaint. However,if you have
an emergency situation call the Consumer Hotline. The number is 1-800-3722960.

Today In History

--f

By The Associated Press •
Today is Saturday, April-16, the 166th day of 1977. There are 259 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, the Communist leader, Lenin, returned to Russia after
years of exile to assume leadership of the Russian revolutionary movement.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther arrived at Worms,Germany after being summoned to
appear before the Diet to justify his criticism of the Catholic Church.
In 1789, George Washington left Mount Vernon for his inauguration in New
York as the first president of the United States.
In 1906, the Pacific cable was completed between the United States
and
China.
In 1947, more than 500 people died in fires and'explosions at Texas City,
Tex.,
as a French freighter loaded with nitrate blew up.
In 1965, it was disclosed that the U.S. would build a small atomic submarine
to
carry At the first extensive exploration of ocean bottoms.
In 1970, 72 people were kilted in an avalanche that plungecT down
on a
children's sanitarium in the French Alps.
Ten years ago: In South Vietnam, an American bombing mistake cost the
lives of 14 at a village housing defectors from the Communist side.
Five years ago: The Apollo 16 astronauts were rocketed toward the moon.
One year ago: India's government announced a new birth control plan to slow
the nation's population growth.
Today's birthdays: Charlie Chaplin is 88 years old. Composer and conductor
Henry Mancini is 53.
Thought for today: One greatuse of words is to hide our thoughts 1- Voltaire,
French writer, 1694-1778.

R. Gene McCuteheon,editor

Editorials and ypiniocutted articles on this page are presented fur
the purpose providiaa a lortpillor.lhe. free exchange of differing
opinions totters is the editor-lit response to editorial','nod
.piniuitatetlarticks are encouraged
The ecbtors of this newspaper stron0 belie,e that to luilit
opinionated articies.to ortly those_ what parrailel thr .editortal
philosophs of this niaspaper would tw dui-untie to our readers
thr rrlder we _urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented bs 'en individual writer in A coluntri le respond
Rh thrirJerlings un the particular issue bring discussed

Echoes From The Past
(.1 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories andfamily notes.)

Writfen By- Judith A. Maupin
PLANTATION LIFE
IN WEST KENTUCKY
in the plantation category. He owned 23
Although most of the farm life in
slaves, several more than Captain
pioneer times consisted of subsistence
Nolin although he had less land to work.
farming, there were a few farms large
Reading a list of his estate holdings,
enough to qualify as plantations in the
which were auctioned off at his death,
West Kentucky area. Most of the farone can picture how a wealthy lanmers who came here had either gotten
downer lived then. Listed were such
their land through land grants or had
items as 23 plows (one for each slave?)
bought it for 50 cents or $1.00 an acre.
30 horses, 18 cattle, 33 sheep, 45 hogs,6
These subsistence farmers would build
goats, 11 beehives, two barns of
a small cabin — usually two rooms
tobacco, and enough household items to
connected by a "dog-trot," — clear the
indicate that he also had a good sized
ground to plant, and raise what was
home.
needed for their own family.
The area between the rivers and in
There were a few large land-owners,
the Jackson Purchase had a mixed
however, who established themselves
reaction to slavery, since, at the time of
as plantation owners, who owned slaves
the Civil War, most of the farmers
to help them work the land. Of the few
followed the pattern of the subsistence
plantation owners, two are notable,
because they had both previously been' farmer, raising their own requirements
without the aid of slaves. Wealthy
riverboat captains before turning to.
landowners like Captains Paine and
farming. One was Captain Philip Notin,
Nolin were exceptions to the rule;
who was a native of Canada, coming to,
hence, the majority of the people in the
the area by way of Louisiana in 1834.
area had little sympathy for the owning
Evidently, while navigating the
of slaves. Although the people were
Cumberland River, he saw a spot which
basically of southern sentiment, this
appealed to him and came back to buy
area bordered between the north and
the land and build a home.
south; and although the people may not
Captain Nolin bought over a thousand
have actually opposed slavery in
acres of land along the river and turned
theory, in practice the type of farming
his hand to growing grain, cotton, and
done here kept them from feeling that
tobacco. When he died in 1853, he was
slavery was an important conworth about $40,000, a goodly sum in
sideration. This fact, in itself, may have
those days.
had a very real effect on the way in
Another former riverboat captain
which the people of the region reacted
was Captain Thomas Paine, who may
when war finally broke out, influencing
have been attracted in the same way
the directions in which,their symwhile traveling down the Tennessee
pathies turned.
river; in any case, he became the
In my next column, I will delve into
owner of a large parcel of land on the
the attitudes of the people in this area
east side of the Tennessee River, in.
prior to the Civil War and how they
Stewart County. When he died in 1851,
affected the part which the people took
having been struck by lightning, he left
when war actually broke out.
an estate of $16,000, which also put him

10 Years Ago Today
Capt. John Vance, son of Mrs. Odelle
Vance of Murray, left April 14 for
Germany where he will be stationed
with the Air Force. He recently
returned from Vietnam where he
served as a helicoi•terpilot.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be one of the
featured speakers at the convention of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs April 24-27 at Louisville. Mrs.C.
C. Lowry, state president, will preside,
and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten is her

special assistant.
Births reported include a boy, Mark
Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. George Ed
(Pete) Waldrop on April 18.
Leslie Jean Clark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Larrie Clark -M. Murray,
griduate student 7at tail— State
University, Muncie, Ind., will appear in
a ballet concert there on April:4.

20 Years Ago

Only two tobacco sales per week are
now being held here on the Murray
Loose Leaf Floors. The season's sales
have reached a total of 4,155,105 pounds
for $347,733.26 for an average of $9.48
per hundred.
A total of 1850 farmers participated in
the 1936 Soil Conservation 'program in
Calloway County, and have received
$108,047.42 to date.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Keith
Blakeley, age V, Mrs. H. E. (Trudie)
Jones, Mrs. Lucy Houston, age 66, Mrs.
Bernard ( Alice Armstrong) Jones, age
44, and FrankieTharlene Hill, infant
girl.
A. T. Crawford will open a Western
Auto Supply Store on the west side of
the court square.
Cala Cain, Mary Lassiter, and
Wilburn Cavitt are new teachers named
to the faculty of Murray High School by
the Murray City School Board of
Education.
Marriages announced this week
include Cleo Johnson to Huron Redden
on April 3.
Robert Carlton, Nora Coleman, Irene
Morgan, Rutherford Morgan, Nora
Smith, Rella Christenberry, Warren
Marine, Hugh Sledd, and Emily
Waldrop are members of the cast of the
play,"Calm Yourself," to be presented
April 17 at the Coldwater Junior High
School.

Candidates met yesterday at the
office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk to draw for positions on the ballot
for the primary election on May 28.
A meeting of landowners on the
proposed Sugar Creek Watershed
project will be held April 19 at Faxon
School.
Deaths reported include C. A. Hale,
age 75, Mrs. Alex C. McClure, age 72,
Hubert L. Loftin, age 60, Charlie
Duncan, age 86, and Mrs. Ethel
Francis.
Births reported include a girl,
Deborah Lynn, to Dr. and Mrs. Carl
Everett Shroat on April 12, and a boy,
James Edwin II,to Mr. and Mrs. James
Edwin Cain on April 7.
Ingeborg K. Bell became an
American citizen yesterday in a
ceretnony at Paducah. She came to the
United States in October 1953 from
Berlin, Germany.

30 Years Ago
Calloway farmers and Agricultural
representatives seeking to organize an
artificial breeding association for
owners of dairy cattla.in the county met
April 10 at the National Hotel to lay
plans for interesting the owners of 1200
cows in the program.
The Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America
captured its sixth consecutive championship April 10 by winning the
District FFA Field Day at Reidland.
Participants included John Boggess,
James Hutchens, Alfred Lassiter,
• Jimmie Richardson, Harry Hawkins,
Ralph Morris, Joe Miller, and Paul
Scott.
Deaths reported include Nora
McK eel, age 62.
George Ed Overbey, R. L. Cooper,
Donald Scott, Brown Tucker, John
Shroat, J. C. Brewer, and Leon Smith
are officers of the Calloway County
Post No. 5638, Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Marriages announced include
Imogene Lamb to Henry McReynolds
on April 7, and Sala Beaman Kay-to
Bodie Cathey on April 12.
Robert Carlton and Emmett
Burkeen, Murray, Edwin Norris,
Guthrie, Dale Faughn, IJIMEISCO, and
Jackson Wolfe, Philadelphia, Pa., were
Murray State College students participating in the Southern Speech
Association Tournament at Baton
Rouge, La., April 8-9.
H. Farris was honored at a dinner
o his 86th birthday on April 13.

40 Years Ago

Let's Stay Well
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Comments On
Rebate Action
By MIRE DOAN
Associated Press Writer
Politicians called President Carter
courageous for withdrawing his tax
rebate plan, but some Americans say
they would rather have the $50.
"I need it. If he promised it, I deserve
to have it," said Barbara 'Lanier of
Springfield, Mass., who ts unemployed.
"Promises, promises. I never expected to get it anyway," said Pete
Ewing,a systems analyst from Atlanta.
"We're so far into inflation that
another $50 isn't going to matter," said
George Carleton of Los Angeles, a
painter. "And besides, I need the
money."
Others who were questioned said they
could do without the rebate if it would
keep inflation in check.
"Personally, I'm upset about not
getting the money," said Elizabeth
Pritchett, of Woodbury, Vt., a teacher.
"But I'll be satisfied if his decision
helps prevent inflation. I am pleased he
isn't worried about losing face and felt
he could change his mind."
"I've only got M in the bank," said
Georgia State University student David
Scherrer. "That $50 would have helped,
but I'm sure not going to grieve over
It.,,

'_tarter said Thursday he was drop-

ping his plan to return $50 in taxes to 200
million Americans because the
economy is improving "and we just
don't need it."
The plan had already passed the
House but a close vote was expected in
the Senate, where all 38 Republicans
and some Democrats opposed it.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., who
had proposed a permanent tax cut
instead of the rebate, said Carter made
a "prudentand courageous" decision.
Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd said, "I think this is a wise
decision at this time. The economie'IF.
indicators today have shown much
improvement over last December."
Federal Reserve Board Chairman
ArthUr Burns called Carter's decision
"an extraordinary act of honesty and
courage on the part of the President."
Economists interviewed seemed to
agree the rebate was not big enough to
have much effect.
"I think the general feeling ... is that
a one-shot rebate really doesn't do
much good," said John Lapp of North
Carolina State University.
"I think it shows a lot of guts to
change a policy which has been fought
for," said Alan Greenspan, who was a
top economic adviser to former
President Gerald R. Ford. "The last
thing we need is more stimulus."
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Carter's Conference
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Here are highlights of President Carter's news
conference Friday.
TAXES
The President said that if Congress passes a permanent tax cut in place of
his discarded $50 tax rebates, he will veto it as inflationary and irresponsible. He said he doubts Congress would approve permanent tax cuts.
INFLATION
He named AFL-CIO President George Meany and General Electric Co.
Chairman Reginald H. Jones to head a labor-business team to monitor the
government's war against inflation. His program, aimed at bringing the
nation's inflation rate down to about four per cent, emphasized voluntary
cooperation and shunned controls.
SOVIE
Carter said he hopes to meet with Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev later this
year. At the same time, he said he sees no reason to revise his nuclear arms
control proposals that were rejected in Moscow.
ENERGY
He said the CIA has completed a disturbing study showing the world has
less oil and natural gas in reserve than world governments thought. He said
the energy program he is unveiling next Wednesday "will be inflationary in
nature" but that the administration will try to minimize the inflationary
impact.
ILLEGAL ALIENS
Asked if he will have a policy to control the flow of illegal aliens from
Mexico, Carter said he will have a message on the subject probably within
two weeks.
WATER PROJECTS
The President said he has completed his study of 30 water projects which
he has proposed scrapping. He said governors and legislators in the affected
states will be notified over the weekend and he will announce the
justification for his decisions over the weekend.
FARM AND FOOD
Carter said he will propose policies designed to end wildly fluctuating
farm prices which he said hurt both farmer and consumer.
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holesterol And Heart Attacks
Q: Mr. ME) wntes that he has
heard for years that a high blood
cholesterol is a risk factor m
heart disease, and he asks what
current opinion is among health
professionals about high blood
fats and their control.
A: While authorities differ as
to the extent of risk from high
blood fats, they are generally
regarded as a significant factor
It has been known for years that
high cholesterol levels art tegerated better by some people than
by others -- for example, better
by women than by men in contributing to coronary heart disease.
Research analysas of the Framingham Heart Studies, which
extended over a period of years,
s howed that high blood
• cholesterol in people under age
so proved a good predictor of
risk, but not in older per

iI

In those past age 50, the alpha
cholesterol(high-density lipopro(eins) proved valuable as a predictor of coronary heart disease
A test for these can be done in
mot Laboratories that test for
cholesterol, and not at great cost
As director of laboratories for
Framingham Heart Studies.
William Castelh. M.D., pointed
out recently in the Journal of the
American Medical Association
that David Barr, M.D. former
professor of medicine at Cornell
University Medical College.
caned attention in 1951 to the
Cole of high-density lipoproteins
in arteriosclerosis, Only lately
has their importance in predicting heart disease teen appreciated and more generally recognized
In addition, another group- of
fatty substances, beta cholesterol
(low-density liirproteins). is pre-

sent and is related to coronary
heart disease.
However, if the alpha
cholesterol levels are high, they
affect the damaging effects of
low-density lipoproteins. This favorable result appears to be accomplished by the ability of the
high-density lipoproteins to carry more cholesterol back to the
liver for excretion in the bile.
Also, the high-dertszty lipoproteins are relatively large and
cannot enter the cells of the artery-wall lining and damage
them as can the beta or lowerdensity lipoproteins.
Beta or low-density lipoproteins can be kept down by lowering the intike of animal fats and
by exercl9P.
High levels of alpha or high density lipoproteins
in infants and gradually reduce
with aging. especially on the

customary American high-fat
diet. The alpha group is generally higher in women than in
men, and also is higher in certain long-lived families.
If alpha (high-density) lipoproteins are good, how can their
level be raised? Diet can have a
beneficial effect Iv emphasizing
cereals, fish and vegetables and
by cutting down on meats and
animal fats Regular exercise. ,
especially jogging, has proved
effective.
Oral contraceptives are
known to reduce (ugh-density
lipoproteins in women. These
women should have blood
studies before and after being
.placed an regular doves.
Attention to blood fat levels hr
nod exercise may prevent
or delay a heart attack in persons known to have that risk
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Murray Business News Briefs
The very ad of finding a job can be hard work
hi' is the Itr‘l

SBA Explains Aid To Kentucky Flood Disaster Victims

,1114 1,-

wide variety of fields.
come to them."
newspaper can alsd be a
LOUISVILLE — R.B. contitious to these declared
But ,even that ageney And, unless the company good source for .4nBlankenship, Louisville disaster counties are also
.114
/111114"erlett "Vek' • can't keep track of all pays. the agency's fee, formation
about
District Dirac/for far the U. eligible for SBA disaster
jn these days Of high available jobs. For that finding a job through an possibilities, he said —
S. Small Business Ad- assistance loan('
unemployment, the very reason, Carrell -said the agency eats take a big bite especially for peote with
ministration, announced
"Victims may obtain an
act of finding a job can be applicant might try the out of a person's salary — secretarial or clerical
details of the SBA Disaster SBA loan application from
"shotgun approach" — usually about 10 per cent of Skills.
hard work.
Loan Program, which is SBA loan officers stationed
But with determination, forwarding applications to the first year's earnings.
Job hunters without
available to Kentucky in each of the temporary
The classified ads in the college degrees or previouspersistence
and
a all the companies in the
victims of the recent spring Individual Disaster
kriowledge of the right way area for which he is inexperience should apply
flooding. "Any Kentucky Assistance Centers, which"
to-go about it, the effort can terested in working. '
directly to the large
victim," have been publicized by the
disaster
"Most large companies
pay off.
companies such as General
Lisa -Blackford a 12-year old seventh grader at East Blaiketship said, "who Federal Disaster
pr. Mike Carrell, are recruiting all the
Electric or Ford, Carrell Calloway Elementary is the proud winner of the giant , in or owns property in Assistance Administration,
assistant professor of time," Carrell said. "They
recommended. The ap- Easter basket given away recently as a result of a one of the 15 counties or-k'(FDAA)."
Nish:less at the University are always in the market
plicant need not talk to the drawing held at Begley's Drugs in the Central Shopping adjacent flood affected
SBA's disaster loans may
of Louisville, says many. for employees. If you're
personnel director but Center. Making the presentation is Begley's Hal areaS which have been be made for a period of up
people who are highly interested in working for a
should go to the personnel Faulkner.
declared Major disaster to 30 years and bear a
qualified for good jobs specific company, call the
office and fill out an apareas b the President may current interest rate of 6%
don't get them simply personnel director and ask
plication.
apply for long-term low per cent. Disaster victims
said is no longer than a
_- because they 'don't know for an appotritnient for 4n
The applicant fOo-kinglor page or a,page andl half.
'interest disaster loani to mai obtain' &rect borne
the proper steps to take. interview."
a "white-collar" job needs It should inclirde the aprepair or.replace damaged repair and replacement,.
Even if there are no
"Although there's nu
to prepare a neat, 'plicant's name, address,
or destroyed homes, loans of up to $50,000, and
magic format," Carrell openings at that time
typewritten resume listing telephone number, marital
ersonal
property, loans of up to $10,000 for
said, "there are two submitting an application
necessary -biographical status, employment and
businesses, churches, and damaged or destroyed
information, qualifications educational experience and
property.
critical points. You've got is a good idea, because
charitable
institutions." personal
and experience.
to get an interview,. and most large firms keep
These Kentucky counties "However," Blankenship
career objectives.
"Brevity is the greatest
are: Whitley, Knox, Bell, noted, "the maximum SBA
you've got to sell yourself applications on hand for at
Some employers also
to the employer."
virtue of a resume," value outside Interests in.
Harlan, letcher, Pike, can lend one borrower,lor
, least six months, in, case
And a person who goes something opens up in the
Carrell said. ':There are so an employee, so it's a good
Floyd, Martin, Johnson, both purposes may not
about doing those things in future.
Lawrence, Magoffin, exceed 855,000."
many applications in idea for students or recent
A commercial agency
Breathitt, Knott, Perry,
Business owners may
an orderly manner has a
progress that an employer students to list exand Leslie. Counties receive direct SBA disaster
mach better chance of might not be of help to Radio Shack has trait- might not have time to read tracurricular - and civic
someone seeking his first sferred Max Harrell to it otherwise."
landing a job.
activities:
I'miri4s /J.I II ,The ideal resume, he
The first step for a job- lob, because local corn- Murray to manage the
hunter to take is to identify parties usually won't utilize outlet located in Olympic
Greg -McKeel of McKeel modern training faCilltlPS
those companies for which these agencies unless Plaza. Harrell, a native of
Equipment Co.,, Inc., in the nation for instructing
he is interested in wtking they're having trouble Detroit has managed four
an
executive- other stores- 84 most
and which are likelP to filling
A former retail manager, Murray, returned from a dealer and company
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — A Break" are the Small
training servicemen in ,farm
position, Carrell said.
recently was district
have openings.
Mr.
Administratiee,
Stephen W: Durbin has- week-long
BuSinesi
conference
for
regional
Carrell
recommended . -In the northeast part of manager with respon- women who would like to Shelby State Communiiy joined Equitable's Chester program at the Sperry New machinery repairs. The
Service Training company is one of the
the Kentucky Manpower the country, employment sibilities for 18 of the
College, Memphis Chapter B. Martin Agency as a Holland
School at Lenexa, Kansas. world's largest farm
Services Bureau as a good agencies are utilized very company's stores.
new
In
his
Cornrepresentative.
in
Women
skills is scheduled for May of
source, since they are able heavily," he said. "But . "1 am most _happy_ to be.. 12--I4 at the Hyatt Regency municatiens, Inc., Mem- position, Mr. Durbin is well While-at the training center equipment manufacturers.
he attended classes and Providing quick, efficient
Murray.
The
here,
most
to
comPanies
-transferred
to keep tabs on a large
Hotel, in Memphis, Tenn. phis Area Vocational, equipped to offer com- service shop instruction service to farmers during
number of job openings in a expect the applicant to store has. tremendotis
insuzance
TechnicalSchool,
Memphis
petent
life.
_
The conference is called
'sessionS in the service and critical harvest time is one
potential. Murray seems
"The
Big Break" and Will State University, and the service.
such a delightful place to offer instruction in such Tennessee Federation of Mr. Durbin, is a graduate repair of the company's of the company's top
farm equipment.
priorities.
live and raise my family,"
subjects as marketing, Business and Professional of Murray State UniverSperry New Holland
harrell stated recently,
active
in
Murraysity,
is
Women.
requirements,
capital
schools
The Harrell's, Max, his
Registration for ithe Calloway County Jaycees. service training
taxes, financial analysis,
Utilize some of the 'most
and sons James
Nancy
wife
how
out
in
adTo
find
530
is
conference
May 21 Primary
-relations,
personnel,
pulec
and Jason ,are looking training and advertising. vance and $35 at th,e door. Equitable's Living InPlease...
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
forward to visits to the In addition to the daily This includeS all seminars, surance can'be tailored to
IS APPRECIATED. THANKS
give to
lakes areaorincluding the seminars, booths will be set exhibits,
handout your needs, contact Mr.
lakes.
Between
the
Land
Th!,, adre,t1Ser"ell paid lot by Donald Crawford Treasurer
up for individual coun- materials and two Ion- Durbin today. He's a good
seling and On-the-spot cheons. For tickets, write: man to know. His office is
"The Big Break," Office of located at 1203 Chestnut.
advice. •
"The Big Break" 'is Continuing - Education;
For fair law
Murray Business News Briefs
aimed at women already in Shelby _State ,pyiirpuriity
business *ha- wish to C011ege, P.(1, Box 4568,
Enforcement
is a regular weekly feature
sharpen- their skills and Memphis, Teti. 38101, or
elect
in the Murray Ledger and Times
also at women Who are call (9011 523-1146.•
Bill Bailey
Meeks -Stuvuldlar- made
planning to start their'own,.
for
State
Shelby
to
payable
businesses.'
HEATING 8 AIR CONDITIONING NEEDS CAI"
FOR
YOUR
Jailer
Sponsors of "The -Big Community college,
The setomi ititrt

Max Harrell
new manager at
Radio Shack

Conference scheduled for women

Greg McKeel attends seminar

Equitable
appoints Durbin

BENNIE JACKSON
for Sheriff

--American
Cancer Society*

Quality ServiceCompany,Inc.

Joe
Beard

*Neat Pump and Air Conditioning
Specialists
*Modern Sheet Metal Shop
*Superior Service On All Brands
*Free Estimates
*Financing Available

Your Sheriff
EXPERIENCED
DEPENDABLE

Forfurther information:

JERRY HUMPHREYS

BOYD
MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

maim,
"

n"

AOYD-MAJOKS

[REAL ESTATE

Heating and Air Conditioning
402 Pine Street

-•
Your personal insurance is too irnpOtt
When you insure.
ant to gamble with
VOuf.harne. your. car. or ..your.hte. you .
should shop around to get the best cove- - age for the bestprice

Because we're an independent agency,

111!--

4.4.0

Candidate For

105 North 12th Street 753-8080

MAYOR

The Professional Office With The Friendly Touch

CITY OF MURRAY
Democratic Primary May 24

Barber Erwin 753-4136 B. B. Hook 753-1387
Reuben Moody 753-9036

314 tact Mainstwot
Murray, ky 4211- 1
Phone 71i-0121_
we represent a number of dtf ferfint '11
surance.corhpanies We an shOp -art:X.1nd

YOUR

iidependent

ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel, KY
Phone 492-8647 for free Estimates

OU '1VIST

MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE

Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751

94Ng NOTES
- - Maki-your savings grow
0. by putting aside all
"windfall" money."Extrip" much as tax
refunds, dividerids or in-

.wantanakusimscpswa,

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing

WINCHESTER
SERVICES

FAST PRINT SERVICE —

Tags
Menus
Posters
Booklets

Stationery

Business Forms
Campaign Spec:alties
WHILE You WAIT

753-5397

Clinic
Pharmacy
The
Prescription
Specialists

Your Vote Appreciarod
May 24 Denocratic
Primary
Paid for by the candidate -

753-8302
Free Delivery

DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM

DONALD R.
REALTOR
MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple; Murray, Rye 7534342
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS

WILSON
WOOLLEY
( remise
Photographer

Joe L. Kennon #
Chuck Shuffett
Patricia Miller
Donald R. Tucker, C.1111.

436-5676
753-4560
753-7550
753-1930

DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM

753-7360
304 Main, Murray

Member_ Mtilii-lritieg Service and Hirai-Calloway Board ol Realtors
kes

All Insurance Agents
are about alike - until you have a claim.

Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Maiestic FireplareseAluminum Awning5

AGENT
SERvES

Coll the

4 Professional Salespeople to serve you

Office • Studio

OFFICE PRODLCT,INC.

PROVIDING MURRAY'S

102 N 4111 Street

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS

OMR Of MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

7win 4,CaLes

The Murray
Insurance Agcy

Cards
Labels
Folders
Programs
Die Cutting
PRINTING
Publications
Church Bulletins

Progress With Fiscal Responsibiliey
Political ad paid for by corrunittee to elect
Mervin Henley, David Howell, Tress_

MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE

" In short .we take-the garoble' put of
your persoPratt n sit r nce
•

Free Estimates

Melvin B. Henley

ifimploo

fOr_yOu to see that- yuu gel the_kest
coverage for your needi"at the best rates

and efficient service.

LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISAB

Audra Moody 753-9036 Homer Miller 753-7519

1"1
/1

You'll" feel secure in

knowing that we're on
hand 24 hours a day!
Call anytime for fast

753-0112

For all your real estate needs

Don't
gamble
with your
personal
insurance

We're Just
A Phone
Co/I Away!

,

This ad paid for
Joan Cooksey 'teas

Call Larry Wisehart
753-9290

loans of up to 6500,000 to
restore real property,
machinery, equipme
‘nt,
fixtures, and inventory.
The SBA loans are
available to qualified
applicants only to the
extent that the damage
exceeds the applicant's
Crisurance coverage.
"If
victims -have
questions about • the SBA
program, they should
contact an SBA loan officerat one of the centers or call
the FDAA toll-free Kentucky Disaster Hot-Line
number: 800-442-7880 or
Thal.

by Bill Boyd

terest paid, overtime
Pay and- bonus money
- can add Up to s respectable figure over a
year's time.

Naturally, all such windfalls should be deposited
in a savings account where they can grow in perfect safety::
PEOPLES BANK
Member.FDIC
nit:tits,&T

Most insurance agents
look preftwirmuch alike
But some work for only
one company while
others (like us) are -indeoii;ndent working only
for you.
An agent **(irking for
one company must
satisfy the rompany If
he doesn't his job may
be in jeopardy
With us, we must
satisfy only You. If the rncompany
-s-rira n
doesh't make good. they
will lose all our business,
not just yours. So they
can't afford to cross
either of us up.
How kes thio work
when youllas e aclaim'
Simple, were always
on your side.

VAN HAVERSTOCK

an independent Ageni

SERVICE FOR All
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS

fURDOM & THURMAN

We at the

Bank of Murray
extend our

CONGRATULATIONS
to
Greg McKeel
Stephen VV. Durbin
Lisa Blackford
Max Harrell

Iowan(' Agency

7534451
•
Mir

•
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Ryan Hurls 32nd ihutout As
Angels Throttle Seattle 7-0

Stanhouse Bombs Out In Perfect
Opening Setting Against Phils
14th shutout.
Braves 4, Astros 3
Pitcher Dick Ruthven's twoout double in the sixth inning
broke a 3-3 deadlock and lifted
Atlanta over Houston in the
Braves' home opener. The
defeat snapped a three-game
winning streak for Houston,
which loaded the bases
without scoring in the seventh
and eighth.
Pirates 7,Cardinals0
MEETS SINGER — Farms. Newry resident Nile Peon wet
Dave Parker and Rennie
Reds 9,Padres 5
Home runs by Joe Morgan-, singer Deane Semmes recently la Germany. Resides-oh* her
Stennett smashed two-run
homers to highlight a four-run Johnny Bench and George •kiss, Pratt also get her eitegrapb es her "Lave to Love Toe
sixth inning and power Pitt- Foster powered Cincinnati Baby" album and he also escorted her to daner. Pratt, who is
sburgh over St. Louis behind over San Diego and ended the e Golden Gloves fighter, is. Murray High gradtiste.
Jim Rooker's three-hitter. The Reds'five-game losing streak.
blasts by Parker and Stennett Morgan, Bench and Dave
came at the expense of Pete Concepcion all had two hits to
pace the Reds' 13-hit attack
Falcone,0-L .
Rooker struck out five and against four San Diego pitwalked one for his 14th chers, while right-hander
lifetime victory over St. Louis Santo Alcala picked up the
in 20 decisions. It was also his victory in relief.
By BOB GREEN
age 36, to win his first title, in
- - the B.C. Open.
AP Golf Writer
CARLSBAD, Calif. (AP) —
His 1977 season has been
Jack Nicklaus makes no less than a complete success.
secret of the fact he really In his first nine starts he
didn't want, to play in golf's missed the cut four times,
was
prestigious, $225,000 Tour- withdrew
twice,
nament of Champions.
disqualified twice, won only
"I never want to play, really one check and, in the process,
feel ready to play, the week sprained his left wrist.
edge in games to 2-1. The after one of the majors," said
By FRANK BROWN
He's won most of his
Montreal Canadiens and St. Nicklaus, 4lio just missed in a season's total $6,944 with solid
AP Sports Writer
Coach Bob Pulford was Louis Blues play the third final round drive last week in performances in the last three
speechless. His 1.05 Angeles game of their series tonight the Masters.
weeks after he started fading
Kings, struggling for National with the Canadiens leading 2- He came to this posh resort the ball off the tee.
Hockey League playoff sur- 0.
only because , "the Tour- One shot back of .Nicklaus
Flyers 4, Maple Leafs 3
nament of Champions is too and tied for third at 141 were T
vival, fell 13 seconds short of
Rick important an event to skip two of C rookies Gary Koch and
Philadelphia's
an overtime period which
might have changed their MacLegi tied the game with years in a row. If it had a Bruce Lietzke, along with
forunes against the Boston hissittim's net empty and just different .place on the British Open' champ Johnny
38 seconds remaining in schedule, some place other Miller. Lietzke had a 70, Koch
Bruins.
A 6-6 tie, and who knows? regulation time, producing the than the week after the a 72 and Miller, who shook his
Coaches love to' say that first- overtime -game of this Masters, it could be one of the lengthy slump with a share nf
anything can happen in playoff season. He ended the great tournaments we play," the firstround lead:wenl to a
Overtime. Pulford couldn't extra session abruptly, he said.
74.
even manage that, and Kings scoring at 2:55 to give- the But now, in second place Ray Floyd, who tied Miller
series.
three strokes back of longshOt for the 'first-round lead,
Captain Mike Murphy knows Flyers a life in the
"We have no excuses for Bob Wirifi after, two rounds, quickly Toyed- out to a twowhy„
"We' had. them 5-3 in the losing now,"-said-Philadelphia his 4i-tete:St 1S-phijued. •
shot advantage Frrifiy then
An erratic, three-under-par blew it all with a hqrrendous,
second period and we let them Coach Fred Shero, whose
score four goals in the third," team had fallen behind 2-0 in 69 gave Nicklaus a 140 total, quadruple bogey seven on the
he. said after scoring a goal the first period."We deserved four under par on the 6,855- par-three seventh, where he
and setting up three others. to win. We -played well." yard La Costa Country Club pumped two in-the pond. He
Islanders 4, Sabres 3
course.
"It was a complete mental
finished with a 76-143. Masters
Islanders Captain Clark And Wynn, at 37 one of the champ Tom Watson was 73letdown on everyone's part." _
The Bruins, clawing for Gillies scored his fourth game- record 12 fir'st-timers in this 147, Lee Trevino 72-146 and
every bit of territory, stormed, winning goal in his team's last event that brings together Bin Crenshaw 71-147.
back from 3-1 and 5-3 deficits four playoff games, giving only the winners of regular
for a 7-6 victory over the Kings New York_ its third straight tour titles from the last 12
Friday night for their third victory in this series and their months,took note of Nicklaus'
straight win in the best-of- seventh straight over Buffalo, positiqn as his closest pursuer_ _
seven Stanley Cup quarter- including last year's quarter- "I'd rather have ,Nicklaus
final series.
chasing me than have me
final series.
The Sabres took a 2-0 first chase him," said the easyRookie Stan Jonathan
scored the 'winner with 13 period lead for the second going Wynn, who birdied all
in straight game onpower play four of the paffive holes on his
remaining
seconds
goals by Rick Martin and way to a 67 and a 137 total.
1:42
after
just
regulation,
The Murray High boys' and
Jerry Korab. But for the "That won't bother me. Ile's
(girls' varsity basketball Marcel Dionne's breakaway
straight time the been chasing me before—and
second
6the
Kings
the
given
had
goal
a
with
.eams will be honored
Islanders attack he's got me before."
relentless
6
tie.
1inner at 7 p. mi. Monday at
wore down the Buffalo defense The late-blooming Wynn
matter
a
only
be
may
it
Now
at
building
new
Jaycees'
e
of time before the Kings are arid produced two goals by turned pro when he was 19 but
he fairgrounds.
Jude Drouin and another by spent most of the next decade
Tickets to the banquet are' eliminated. A Boston triumph
Billy Harris. Gillies added the in various jobs around golf
Four
Game
in
Angeles
Los
at
en sale at Scott's on Chestnut
goal, which turned out shops, plus a stint in the
fourth
would
night
the
Sunday
clinch
and at Wallis' Downtown until
to be,the winner when Don military, and didn't join the
Bruins.
the
for
series
lSoon Monday.
That's the prospect also Luce made'it 4-3 with 9:50 left tour until he was almost 30. He
Also, the tickets may be
in the game.
then waited until last year. at
purchased at Murray High faced by the Buffalo Sabres,
the
saw
and
lead
2-0
a
lost
who
:until noon Monday.
New York Islanders storm
back for a 4-3 triumph in the
third game of their quarter-finaLBUILDERS
The Philadelphia Flyers
CONTRACTORS
improved their position
Friday night, fighting back to
By JOE TOMIRW111
REMODELERS
beat the Maple Leafs 4-3 in
overtime and cut Toronto's
With spring football practice half over, Murray State
Coach Bill Furgerson reports his Racers making steady
Bob Bell Signed
promise and most of the pre-practice objectives in reach.
Practice will conclude for the Racers with the spring game
ST. LOUIS (AP) —
April 23.
end
who
Defensive
Bell,
Bob
212 E. Main
Furgerson says that thus far,the defense has been aheacLof
played out his option and
became a free agent Match 1, the offense but that the offense is beginning to catch up."We
has a large
has signed a one-year contract had it 194 more people back on defense than on offense and
selection of
most of the position changes we made were on offense,"
'kith the St. Louis Cardinals.
Furgerson said, "and that has meant a lot of fundamental
the
brought
a
Bell
Cards
BUILT-IN
written offer from another learning was necessary for the unit."
A spot that has been trouble for the Racers the last couple
APPLIANCES
National Football League
team but St. Louis exercised seasons, offense tackle, seems in good hands this spring, acits right of first refusal and cording to Furgerson. Back at the spot are Bruce Raley and
Mike Rawls-They-have been joined-brfornief-denfir Cell
matched the offer.
The 6-foot-4, 250-pound Bell Wolberton.
. Returning tight end David Thomas-has been catching well
started at defensive end for
the Cards last season after this spring although his blocking is still not as sharp as the
Ron Yankowski was injured. coaches would like. Returning fullback Randy Jones has won
He has been with St. Louis a spot on the number one unit and Austin Perine, a junior
since 1974. Bell was a first- college transfer, has performed well at tailback. Roger
round draft choice of the Rushing, at running back last season, is back at his original
Detroit Lions in 1971 after quarterback position this spring, and is leading the second
playing at the University of unit. Last year's.starting quarterback, Mike Dickens, has
retained his job. Wide receiver Gary Bnunm graded highest
Cincinnati.
on assignments (82 per cent) of any offensive player in last
BASEBALL
Saturday's scrimmage.
DALLAS
Baseball
—
The major losses from last year's tough defensive unit
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn were at corner back. Starting there this spring are Roy
ruled a special exception in Beckley and Mug Shelton, both of whom were in conCHOOSE FROM A WIDE
the Texas Rangers-Lenny siderable action last fall. The other two defensive back spots
RANGE OF GE UNITS
Randle case and will permit are in the capable hands of academic All-American Eddie
the team to add a 25th plaYer McFarland and Jimmy O'Conner, who improves with every
GE HAS THE LOWEST
to its roster while Randle sits practice.
CONTRACTOR PRICES
out a supension for punching
Eight capable and experienced linebackers are on the
manager Frank Lucchesi.
defensive unit, and ends Sam Franklin and Bill Shannon,
both of whom started some games last fall, are back.
Bruce Martin, one of the be defensive tackles in the
Kindly Vote For
league, is missing spring drills while he recuperates from a
knee operation, and Chuck Marquess has missed a lot of
practice with an elbow injury. But both should be in good
Candidate For
form next fall. In the meantime, Dennis McGee has perCity Council
formed well at the spot.
Democratic Prirnary.May..24
Another player sitting oqt the drills with an injury is Tony
Make Alierroy Iron Sitter Tomorrow
Franklin, who is expected to mount)strong challenge for the
running back spot he held late lastseason before he was hurt.
Paid PolidSi Advettisement Paid For By Candies

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Don Stanhouse had the
perfect setting in which to
the grand opening.
sparkle
of Olympic Stadium in
Montreal, a record Canadian
baseball crowd of 57,592 and
Cool, clear weather.
But the Montreal pitcher
came up with anything but a
gem against the Philadelphia
Phillies Friday.
Looking forward to his first
horn-opening. assignment,
Stanhouse AA himself into trouble early and bombed
out while losing a 7-2 decision
to the Phillies.
Stanhouse got a cheer -from
-.hopeful-crowd -whoa Jay
-- the
Johnstone fouled off his first
pitch into the third base stands.
and the Expo hurler got some
applause when he breezed
through the first inning.
But that was his brief flash
of glory. In the second,
Stanhouse walked the first
batter and eventually gave up
a run-scoring double to Dane
lorg, hit Philadelphia starter
Steve Carlton with a pitch and
allowed a two-run double to
Johnstone.
In other National League
games Friday, the Los
Angeles Dodgers routed the
San Francisco'Giants 7-1; the
Chicago Cubs turned back the
New York ldets 8-4; the Pittsburgh Pirates pounded the
St. Louis Cardinals 7-0; the
Atlanta Braves edged the
Houston Astros 4-3 and the
Cincinnati Reds whipped the
San Diego Padres 9-5.
Dodgers 7,Giants 1
Reggie Smith slammed tworun homers his first two times
at bat, powering Los Angeles
over San Francisco. Smith
raised his .batting average to
.400 and his RBI total to 10 for
the young baseball season
with his hitting display
against Giant ,starter Ed
Halicki, 1-1.
Cubs 8,!Nets 4
Manny Trillo drilled a pair
of doubles,)(eying a seven-run

Chicago rally in the eighth
that carried the Cubs over
New York. New York lefthander Jon Matlack was
working on a six-hitter and
leading 4-1 when the Cubs
broke en the game. Dave
Kingman hada two-run homer
for the Mets, his second ofthe
season.

Nicklaus Leading TofC
But He Didn't Want In

Bruins Claw Back To
Take 7-7 Win Friday

Tiger Cage
Banquet Set
For Monday

4 triumph over. Gulled.
Toronto.
By FRANK BROWN
The Blue Jays collected five
A's 3, Twins 2
AP Sports Writer
Hot-hitting rookie Mitchell runs in their second inning,
Bobby Bonds knows that
every fourth der or so, he Page singled in two runs and three of them unearned. But
might look in from the outfield shortstop'lob Picciolo hit his Chioago had its own five-run
and watch baseball histofy first major league home run to inning in the sixth—capped by
• lift Oakland over Minnesota StiUman's two-run single.
•.
Tigers-4,Royals 3
"HeWe only guy in the for the A's' fifth straight
j3en Oglivie drove in three
game capable of throwing a triumph and seventh-iaptheir
no-hitter every time out," said eight games this season. The runs with a 430-foot homer and
Bonds in speaking of — as if RBIs gave Page 15 in eight a sacrifice fly, carrying
Detroit past Kansas City for
you didn't know—a right- games.
Rod Carew homered for its second victory of the
handed pitcher named Nolan
Minnesota.
season.
Ryan.
White Sox 7, Blue Jays 5
Royals Manager Whitey
thought he was going to
Boyle Stillman, left un- Herzog was ejected after
throw another no-hitter. I
-really did," marvelled Bonds, protected by the Baltimore arguing with second base
who cracked one of throe Orioles when the free agent umpire Al Clark. With George
home runs that backed the draft came along, said: Brett on second and Hal
32nd shutout of Ryan's career "Maybe it's just as well" that McRae on first, John
as the California Angels happened. Friday night he Mayberry tapped an apparent
throttled the Seattle Mariners drove iathree runs with three -double play ball to Vern Ruhle
singles to carry Chicago past on the mound.
7-0 Friday night. Elsewhere, the Milwaukee
Brewers beat the New York'
Yankees 7-4, the Chicago
White Sox trimmed the
American League
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
EAST
Toronto Blue Jays 7-5, the
W L Pct. GB
W L Pct. GB
Detroit Tigers topped the
3 1 .750 —
Cleve
5 2 .714
Louis
Kansas City Royals 4-3, and S
4 2 .667 —
4 2 .667
ki Milwkee
Chicago
the Oakland A's edged the Pitts
5 3 625 —
3 3 .500 1,,2 Toronto
N York
2 4 .333 2
Minnesota Twins 3-2. The N York
3 4 .429 2
2 6 .250 3
Detroit
2 3 .400 2
Orioles-Texas Montreal
Baltimore
14.200 214
Bali
1 4 .200 3
Rangers game was rained out. Pinta
0 4 .000 3
Boston
.WEST
Whatever Ryan threw, the Houston
WEST
5 2 .714 —
7 1 .875
Mariners had a tough time Los Ang
Oakland
5 2 .714 —
4 I lee 1u2
Texas
3 4 .429 2
hitting it in the first road game -Atlanta
4 2 .667 2
Chicago
3- 4 .429 2
S Franc
of their history.
4 2 .667 2
Cinci
3 5 .375 2'i K.C.
And the powerful Angels S Diego
4 6 .400 4
3 5 .375 242 Calif
bats performed well, too.
Seattle
4 6 .400 4
Friday's Results
3 5 .375 4
Minn
Bonds, Don Baylor ad Bobby
Chicago 8, New York 4
Philadelphia 7, Montreal 2
Grich hit home runs to back
Saturday's Games
Ryan's shutout and end a 1 Los Angeles 7, San Francisco
Boston (Tiant ,00) at Clevestreak. which saw_ California
Atlanta 4, Houston 3
land (Garland 0-0)
lose for six of the previous
Pittsburgh 7, St. Louis 0
New York (Holtzman 0-0) at
Cincinnati 9, San Diego 5
Milwaukee (Haas- 0-0)
seven games.
Saturday's Games
Toronto (Jefferson 0-0). at
Brewers 7, Yankees 4
(Stone 0-1)
at
1-0)
1
Fteusthel
Chicago
(C.
Chicago
The Milwaukee Brewers New York (Espinosa 1-0).
Oakland (Blue (b-0) at Minthis
games
four
won
have
Philadelphia (Christenson 0- nesota (Zahn 1.0)
season— three' of them from 0) at Montreal (Hannahs 0-0).
Detroit (Rozema 0-0) at KanPittsburgh (Candelaria 0-0) sas City (Splittorff 1-0), n.
the New. York Yankees and
St. Louis (Rasmussen 0-1)-. Baltimore (Grinvdey 0-1 ant -two of those from Don Gullett. -atLos
Angeles (Hooton 0-1) at Lalmer 1-1) at Texas (Alexanftgimaukee's•Sixto Liscario San -Erancisco (McGlathen 0-1)der 1-0 and Blyleven 1-0)
has become Gullett's nemesis
Houston (Konieczny 1-0) at
Seattle (Segui 0-2) at Califorwith key hits that have beaten Atlanta (LaCorte 1-0).„ n.
. nia (Hartzell 0-0 ), n.
Cincinnati (Frymal 1-1) at
the former Cincinnati leftSan Diego (Jones 1-1), n.
Sunday's Games
hander twice this year.
Sunday's Games
Boston at Cleveland
• When the teams met last
Chicago at New York.
Toronto at Chicago
Oakland at Minnesota
Philadelphia at Montreal.
Sunday, Lezcano cracked two
Louis.
St.
at
Pittsburgh
Detroit at Kansas City
home'runs to beat New York 2Houston at Atlanta.
New York at Milwaukee
1. And Friday night he drove
Los Angeles at San Francisco
Baltimore at Texas
in three runs in Milwaukee's 7Cincinnati at San Diego
Seattle at California

Baseball Standings

IT TOOK MOBILE SIGN TO BRING
THE MESSAGE TO LIGHT

Murray State Spring
Practice Going Well

Underwriters Laboratories Listed
All Aluminum Sign Construction
.060 Filon Facings
274 Plyable, Non-Fade Letters
All Steel Trailer With Removable Tongue
Leveling 'Legs and Bright Arrow
All Weather Ballast and Fluorescent Lamps
14 Each 50 Watt Incandescent tamps
Heavy Duty Flasher and Extension Cord

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Quality & Safety For Only

Mfg. By:

DEBBIE BOYD

.35, 94VG.INT
Call

Jim Rowlett

$739

era,

City. Industrial Park
P. 0. Box 122
Paris, Tennessee 38242
4901) 642-3470 (or 3352)

-

Easy Financing
Available
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10 Hits Bvt Still Lose

1.

8
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the bases loaded and a chance he had strolled away from the sent a sizzling low liner back . would be happy to be 23-10 but
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger& Times SporhiEditer 'to tie the game with one swing. bag.,to the box where 5,heebiii. FYI:0e Murray i$
Bhechel was removed in the
They have more talent but
The first two weeks of this After throwing two conChip a brilliant stab.
month have been an April seeutive balls to Murray - fop of the eighth after
Giesler also had a couple of just haven't been producing.
Fool's joke for the Murray cleanup hitter Greg Toolay;7---Sher led off with a- solo shot major league plays in the• -- As far- as the league race
to• over the feriee in left. It was game so he shouldn't feel too goes, Western- Kentucky,
State baseball team. Nobody Shields exited and gave
;Stier's eighth homer of the
Toy,
has been laughing either.
badly about ending the inning. which split two at Austin Peay
season.
'Toy
toyed
with•Tooley.
Reagan
at
afternoon
Friday
Twice, he went deep into the Wednesday,is here today for a
Buechel hurled seven
Three con.secutive pitches
Field, Murray State got 10
hole and made backhanded pair of games.
innings, giving up all
Middle Tennessee, meanhits. It's the first time Murray and thriesttaight strikes and complete
and then followed with
stabs
of which were
has had more than eight hits in Tooley,-who wore the collar in five runs, four
to first to nail the while, hosts Austin Peay for a
throws
long
Bradford hurled
pair today.
one game since the 'Breds had the,game, went down swinging earned. Bill
Louisville runners.
and gave
frames
two
last
the
the
in
the
third
time
f*
In the league standings,
North
of
rout
12 hits in a 12-0
John Siemanowski
Also,
up One hit while holding .the made a brilliant running catch Middle is 5-2, Austin Peay is 6contest.
30.
March
Dakota
John
01
ONLY RUN -The only MSU ran in the 5 I loss to Louisville Friday canto hors
Louisville actually won it in Cardinals scoreless.
So what happens when you
in'right, spearing a line drive 3, Murray is 3-4 and Western
breaking off
Murray's only run came in
Sitmanowski connects on o pitch for a sacrifice fly, scoring Terry Mown (4) who is
are in a terrible slump and you the fourth as Tony Conflenti
with his back to the plate. heads Alp the cellar with a 2-7
third base.
hits! What walked and after one was.out, the bottom of the eighth when Tooley once ran into leftcenter mark.
10
with
out
break
(Sluff Nista by Mike keaMs)'
If Middle sweeps two today
catcher Duke Shumate John Siemanowski hit a early in the game to take away
else?Arou lose the game.
sophomore-Nick ..sacrifice, fly with the bases
.
That1•etsat* what tdurra
wins the rest-of its
the g-Olden opdid as they were embarassed Gagcl ripped a pitch into the loaded. But
-So maybe there's. hope for games,then there is a chance,
bring in more
5-1 by .Louisville which hadn't alley in left and two runs came portunity to
the 'Breds, who are pow 23-10. dim though it be.
when Stan Giesler
ended
runs
home.
The games today close the
many,
in
'Breds
the
on tile season. Most schools
defeated
. . ..„._
In the top of the seventh,
home season. Sunday, the
many years. In fact,
'Breds play one at Arkansas
Murray handed Louisville two
Louisville is in the record
State and then on Monday, will
runs.
books at Murray. Once the
play a double header against
Webb. anothel
Tony
'Breds scored 24 runs off the
ixtuisville
Arkansas State.
the
.on
sophomore
Cardinals.
Then next Thursday,it's two
club which has only three
. Freshman righthander Cliff
at Middle Tennessee.
seniors, led off the seven*
Buechel of Louisville started
Louisville, which has played
with a double. On two sucon the hill and several of his
likes of Kentucky,
Webb
the
pitches,
wild
cessive
from
buddies
baseball
old
points,
30
Gilmore and Wilbur Holland San „Antonio with
By The Associated Press
Southern Illinois,
he
where
Alabama,
play
the
On
on
scored.
were
JoJo White was forced to combined for 13 paints in the including 12 in the fourth Trinity High School
and „BirGeorgia
the
hit
West
ball,
the
scored,
roster.
Cardinal
the
20
had
Patiltz
Billy
the
lift
quarter.
carry Boston's backcourt final five minutes- to
leaves
Southern,
mingham
Mike
catcher
of
facemask
Buechel
innings,
six
attack for most of the season. Chicago Bulls to a 107-164 and -Larry I,Cenon had 14 For
with a 20-15 record.
15_feet
about
rolled
and
Cathey
near
the
in
brilliantly
pitched
trielinal
in
but
Portland
fouling
the
over
before
triumph
He had to do the same thing
The Cardinals earlier in the
away from the plate.
90-degree heat. But while
period.
against San Antonio Friday Trail Blazers.
played two games with
for
season
singled
Schneider
Chris
A groppof five regular NBA Buechel was doing his good
Golden State had crushed
night, and he didn't let the
which is the
a
Moreheati,
after
-and
Cardinals
•
the
Mike
ace
staff
was
so
the
pitching,
striking
are
Detroit 138-108 Thursday night .officiaig, w ho
Celtics' Offense down.
champion and
division
eastern
center
to
fly
and
bunt
sacrifice
White scored 38 points, to even that tFries at a:game playoffs, picketed outside the Schielcts of the Cardinals.
the western division
host
will
scored
he
third,
to
him
did'
moved
'Breds
the
Though
Arena.
Center
Convention
hitting 15-of-19 from the apiece.
winner in a best of three
when Cathey dropped a third.
In Chicago's victory, manage 10 hits, Shields never
John Havlicek and Dave
field-including 11 in a row in
playoff _series May 6 and 7.
the ball into
threw
and
strike
serious
into
ran
his
really
of
10
scored
each
who
for
points
16
Johnson,
had
COWens
the
lead
one _stretch-to
Louisville lost both of the
rightfield, making it a 4-0
Celtics to a .113-109 victory Boston arid Sidney Wicks 29 points iii the final period, problems until the bottom of
to Morehead and the
Don
_pities
baseman
First
game.
over the Spurs. Boston thus added ,15. George Gervin led tied the game at 94-94 on a the ninth when he was relieved
in the Cardinaldagout
phryeru
-apparently
had
-Walker4:55
-by
Mike
with
shot•
jurnii
moves into the -quarter-11MS'
is the best
Morehead
said
as
over
was
theinning
had
thought
Murray
remaining. The Bulls gained It was 5-1 and
of the National Basketball
team they've seen all season.
moments
good
for
lead
the
Association playoffs against
The latest NCAA .statistks
- later on Holland's-jump
Philadelphia, -winning the
.359
show Morehead with
a
by
marred
garnewas
The
against
best-of-three series
average, tops in the
'batting
_
_
the Spurs 2-0.
country.
By The Associated Press
main participants Were
During most of the season,
PLAYOFFS
and
Gilliam
Herm
'Wee
Portland's
White had to pick up the slack
Preliminary Rognd
Holland, who sparked the
when fellow guard Charlie
ab r
Best-of-Three
1
-.Alialla.ef
'fireworks by tangling in an
Scott was sidelined with a
4
Bromi-3b
Games
match.
Friday's
pushing
:
elbowing and
broken arm. Friday night,
4
Fehn-0
Washington
91,
the
road.
from
Cleveland
a
ejected
quite
4
got
was
Tooley-lt
Cornell
Bill
Gilliam
the
of
out
thumbed
was
Scott
'
.
Walker-lb
4
"I told the kids who were
game for kicking Holland.
surprise Friday night in
game with 4:20 left In the third 83,series tied 1-1
3
Siemanowska-rf
Chicago 107, Portland 104, The Cavaliers, cheered on Knoxville at the prestigous going to be running the four4
Giesteres
period by - rookie referee
4
Cocrtney-3b
by a sellout crowd of 19,545 Dogwood Relays on the mile relay that I'd be happy if
Roger McCann. Scott was series tied 1-1.
3
Cathey-c
basal*
a
rips
and
Ilteromphkrods
Antonio
4:10
the
San
of
109,
Film
the
a
run
with
Of
each
TWO-Tem
ONE
113,
of
way
they
fans,
,
would
Boston
the
University
led
all
is
Totals
the
10
campus of
slapped with two technical
2-0.
Evan.
Film
an
that Would get us a 16:40 time.
early in the gum. it was am of the two hits
.
Tennessee..
exception of ties at 27 and 68.
Louis and automatic Pirpolsion ,,,,Roston wins series
000 MO tie 101
Lod/4k
" Sunday's Games
OM OM 010 1-10-1
Murray St.
sulk freshman, picked up in the loss to Louisville.
Cornell and a few members I told them they might be able
for excessive arguing.
Washington,
of his "Murray State track-AO-get it down ,to 16:30," •
- The other three 'playoffs' - CieVieland 8t
Seating Expanded
team had arrived in Knoxville Cornell said.
were tied 1-1 with the critical series tied 1-1.
State,
Golden
at
Detroit
They beat that tool
only two hours before the meet
games set for Sunday.
(AP)
SYRACUSE, N.Y.
State-recordedWa-Murray.,,
on
the
hours
six
spent
had
arid
Campy Russell „scored 22 series tied 1-1.
- Syracuse
Chicago at Portland, series Seating .16:23:7 and finished fourth out
points and Foots Walker
Manley
University's
of 23 teams in the event.
contributed 20 to lead the tied 1-1.
Fieldhouse will be expanded
Quarter-finals
Tennessee won the•event while
Cavaliers
fired-up Cleveland
to accommodate 9,500 specBest-of-Seven
powerful Villanova was
to a 91-83 victory over the
next
the
for
first tators in time
Philadelphia,
at
Boston
and Michigan barely
second
Bullets.
Washington
basketball season.
edged out Murray for third.
Mickey Johnson, Artis game of series.
By The Associated Press
The most important factor
NATIONAL HOCKEY
to consider. about Murray's
LEAGUE
finish is that three ofJhe four
PLAYOFFS
men who ran mile-long legs
Quarter-finals
are only freshmen,
Best-of-Seven
Richard Charleston ran the
F4ures show the 19-- Cadillac is tar and away-the most successful
Friday's Games
first leg in 4:08.8 for a new
ar in Cadillac history I he question is, Why' Why have so many
new
New York Islanders 4„ personal best. Charleston was
J-triiikitTeall the non generation
chc"lt-nI, eifien WhariSTAmericans
leads
York
Buffalo 3, New
subbing for freshman Pat
La Coupe deVille. Sedan deVilie and Fleetysqvid Brougham7,
.lu
series 3-0
Tr6ffi
Chimes who is suffering
first. are some ot the reasons
Philadelphia 4, Toronto, 3. shin-splints.
.
OT,Toronto leads series 2-1
Tony
Freshman walk-on
Roston 7, -Los Adgeles 6,.s_Keener of Washington, D. C.,
Boston leads series 3-0
ran the second leg in 4:09.4.
Saturday's Game •
en came the fun..
. Then
Montreal at St.- Louis, Freshman
Englishman
Montreal leads series 2-0 Dave Warren blistered the
Sunday's Games
track in 4:03.0 for a personal
New York Islanders at best and moved Murray into
Buffalo
contention. And on the anchor
Philadelphia at Toronto
leg, Martyn Brewer ran a
Montreal at St. Louis
4:02.4 for a new personal best
Boston at Los Angeles
and nearly gave Murray third
place.
WORLD HOCKEY ASSOC!
Brewer, a 'junior EnglishAVION
man, holds the record for the
PLAYOFFS
mile-run at Murray with a
TO BE HONORED - lin Freeman (left) and George Dugan, two former great Murray State
Quarter-finals
Advanced erigineeeing. We used
MI the luxury and then some. It's
4:04.4 but the leg in the relay
4.
athletes, will be inducted into the MSU Sports Hall of Fame at the All-Sports Banquet May
many-Seville design cone epts — taking
. With all thr
Best-of-Seven
every ;mil a(
will not count as a new record
. at.hantase of some of the world's
luxury, see urit:i and clegan.. you
Series A
simply because it was part of
foremost automotive technology
exper t. And more Ntire elite lent
Saturday's Game
the relay.
use ot spa4e than in T07.5 Mort•
Added protection for your investdient.
Quebec at New England, "We were really the Cinmire maneuverability*
onvenien.
kir Jutting extensive USW of such
Quebec leads Series 3-0
:n ,ity trail'.
derella team. Here wassir,sion lighting materials as
Tuesday's Game Lint!omelet' panels and bimetal
Tennessee, Villanova and -1111
.
luxury.Ifs a lively generation-of
New England at Quebec. if of those big teams.and here We
(stainless steel on aluminum) moldings
I p - TI-SpOrINIVe
I. 1.1
necessary
The bottom line. In Iwo of the most
up.
right
surprtse
that
ate, little old Murray,
p. rtorrnan,e
mcanulstkit measurements or
Series-13
there- with them," Cornell
.
ar - ri4salis value and 'repeat ownerdealer
Cadillac service. Y.
,
Game
Saturday's
said.
( adilla, consiste ntly leads all '
equtpped and rimmittiql to treating
Jim Freeman, the first Dixon games in Louisville and 4most complete games (24),
at
Indianapolis.
Cincinnati
t' luxury car makes
,•ts net'
"Can you imagine what it
you Iii ti(
•
track All-America at Murray was second in the 100 at the most shutouts (9), most Indianapolis leads series 3-0
could be next year?" he ad( 343),
most
strikeouts
State, and George Dugan, who Drake Relays.
Cadillac.
1077
Sunday's Game
But tct tull understand its aucptance. you have to drive.a
ded.
He won both the 100-yard strikeouts per nine innings
holds most of Murray's pitIndianapolis at Cincinnati, if High
Your( adillac dealer would be delighted to arrange it.
Axel
jumpers
(14),
per
on
balls
fewest.bases
thing records, have been dash and the 220-yard dash in
- necessary
Brad1 rye it to Cadillac to k-ad the way.
Leichtmayer and Bill
_named.to the MSU Athletic the Ohio Valley Conference- nine innings (2), fewest hits
Series C
their
get
to
time
nine
little
per
had
innings
ford
(4),
fewest
the
61
three
Hall of Fame and will be in- championships
Friday's Game
legs stretched out after the
ducted at the All-Sports four years he was at Murray. runs Per nine innings (2)and
)
4
Houston 6, Edmonton 2. long ride and did not place in
ea6g4,
r
most
victories
the
consecutive
in
beaten
never
was
He
Banquet, May 4.
Houston leads series 2-0
the
He
one
pitched
no-hitter
(9).
meet.
Freeman ran track at two events in a track meet at
Sunday's Game
for Murray, four one:hitters,
Today, the Racers will be
Murray in the mid-1960's and Murray.
at Edmonton
Houston
running in the distance
A native of Neptune, N. J., and four two-hitters. He once
still holds school records for
Series D
oa,
out
struck
19
a
in
batters
medley relay, the two-mile
track
formerly
was
Freeman
the
and
(9.3)
dash
the 100-yard
Saturday's Game
Olds • Pontiac - Cadillac
He
the sprint medley relay
single
game.
lost
only
five
of
relay,
University
the
220-yard dash (20.8). He was coach at
,Winnipeg at, San Diego. and
ay.
the mile-rel
also a member of the sprint Louisville and now w-orks with games while pitching for the
Winnipeg leads series 20
Satisfied Clig041144PS Are Ow
In addition,Stan Simmonsis
relay team that holds school the Louisville reCreation 'Breds. Three of .his teams
Sunday's Game
comptit
shot
the
Main Concern"
in
entered
were
Ohio
Valley
Conference
records •in the 440 (40.6) and department.
Winnipeg at San Diego
Joe"
"Little
Stanford
the
He
nation
for
led
petition,
baseball
champions.
played
Dugan
the 880 (1:26.1).
Patrick in the 100-meters and
When he was a sophomore, the Thoroughbreds from 1962- With a 0.29 earn& tun average
1406 West Main 753-5315
Jockey Eddie Arcaro guessed Dave Rafferty in the 1500- ,
9
in
1963
won
games
when
he
during
games
25
won
He
65.
in
idash
100-yard
the
he won
Kentucky
wrong
in
the 1942
meters.
the United -States Track and his college career, five more and lost none.
Derby. He had his choice of
Rafferty, who-has run the
Field rederation Cham- than any other Murray pit- Dugan is a native of Mt. two mounts, Shut Out or Devil
mile
in 4:03,-is a transfer from
now
and
Illinois
run
Vernon,
earnedcareer
His
cher.
pionships and was third in the
Diver, both owned b5 the
t
will be
event in the. NCAA cham- average; of 1.10 is still a coaches baseball at Pope Greentree Stable. Arcaro Louisville and
Mason-Dixon
School, picked Devil Diver..aad„siuggeepresenting the
-pionehips. He also once won Murray _record. Other career. County. . High,
Track Club in the event.
Out won.
the 70-yard dash in the Mason- school records he holds are for Golconda, III.

White Hit For 38Th
Lead Celtics To Win

Pro Basketball
At A Glance—

Relay Team Fourth Of.
23 I n Dogwood Rela ys

Pro Hockey
At A Glance

The tremendous acceptance
of the 1977Cadillac
and what it could mean
to you

Freeman, Dugan Scheduled To
Be Inducted In Hall Of Fame
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Game And Fish Populati
Studies Being Made
On Winter Survivals

utdotte Lofe
*nu enjoy the —t of doors
OutOool Lore b Oechcatea to me hunters, tineirtien end utnei

Iiiish Siw

Spritsi ad Seamy

Oekkot East

Officials with the Kentucky department exclusively for freezing.
Like their counterparts in
Department of Fish and the benefit of wildlife, a small
Wildlife Resources, while still amount of supplemental Game Management, officials
of the Division of Fisheries are
claiming it is too early.t0 draw _leading has been done.
likewise adopting a "wait and
any definite conclusions, do
attitude about possible
see"
have some ideas about what
The winter has dramatically
the record cold winter illustrated the value of good harm to fish populations in the
weather has done to game and wildlife habitat by offering a state. Most biologists don't
fish populations. The con- comparison between survival expect any appreciable
sensus seems to be that the on prime habitat to that on the reductions in game fish on the
feathers real turkey feathers )et to be named.,Good Luck,
Turkey Season
situation may not be as bad as every-growing amounts of state's big lakes r 15 are over
were almost used exclusively fishermen! Turkey season opens at
would be oliginally expected. marginal habitat. Game 1,000 acres). However, as the
In
Land Between The Lakes for fletching arrows.
and depth of the body of
Fishing Contest
management has asked field size
passing the bill, Wyoming
Wednesday, April 20, and will
diminishes, the danger
water
the
of
director
Bruna,
Joe
Underway
officers to report any habitat
continue through Saturday, legislators felt that it was
fish kill increases.
winter
of
of
Division
department's
first
the
marked
Yesterday
not destroyed by the weather
April 30. If my memory serves "improper" for turkeys to be
to Jim Henley,
According
says
Management,
Game
me correctly, this will be the taken by a very part of day of the Outdoor Lore wildlife located in areas of to determine the heartiest Central District fisheries
contest.
Consequently,
fishing
habitat
and
wildlife food
first year gobblers can be themselves. I have pondered
biologist with the department
pod habitat and food had few
ItunteTrotn-sunup to sunset. the point and feel that that hill-7z74.yc.—baven't had .any..official 'problems surviving -The vegetation.
strith-7an
,
Alaillaw farm pandt
will
contest
This
yet.
entries
for.
was really uncalled
All hunters must have a
Unfortunately, some of the -overabundance of weeds are
some
on
However,
winter.
and
30
will
B. A. S. S. State Tourney run through July
turkey..hunting. permit which
man-made structures on
kills.
have prizes and surprises for private lands with marginal or department property didn't most susceptible to fish
To Be Held
can be oltained free by
Both • fisheries and game
there
habitat,
submarginal
Murray
who
The
all
enter.
Six members from each
dropping in at the Information
At management officials have
have been reports of song fare as well as the wildlife.
Station at Land Between The affiliate bass club in the Bass Club has officially exwildlife
four
least
expressed interest in assisting
few
A
birds and quail freezing.
Lakes or by writing TVA, Commonwealth of Kentucky tended their help in the contest
management areas had to any landowners or pond
been
have
.
also
doves
frozen
Land Between The Lakes, will meet at lake Cumberland by offering lures, and rods and discovered.
endure frozen water pipes. owners
problems
with
Golden Pond, KY 42231. Keep next weekend to fish a state reels to the prize 14. They
Field officers of the depart- developing among fish and
have
offered
also
another
in mind that an adult must federation qualifying tourOn the department's wildlife mefft are being asked to check wildlife populations due to
accompany any youth hunter nament. The Bass Anglers surprise which will be an- management areas, the impounding structures at cold weather. The person to
under 18 years of age in the Sportsmen's Society sponsors nounced later.
populations are reported in the various state-owned lakes contact is the department's
Kentucky portion and in the annual tourneys which
good shape. On some of these to determine if any of these county conservation officer.
Trout Stocking
Tennessee hunters under the take the top six fishermen in
lands operated by the suffered damage due to
It is time for you trout
age of 16 must have a Hunter the state federation qualifying
Safety Certificate and be tournament and sends them to fishermen to go see Marvin
a National tournament. The Harris at the court house and
accompanied by an adult.
national tournament is purchase your new trout
scheduled :at_artAindisclased stamp. The Division of
Turkey Feather*
Someone in the Wyoming lake somewhere in the United Fisheries will be stocking 1250
state legislature recently States. The Murray Bass Club nine inch rainbow trout in
introduced a bill that is paying the entry fees for Casey Creek in Trigg County
prohibited anyone hunting their representatives who will Tuesday morning. A stocking
turkeys in that state with a fish the state tourney. Those of the same amount of trout
bow and arrow to use fishermen are: A. B. Crass, will follow that afternoon in
Hendati,7,7-elarflick Creek in Crittenden
'turkey leAthers on their James
t arrows. Foryears now prior to Lyle Underwood, and Bobby County. Last month's stocking (CHICAGO)...One of the formational brochure includes film
and
preferences
the introduction of plastic Atkins. A sixth member has brought 6-8" trout.
largest libraries of fishing descriptions of the 42 films preferred scheduling dates.
films ever compiled is now and six filmstrips. available. Paying return postage is the
chapters and individuals. The state, which have. brought it .available for use by schools;:_ 'Subject-matter is varied and only cost participants are
__first state chapter,- South 300 to 500 new Members -6.*:--community •organizations, includes such Mins as: "The expected.to pay.
.7C.arolina,• was chartered in week in addition to ..tax-free -'Sportsmen's
'
en= Sights and Sounds of Fishing,"
clubs,
Free "Fishing U. S. A."
January, 1974. By the end of contributions.
vironmentalists and other "Alaska
Fish-A-Flyin'," catalogs can be obtained by
Like all new organizations, groups through the American "Land of the Lunker Bass," writing "Fishing U. S. A.," c-o
,1976, the federation had over
16,000 members and seems to NWTF is still actively in- Fishing Tackle Manufac- "A Trout, a Fly Rod, and Association Films, Inc., 866
double its numbers every volved in various public turers Association and several You,' "Summer Fishing Third Avenue, New York, NY
relations programs and of its member companies-. Dreamland," "Outer Banks 10022, or AFTMA, 20 North
year.
An important function of the sponsor programs to generate More than forty 16mm sound Fisherman," "Fly Rodding Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL
state and local chapters is to funds. One highly successful motion pictures and filmstrips for Bass," and "Strike."
60606. Requests should include
By Casale Griffin
coordinate with the national new project is the 1976 Wild are being offered as conAlso included in the new a self-addressed, stamped
program
Print
Stamp
l'urkey
group and other organizations
tinuing educational and en- brochure is a special order legal-size envelope for prompt
Memories of a twenty-p6uncL_Lo formulate plans to insure turkey biologists, outdoor in strengthening .restocking which sold limited editions of tertainment programs free of form
which-- - enables rejilyt
bearded gobbler flashed the future of the wild turkey. writers and public relations and management efforts in the Russ Smiley oil painting, charge.
prospective partickwwits to list
through his mind on that cold On March 28, 1973, the specialists assisted him in their area. The Bussey Point ''Osceola." This will become
Entitled "Fishing U. S. A.,"
Turkey obtaining lists of turkey Wild Turkey Restoration Area an annual project of the the film library depicts every
Wild
winter morning when the National
hunter returned to an area he -Federation was formed in hunters and sending out news was the first such area jointly federation and entries are now aspect of America's favorite
in being accepted for the 1977 outdoor pasttime and is being Located
had hunted years earlier. With Fredericksburg, Virginia. releases and direct mail developed.
quickened step, he reached Incorporated as a non-profit pieces. With a strong pledge of Georgia, a 6,000-acre tract of print.
distributed to the public
To gather all of the NWTF through Association Films,
the plateau, but stopped membership organization, it support from other ,turkey land on Clark Hill Reservoir
abruptly, shocked by the sight was dedicated to the wise enthusiasts in South Carolina, was set aside by a cooperative members' together, the first Inc.
and Rodgers moved to Edgefield agreement with the United anqual convention was held
of barren fields filled only with conservation
AFTMA members parwild in June, 1973 and established - States Army -- Corps of this year on February 4-6 in ticipating in- the film PrOgram
the
of
management
no
ahd
decaying tree stumps
permanent • Engineers, the Georgia Hershey, Pennsylvania. In are Cortland Line Company,
first
wild turkeys in sight. It was turkey as a valuable natural the
headquarters. At the end of Itepartment of Natural addition to awards, lectures, Fenwick Products, Inc., Fred
there Tom Rodgers realized resource.
Drawing support from both 1973, the National Wild Turkey Resources, several private exhibits and election of new Arbogast Company, Inc.,
something had to be done to
save wild turkeys and their hunters and conservationists, Federation ( NWTF ) had 2,000 landowners and the Georgia officers, the first national Johnson Reels Inc., Lazy Ike
Rodgers State and Wilkes County local turkey calling contest was Corporation, Scientific
and
Rodgers quickly added new members
habitat.
Several months later, he members to the group and set enlisted a friend from Ken- chapters. This project was held.
Anglers-3M Company and
When Tom Rodgets and Zebco Division, Brunswick
quit his job as manager of an into motion a massive public tucky to help set down the designed for research and
insurance company and began relations campaign. Top guidelines. Jerry Allen had a future transplanting and Jerry Allen aren't involved in Corporation.
strong journalism and public nurturing of wild turkeys. one of the projects mentioned
The films are available
relations background in ad- With hopes of establishing at befoi e, they can always be individually or in a series
dition to experience in wild least one such refuge in every found on the phone or planning from Association Films' 10
turkey management and turkey state. NWTF is numerous other programs, all distribution centers. Schools
currently researching areas in dedicated to the wild turkey. as well as other groups ate
conservation.
When the hours begin to run encouraged to book a fishing
With over a million wild North Carolina, Maryland and
late and the demand seems to "movie-of-the-week."
turkey hunters in the nation Kentucky.
To fulfill an educational double as the last job is
today, NWTF has turkey
A newly-published inbiologists on its Technical function, Rodgers created a finished, Rodgers and Allen
Committee from every turkey magazine for mernbers, seem tireless and start in on something they can believe in
state in the east and as far Turkey Call, in 1973. Now a bi- plans for a new program in and
participate in. We want to
west as California and Hawaii. monthly, Turkey Call is a Wyoming, a restoration area
a heritage that could
preserve
Built like a pyramid, the voice of its members, con- in South Carolfha and a new
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
be lost and preserve it now for _
distributed
be
to
brochure
and
stories
taining
feature
the
at
is
organization
national
DON PAcCLURE
GRAYSON McCLURE
future generations to see. And
top, resting on a network of news on hunting, restoration nationally.
take 94 East our of Murray for 2 miles Turn r,ght orv 280
Bass and Crappie Fishing Guide John T. Phillips caught
we think we can do it, too."
"People are naturally
management. The
Folio* 280 for 7 rndes pas, Bonner s Grocery Toke
state chapters which, in turn, and
25 crappie like this one in Blood River this week The
South
Carolina
Wildlife
lo
bine-op
'OK brae' top to your r,ght
"when
0
said,
Pan() ,
0'.1
Allen
joiners,"
rests on a base formed by its Federation also has 60-second
crappie were caught at around 15 feet of water.
members, who are the local public service spots in every there's a good cause, Magazine
Telephone 502-4365483

Sioartsman's Journal'

Fishing Film Library Available To
Schools, Commit/ Organizations
And Sportsmen's Groups

A Hope For The Future
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Annual Wild Turkey Seminar,
Konfeelty Deportment of fieli Aorl Wildlife RUINOUS NOWthiiff
held at Kenlake State Resort
'
•
Park. The' program was .
isponsoied by the Kentucky
Chapter of the National Wild
Turkey Federation and the
Land Between the Lakes.
Assistant Commissioner
CARL KAYS of the department addressed the seminar
on
not
but
hawks
holding
New First Region
those
Kentucky's efforts at
last three as Christian Co. CO.
Trout Stocking Continues
Supervisor Named
Yontz replaces PAUL WINIn March the department hunting with them may keep restoring wild turkey in the
" Christian Co. conservation STEAD, who passed away stocked 45,000 trout into their birds without taking the state. Later, the • Kentucky
provided Chapter presented Kays and
officer (CO) STEVE YONTZ March 13. Winstead held the Kentucky
streams and examination,
has been named regienal job for 14 years and was tailwaters. Another 45,000 nine facilities and equipment meet the department a cannon net
supervisor for the First buried in full uniform with to ten-inch trout will be federal standards. These will for Use in turkey trapping and
Wildlife District. The 30-year- forty present and former stocked in April. In addition, be issued non-hunting rap* transplanting.
- I hope you folks were able to
This past week several nice
the •waibaCk into the bays.
Teacher Workshops Slated
old Yontz, a native of employees of the department the U. S. Forest Service, with permits.
get down to either Kentucky or strings of crappie and bass This proved to be the pattern
For
Attend
April And May
Wildlife Biologists
Whitesburg, has been with the serving
as
honorary the department's assistance,
Barkley Lake this past • were taken but the fishermen the bass were on most of the
The department's three weekend and see all the
Continuing Education
department for five years, the pallbearers.
began stocking streams in the
debris had to work pretty hard for time, but it was tough fishing.
Seminar
camps will host teachers and that came roaring
Daniel Boone National Forest
downriver. them.
Our two-day total was 28 bass,
A seminar sponsored by the administrators
from- I have never seen anything
in March.
Dorothy Morrison, Lavada 20 crappie, and one sauger,
elementary
Auburn
and
schools
department
around "like it; there were large trees, Barker, and I fished for
Falconers Fare
with the largest bass weighing
University was held in Frank- the state on April 22-24 and -stunipi; logs, cans, bottles, crappie on Kentucky Lake
Poorly On Exam
five pounds.
April
29
drawing
May
1.
March,
fort
The
in
late
teacher
department
In March the
cornstalks, weeds, and other Friday and we kept 42, which
I" understand Hal Barrow
began administering the about 20 wildlife managers workshops. are for Kentucky assorted objects
... totaled 65 pounds. These two has been fishing on Barkley
wbizh
examination falconers are from throughout the state. The fifth and sixth grade teachers literally covered the main- ladies come to Kentucky Lake Lake this week and has done
now required by Federal law seminar focused on forest and principals who allow their lakes. I know of several people along with their friend Delores real well with the crappie. We
to pass in order to be granted a habitat classification, theories students to participate in the who struck submerged objects Robinson, to catch fish - and might find out how he has been
falconer's. permit. A total of and techniques of wildlife pest department's "in-school" and did some minor prop did they ever catch them! We doing with the bass after he
103 falconers took the test, but control, beaver control and conservation education damage because they were caught them at about 10 feet, fishes the tournament this
-essed-- IFOWeVer, other wildlife-oriented topica. pregfam,--1111e-workshops are..-going -too fast
oriif-24—p
-------•
Along creek 'bonne* '-id N)offa-Dr. thedepartment's way of
included
game management officials Speakers
The last report I received of that had brush and stumps on there were some bays that had
report those failing the test Edward Hill, assistant unit saying "thanks" to the lake conditions were as the edges.
clear water, however..
Auburn's teachers and principals for follows: Water level 358,
at
can keep their birds and re- leader
Tommy Phillips, Lyle
If you would take the tune to
Wildlife their cooperation, at the same temperature 60-66 degrees in Underwood and I fished with
take the exam as soon as they Cooperative
visit the docks during the
time
informing
Michael
Dr.
them
Unit,
Research
about the bays, and murkey in color. four gentlemen from Chicago week and examine a
wish. The next exam will be
few fish administered at 10 a.m. April Golden, assistant professor of outdoor recreation-, con- The water has been rising Saturday and Sunday, out of stomachs as they are being
servation
and
the
and
Chuck
work
Auburn,
forestry
at
of
the
even though many of the gates Kenlake Resort, trying to cleaned, you should get an
9 at Louisville St. Xavier High
School. Assistant Director Danner, a wildlife biologist department's Division of are open at the dams. This has catch some bass. We fished idea as to what the fish are
JAMES DURELL of game with the U. S. Fish and Conservation Education.
caused a severe current to the crawfish Deep Wee-R, feeding on. Whether it is
WCESs Airing Two
management advises COs to Wildlife Service. The seminar
form and the fish to slow down along the rocky points of the bluegill, shad minnows, or
Topics "In-School"
*"‘ a bit.
go ahead and inspect falconer is part of a trial program
main lake and about a fourth crawfish, you can choose the
The "in-school" topic for
facilities if there are just a few which Fish and Wildlife
proper color and a lure to
falconers in the county. If Commissioner indicated may April was scheduled to be
simulate this natural food,
there are more than a few, he become permanent through "Boating and Water Safety."
thus saving valuable time. If
Sam Rogers of Murray and his 14 year old grand- is asking officers to wait until the use of state and federal Some Kentucky fifth and sixth
you're _ successful, _then
graders will get instruction in
daughter, Cheri Steele, from Michigan show a stringer of they receive markers from the funds.
examine your own catch for
that
area,
but
those
who
didn't
Fish And Wildlife
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Ser26 nice crappies caught out of Mood-Wet-this week
these pointers.
have classes in January
Commission Sets
vice. Otherwise, an additional
Cheri caught the largest which weighed in-at 2 pounds.
Maybe this good weather
because of the weather will be
Hunting Seasons
trip will be necessary to
Photo courtesy Murray Sad Co
will hold for us this year. Let's
Meeting in early March, the hearing about "The_puties of
deliver the markers. Finally,
hope so. Happy fishing!
Fish and Wildlife Commission a Conservation Officer." The
later
topic
was
scheduled for
N has approved hunting seasons
• -and limits for small game and January.
By Virginia Worthington
showing little 'Sympathy jail, the retent sentencing is
Speaking Of Walleyedeer. Small game seasons will
National Wildlife
towa'rd the 'keel's. On Considered "substantial" by
Fisheries . Research
be virtuallx unchanged from
Federation
February 22, a Lafayette Fish and Wildlife Service
last year with squirrel hunting Biologist Jim Axon was
Despite the stringent County, MS,Judge, Hershal C. . enforcement officials and is
opening the traditional third netting for them on Rough provisions of the Federal
Harmon, levied harsh fines expected to provide strong
Saturday in August and River in. Mid-March, but Eagle.Act which prohibit the--against-four - defendants- in
reriTeTifi again-if-fur-MT
rept)
rtM
Minting AT'fil5biLs-;
-quail,
atlEat killing or taking of bald and .volved in the shooting death of
killings in the state ..and
grouse
and, furbearers time. However, Axon plans to - golden- eagles, the ruthless
a bald eagle. The individuàl. throughout the nation.
beginning November 17. This try again later, feeling the slaying of eagles and other
held responsible for the actual
According to Owen, record
year's gun deer season will be netting may have taken place raptor species appears to be
shotting was fined $1000 with a numbers of eagles were
The good old fashioned wheelbase etc. And the motor not build something from split, running from November too soon. Meanwhile, in late on the rise in the U. S. In
one year in jail suspended sighted in Mississippi this past
ingenuity is usually not a great problem. scratch.
American
12-14 and December 3-5. The March anglers were catching Mississippi alone, five eagles,
sentence. The three other co- winter as the birds migrated
frequently asserts itself in the Most folks swap in a small
What can I save by building use of certain handguns has walleye ranging in size from including two bald and three conspirators were each fined further southward to seek
ranks of four wheelers. With block Chevy or Ford during my own? The true answer to also been approved by the 11,2 to six pounds on the South golden, were shot during the
$250 and six months in jail relief from the bitter cold. As
of
Cumberland. mOnth of December; and suspended
the present price tag on new their experience.
this is very little. And that's if commission for the 1977 gun Fork
sentence. Sidney A. to why so many eagles were
four wheel drives starting
Fisheries
Director
deer
season.
says
the
We have observed over the you don't count your labor.
according to Carlton Owen, Woodson of the U. S. Fish and slain, Owen can only. speculate
Wild Turkey Mathis
about five big ones and past few years that the four But We experience of doing it
•iize indicates walleye_ have exeetitive--direetor of the • Wildlife Service and George
that theFf'ia a great • deal of
Seen landed " from each Mississ-ippi. Wildlife A.
Seascin Nears
climbing fast, it is a small cylinder Jeeps and Scouts are is worth something and I know
McKay of the State Game ignorance an the part ..of the
April and May will find wild stocking class put in the area Federation; -more are feared - -a-ridwonder that the market for not a prime source of good of several rigs that have been
Fish were public as tS•the severity of the
good used rigs is also going ingredients for your building homemade that were well turkey hunters afield at by the department. Nearly 1.2 dead.
instrumental in bringing problem and the legal sancwell. There are several people experience if you plan to go to built. Ask Dale Spencer. He various locations around million walleye have been
White the news of the about the arrests. Although. tions which prohibit such
who have taken a look at the V8 power. The drive train made a good one. But he took Kentucky. The Land Between stocked in Lake Cumberland shooting incidents is shocking,
the law calls for a maximum actions.
situation and asked the simply isn't that stout. the sound. approach to start the Lakes (LBL) season in and its headwaters since 1973. It appears that the courts are fine of
$5,000 with one year in
question; Is it possible to build However it works well if you with.
western Kentucky will open
your own four wheel drive on a stay with something like the
Find the complete chassis of April 20 and close April 30.
low budget?
little Buick V6 - a proven off- an older four wheel drive. This year hunting will be
The answer to this is a road performer.
Throw away, the body and allowed all day, instead of
qualified yes. First off, it
The most frequent idea for discard the motor or com- mornings only. A permit is
should be understood that rock swaps is the fellow who had a pletely rebuild it. Any way, needed to hunt turkey at LBL
bottom prices for good second good two wheel drive pickup get a good motor in it. Now set and can be obtained from the
hand four wheel drives seem and wants to make a four a good body on it and fasten it Information Center at Golden
to hover slightly above the wheeler out of it. It may look down properly. And presto, for Pond. On the weekends of
thousand dollar mark and the same as the four wheel the sum of slightly over a April 30 - May 1 and May 7 -8.
maybe approaching two drive of the same make but thousand dollars you have a turkey hunting will be perthousand. Granted there have take my word for it, it is not. If good four wheel drive.
mitted in Bath, Jackson, Lee,
been some "basket cases" you plan to go this route the
Sounds simple? All it takes Owsley, Rockeastle and
sold for less but the chances of best way is to locate a four is four to five months of Rowan Counties and portions
buying a decent four wheel wheel drive chassis and swap working on it every night of Letcher, Menifee and Pike
drive in good shape for less your truck body and motor along with several gallons of Counties. The limit at LBL
than a grand are like finding a into it. coffee, bruised knuckles, and and in those Eastern Kenneedle in a haystack.
wheel drive front end and statements like "I never tucky counties is one turkey
_...Some suggestions follow. transfer case and sticking dreamed there was this much gobbler with visible per
Normally if you plan to build them under your truck to involved."
hunter per year. This year,
your own the best way to start make an instant four wheel
Nothing's impossible but do turkey hunting will be allowed
is to buy the complete chassis drive is in dream world. some thinking before you start on a statewide annual hunting
out of an older four wheel Things just don't work out like on this route. of securing your license only with no turkey
drive - say for example an old that, and this can turn into a four wheel drive. Its not for hunting permissible on three•
Wagoneer that has rusted out full weeks work for a the faint hearted.
day non-resident hunting
Bassin*
lien
Tura
it)
and been junked. You need the professional mechanic with all
If we can get the corn in the licenses.
frame, springs, transmission, kinds of tools. You can trade ground the Red Runt is goint
Kays Addresses Turkey
Bass boats continue to grott in popularitt. Recent!) manu•
transfer case, driveshafts, trucks for half what the job to the "bushes" this weekend.
boats otter the bass fisherman a tine fishing platform and an
Seminar, Acceppi Cannon
facturers hate started to produce more models .pottered ht
uncluttered transom. 1 het't e got gilts, too. The little IS' •footer
and front end and back end for would cost.
•
Net...
Have a nice week yourself and
inboard/outboards, or stern drives as But are also called. M ith
hits 48.5 mph ttith its 1.40-hp NlerCruiser posserplaiii. The s#hite
starters. With a torch and
As a rule for dependability HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
On March 19, about 150 A m•hel chair mounted above the engine compiirtmens. these
18-footer tops out at 53 mph. thanks to its 233-hp engine.
welder its not too difficult to its best to modify what the
people attended the Second
change things around like factory started out with and

Inside Our Realm of Kentue

No Sympathy For
The Eagle Slayer

By. Hemp Brook, -

Cain's, AMC,Jeep]

BUCKS BODY SHOP

Watch For The
Untrityal Gurr,bo ond Mtchelln tires

BOW HUNTER'S
DEN

jeep 1
900 Sycamore

753-5142

Coldwater Rd
753 6448
I.
1 Nes Ent

94

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.

S. 12th St.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires I, 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
408 N 4th

641 Super Shell

Jerry's Restaurant

Where "Service Is Our Business

753 3226

Home of the longgsg dozen
Eating Is A Family Affair

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area

6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

Quality fri Quantity _Quarenteed
4

Hwy. 641 South

-

753-9131

Jour U-Haul Headquarters
-
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IS
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDIJNE
7534333.

IYOU NAVE TM 4WPOITUNETY
TO GIVE TO THE COMMUNITY
BLOOD BANK TODAY.

For Appointment call 153.
5131

HEARING

salea''F-ree.
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
'Poplar Street, Benton,
Ky. Phone 527-8463.
MUSIC
KY. LAKE
BARN, New Concord,
Ky. Weekend activities.
Square dance every
Friday 8:00 p. m.
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00 p. m. Special drawings.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Call
753-9104 days, 753-1551
nights.
BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 7534272.

S,ppcial 10% Off

Wood
Items
ht the
Kountry Kitchen
APKE 16,1977

Stark's Hardware
12th & Poplar
Our 30th Year

Bamboo
Garden

For Saki
55 Gallon
Drtuns
Morton The
& Marble
Sown 9811

KY. LAKE - MUSIC
BARN, New Concord,
Ky. Weekend activities.
Square dance every
Friday' 8:80
p.m.
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00
Special drawings.

Check
Your
Ad
s_

-: #
too.' -•
•
,

40 •
„
.0%
Achestrtis•rs
ore
requested to check the'
first insertion of ads for
corr•ction
This
n•wspoper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect lessrlicie
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY. SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

GARAGE,
LARRY
mechanic on duty 8-8 p.
m.,6 days a week. Tires
changed, oil changes fa
lubes, and ac. welding,
on Hwy. 94 East next to
Morris Grocery.

All display ads,
• c:assified displays
anti regular disolay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication:
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
the day
publication.

WANTED KOMEONE tot
break garden. Call 7537207

WILL ACCEPT sealed
u kr*. of
Ricks TeniertiY•
Deadline April 23. All
interested, contact
Clifford Farris, Route 1_,
Box 655, Murray, Ky.
KY. LAKE MUSIC
BARN, New Concord, Ky. Weekend activities.
Square dance every
Friday 8:00 p. m.
Country Music Show
every Saturday, 8:00 p.
m. Special drawings.
HURRY
•
JOE BAILEY & Linda
Dill of the indoor FLEA
MARKET Dover, TN
said to: Bring your
• items to sell while space
is available. Many
people already taking
$160's of dollars weekly
for their unwanted
items.
-COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring-us yours for extra
copies. Made,from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

THE, FAMILY of Will
Morris wish to extend
our thanks to all our
...friends and neighbors
for the food, flowers and
prayers extended to us
during our time of
Max
sorrow. The
Churchill Funeral Home
and Rev. Jerrell White
for words of' comfort
during the funeral. Also
to the organist and
singers at the funeral
home.
God's richest
May
blessing come to all of
you.
Mrs. Anna Morris.
THE FAMILY of Richard
(Dick) Denton wish to
expresa-0 our
appreciation for the
beautiful flowers, cards
and food sent to us
during the loss of our
loved one. We would like
to thank the Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home
for the kindness extended to us during a
most sorrowful time. A
special .thanks to Mrs.
Otto Erwin for such
beautiful music and the
Murray Lodge and
Murray .Shrine club for
the special rites performed. The message by
Rev. Charles Yancy and
Rev. John Jones was so
meaningful and comforting at •such a
sorrowful time. May
God's richest Blessings
be with each of you
always.
The family of Dick
Denton.
5 lost And Found
950.00 REWARD, for
small male white poodle
last seen on Highway 121
South, near Locust
Grove Road on March
23 Call 753-6040.

I
.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES"

K YOUR OWN "11610"1 As..
Distributer for Ion McNally
Maps.. loonies
Road
Business! 150% Pried Service Co. esti. sods. No
Sifts. Investment $2500 0.
$12,505 secured. Son none,
address, phone & 3 refereecos to Persona Mer, SIAMc0, 3121 Montclair ltd.,
Ia., Al. 35213 er cal
collect(205)170-42211.

1914 Coldwater Rd.
753-0317
srow Open Sun. 1-i

3 Card 01 Thanks
FLEA MARKET_ Craftsman Fair and Antique
„Stitivi. Held April 16 and
17. On MSU Campus
between Payne and
Chestnut Street. For
table reservations
contact Kevin Leavy at
753-9135. Cost of 1 booth
is $10 for 2 days.

BANJO PLAYER needed
WANT SOMEONE to
mow.- Brooks Chapel. for summer work. Apply
in person at Kaintuck
Cemetery. Call 437-4168.
Territory., Benton,
Kentucky.

I

PARIS _ LANDING
. Conntry„ Store is now
open 7 days a week..
Antiques - Collectibles,
Highway 119 across
from Paris Landing
Park.
•

BELTONE

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

2 Notice

CALLOWAY
LOST
County senior ring, 1976,
blue stone. Call 753-5942.
offered.
Reward ,
6 Help Wanted
$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

lielp.fflorad
Male or female night
time help, must be 18
or older. Part time or
full time. Apply in
person only, no
phone calls 'will be
accepted.
See
Richard Parker

$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME! Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send
selfaddressed and stamped
envelope to Box 1824,
Clevelkid, Ohio 44106.
14 Want To Buy
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

WOMAN FOR part-time
housekeeping. Call 436.6811.
YARD MAN, young _or
old, Call 436-6811.
SALESMAN'S DREAM
- One of the newest,
hottest items on the
market, MAPAKAM
MARQUEES. Fantastic
new concept in signs.
Easy to sell. Very high
earnings potential.
Work your area, your
lours.MAPAKAM,Inc.,
2001
Dale,
E.
Springfield, MO 65803.
WAITRESS • WANTED.
Apply at Gallimore's
Restaurant in Hazel or
call 492-9785.

CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read. bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
Nare-h
'
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.

22 Musical

26 TV Radio

CONRAD'S PIANOS - OVERSTOCK Reduction
Organs, Kimball and
sale. Drive to Cuba and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
save. We have the
and Clark. Largest
lowest prices on all
selection in Western
Zenith TV's. Shop
Kentucky, 7534424, --arm*- and- compare.
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Sisson's Zenith Sala,
Ky.
Cuba, Ky, 382-2428.
24 Miscellaneous
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S
engines.3 h.p.,$179.95. 5
h.p. $199.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.
SALE -SMOKE ALARMS
battery operated by
Water-Pik. $29.95.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

27 Mobile Home Sales
8130 HOUSE TRAILER.
Would be ideal to sit on
lake. $450.00. Phone 13544217.
TWO BEDROOM Mobile
Home on Lakefront lot
in Pine Bluff Shores.
Reasonable. Call 4362292.

COrNS AMERICAN and

-10Felipi: Also old

-132e124:11117I
''
"1,04
'
and Service. C2111 Tony
Call 753-9232.
FLouREsCENT
753-6760
Mbntgornery,
used but good cond., sell
day or night.
15 Articles For Sale
any number that's
needed. Good for barns
LARGE TARPAULIN,
18 SeNing Macninn
and garages. Call after 5
10'x26', in good conBROTHERS SEWING
cr. Eh., 437-4296.
dition. Price $35. Call
machine, like new, with
753-6564.
foot pedal or knee pedal,
other attachments, AMERICAN
MADE
SALE-ROTO shear grass
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
braided rugs. One 9x12,
trimmer, model 2201.
1 p. m.
oriel2x15 and one 36" x
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
g". Call 436-2222.
Hardware,Paris.
19 Fafm Equipment

!Inn 12*

WITH
MAN
KNOWLKDGE ost
machinery and farming.
Able to take responsibility and supervise.
Call 489-8303 after 5 p.
m..

16 Home Furnishings

SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders,6 ft. step,$14.08.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
DELUXE STROLLER,
cost $40.00 used twice,
$20.00 Firm. Call 753-.
4330.
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 714 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
Call 754329 after 3:00 p.
m.
PIANO
MADE
by
Wurlitter, 2 years old,
$900.00. Call 753-9984.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
witti Blue Lustre, Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
Needle model 500 $59.95. Wallin Hardware. Paris, Tenn.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing 8" BLACK AND Decker
radial arm saw, like
needs. Call AAA Pence
new. 1125.00. Call 753Supply Co., 1444-6865,
3259.
Paducah, Ky.

bi0B$Li-tkibie1908;-ift
x 58, Porch, Air conditioner, underpinned,
furnished. Call 753-5287.
or 753-0839.
El

ACRES. 12 z 70 3
mobile home,
e ectri heat and central
air. 28 z 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247507, guryear, Tenn.
I

•

a.

27 Mobile Home Sales

34 Houses For Rent

TRAILER AND lot near
lake in Bay Wood Vista.
$1800.00. Call 489-2637.

HOUSE IN country about
6 miles from Murray,
prefer married couple.
Call 753-5978.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home 12 a 65, bath,
room and kitchen.
Call 753-4418.
31 Want To Rent
MSU FACULTY member
and family want house
to rent. Call 753-9554 or
762-4120.
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.
32 Apartments For Rent
FUR,NLIHED APARTMENT, Utilities included. Call 753-8660.
TWO
BEDROOM
sapartment, large living
room, large kitchen and
eating area. 1604 Olive
Street. $150700 per
month. Call 753-4451 or
after 5 p. m. 753-8818.

FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with double
garage,
nicely
decorated in Farmington. Leasepurchase
option
available. Call 345-2745.
35

rilf

Rent 0, Le3sp

FOR RENT .0it LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
FOR LEASE 20z60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.

CAPTAIN D'S will be .taking applications Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, April 19, 20 and 21, at
12th & Olive Streets, Murray.
Apply in person from
1:00 p.m.to6:00Pm.
Positions open:
Fry Cooks
Counter Sales
Preparation Personnel

In-Service Instructor

./)

GRAND
OPENING
Love 'ern-To Pieces

FREE
Termite
Inspection
Certified By EPA
Avoid Costly Home Repairs

PET SHOP
Come In and Register
For FREE 10 Gallon
Aquariums and
Other In-Store
Specials and Prizes

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

We carry all lines of tropical fish & aquarium
supplies

Nemo owned nod seemed ever 20 yaws. D. not sips slay veered
WO lin is Unshed'

•Full line of dog and pet supplies

100 South 13th St.

Phone 753-3914

Roechsts. Silver Fish and Shrubs

mAtion
PEST
ItikVi1114

AKC REGISTERED"PUPPIES
*Dachshund
•'t orkshire Terrier
*Cocker Spaniels

•TrrvPmwtto.4-'
*Pomeranian;•llireltaired :
1 11T Terrier
'old F.:riglish Sheepdog

All On Special Too!

Budget Hearing
Notice
The County of Calloway will hold a public
hearing in the Calloway County Circuit Courtroom on April 26, 1977 at 9:00 A.M. for the purpose of obtaining comments from citizens regarding the proposed budget amendment for the use
of Revenue Sharing Fundi. All interested
.citizens, senior citizens, alid organizations are
encouraged to attend to submit their comments.
...The County of Calloway anticipates it will
receive $66,572.00 for Apt41, May, and June
allocation. The County proposes to expend it in
the following manner.

Public Transportation • Salaries $23,286.00
Public Transportation - Supplies 23,286.00
Public Transportation - Co. Geroge 20,000.00
Total
66,572.00

Grand Opening
Specials
.••• All Fancy Tailed I.fipple,
V I'elm Sword Tail,
▪ Black Mollips
•:Venn,& Cardinal,

$15?),
89!..
3 fur 51"
3 for $100

Come In and S4e Becky & Debbie
for all your pet needs

Hoots 10t30 to 7 Tues-Sat 1-7 Sunday Closed Monday.

•

•

If Ir•Don't flour h. if•11 Ger Ii

Love em To Pieces
dm
,Wevfipiii fir,, i
'Sgoissfr. amino. ky. • 527- 1844

;En rUetst

Ronton

•
..
gy. - -....C...•••••••

1

Ca4pta n D's

HELP WANTED

WANTED A SALES'
150-300-500- GALLON
THOUSANDS USED
person to sell Jim
crop sprayers for sale.
paperbacks. /
1
2 price,
Walter Homes in the
rp year guarantee on
trade 2 for I bookrack.
Murray area. This is
tanks. Am-Products,
808 Chestnut, formerly r 753-3000.
your opportunity to
Christian Book Store.
make good money as a
Call 753-4821._
sales person. If in14 FT. CHEROKEE boat,
terested call Gene Allen
35 h.p. Evinrude motor.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Call 753-7948.
Urethane foam. All
Ky.
sizes, all densities. Cut
20 Sports Equipment
to your specs. West Ky.
APPLICATIONS
NOW
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
being accepted for full
8'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
Avenue. 753-6767.
and part time emlift type,'perfect conployees. Apply in person
dition. Call 436-5870.
and
KING
springs
SIZE
at Roses, Central
foam mattress. $25.00.
Shopping Center,
FOR - SALE:
14'
Call 753-5051.
Murray.
.CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
THE MURRAY Calloway FLORAL COUCH in good
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
condition.'Call 4354120.
County Parks Board has
trolling motor 36" shaft,
the following openings.
Die-Hard battery, the
MACHINE,
CANDY
Applications may be
Complete crappie
three ponies and two
obtained at the Park
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
cars. Call 753-6940.
Office, 10th &-Payne
Street, Murray.
KRAFT boat,
NEW NAUTILUS Super • 14' PgLAR
Deadline for the Pool
18 h. p. Evinrude motor,
metal detectors for the
Manager position will
trailer, trolling motor,
professional relic and
close April 29th. Pool
Lowrance depth finder,
coin hunter. Exclusive
Manager, Life Guards
Call 753-7648
$875.00.
dealer in West Ky. and
and
Concession
after 5 p. in.
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
workers.
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
14' JON BOAT, with 33 h.
p. Johnson motor, good
SALESMAN TO work in
COIN OPERATED drink
condition. Call 753-0123
stere. Apply in perSon.
box, $50.00. Four Mag
or 753-7699.
Joe Smith giscount
wheels with good 14 inch
Carpet Center.
tires for Ford or
71-z HP, LONG. shaft
• Plymouth $100.00. Call
outboard like new,
BABYSITTER IN my
489-2595.
$100.00. Call 753-3259.
home for 3 children.
16 Home Furnishings
Must llave, references
11
/
2 H.P. Johnson for sail
and experience. Call 753ONE MAPLE dinette
boat, practically new.
68'72 after 4:30 p.m.,
suite, six chairs, two
Heavy duty trolling
leafs, one maple hutch,
motor. 35 b.p. Evinrude.
FULL TIME meat cutter,
all like new, Ies.s than 1
Call 753-8127.
Washburn's Market,
year
old.
One
Hardin, Kentucky. Call
30" KENMORE range,
Westinghouse washing
437-4439.
continuous cleaning
machine, good cond.,
oven,9 mos. old, $175.00.
one plate glass mirror,
Also 6 foot red vinyl sofa
two living room picPRODUCTION
and matching white
tures, two living room
vinyl chair. Call 753lamps. Moving, needs
Hap
,
9501. •
Call
space.
753-7700
Both
day
and
before 9 a. m. or after 6
evening shift, male
22 Mu,ica'
p. rn.
and female applications
being
WANTED SOMEONE to
30" G. E. ELECTRIC
taken.
Kentucky
take up small monthly
Candy-Co. Old Almo'
cook stove, used 7'Payments on color TV. J
School, Hwy. 464, off
months. Call 753-6349.
& R Music, Murray,
641 1 mile east. Also
Kentucky. Call 753-7575.
early • morning
THREE PIECE bedroom
cleanup help needed.
suite, $100.00, chest
Apply in person.
15.00, chair $5.00. See at UPRIGHT PIANO. Great
for a beginner. Cull 7534103 S. 10th Street.
7986

Al

it is necessary for the Murray Water System to
flush the fire hydrants Saturday night, April
16th. The flushing will begin about 10:00p.m. and
will be completed during the night. If there is any
discoloration in your water when first turned on
Sunday morning,flush well before using. We are
sorry for any inconvenience, but it is required
that we detain twice *year.

ONE YEAR OLD, 2
bedroom central held
and air on /
1
2 acre
wooded lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For sale like paying
rent. Call 753-3745.

Excellent salary and a great benefit plan. A company disposition as a member of our in-service
education staff.
A very progressive department with a pleasant
working atmosphere. Our 275 bed institution is
currently building a brand new hospital and expanding to 401 beds.
Applicants should have a bachelors degree.
Call or send resume to:
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
Hopkins County Hospital
237 Waddill Ave.
Madisonville,Ky.42431
502 821-6430
We are a equal opportunity employer

THREE BEDROOM, twq
bath brick home with
'Urge back yard and
garden plot. One block
from campus. Available
June 1, 1977. Call 7534678.

.NOTICE

FOR SALE - 8-n Ford CUSTOM MATTRESS
tractortw-disc., plow, made any size for ancultivator and bush hog. tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
Also 2.
row cultivator
all' mattresses,
and roto tiller.. Phone
Healthopedic or foam.
247-5586.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
MOBILE HOME, 1974, 14
x 70, Schultt,- all elE.tttrr A FARMALL With - 1136South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7$23.
• tric, central heat and
mower,cultivator, plow,
air, underpinning, steps
side dressing att.
and wooden deck,
$1750.00. Nights 615-232- 26 TV Ram
$8500.00. Call 753-8428
6221 or 232-5870.
MOTOROLA CONSOLE
after 5 p. m.
stereo, solid walnut
1970 FORD DIESEL
cabinet. Price $275.00 MOBILE HOMES ana
tractor. Model 4000,
Also 12 dual 601 Turnmobile home spaces for
$4500. Call 753-3068 after
table $175.00. Call 437rent, at Riviera Courts.
4 p. m.
4143.
Call 753.3280.
ONE ROW tobacco setter
with Water tank. Call_
753-5702.
R.N.
REGISTERED BLACK
Angus'bulls. Eleven to
choose from.. Emulaus
and Ballet breeding.
Call Myron or Glen
Culp,753-6596.

11

I.
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4011LI:Aka.
37 Livestock

Supplies

43 Rear Estate

43 ReAl Estate

HAMPSHIRE I)UROC TWO ACRES OF land
cross bred young Boar.
east of Ahno On blacktop
road. Cali 753-4418.
Serviceable age. Call
492-8861.

ibout
Tay,
uple.

WHEAT STRAW for sale.
Cali 73.4582 or 137-4239.

twq
with
and
loc
able
.
753-

WEEKEND RETREAT,
Wood
frame
two
bedroom
vacalTon
cottage ia Cypress
Springs area. Electric
wall heat, wall air
conditioner. Wooded lot
about one mile from
water. All furniture goes
with home at only
$7000.00. Call or come by
BO'YD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 105 N. 12th
Street, 7534080.

44 [ON Fn,

COUNTRY
QUIET
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
Large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built4n • range. Paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500. Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

.5 MILES EAST of town.
Maplewood Estates,
excellent lot with trees,
105' 152'. Priced to sell.
753-8235 after 5 p.

IFFX-31011131
4b Hornr' ic3ale
FOUR BEDROOM,
'tether,- white brick- on
Cialis Country Club golf
course. Mid 60's. Call
753-9931.

LOT NO. 3$, McNally
Ai., CFP9Ple _Hollow
Shores, Unit No. 3. Call
901-795-4601.

49. Used Cars 8, Trur Is

51 Seroices Otlerea

1968 CAMARO needs
work.'Call 767-2512 between 5 and 7 p. m.

INS4/14710111 IllLQWN

1970 TRIUMPH Spitfire
convertible, good
.condition. New paint,
$1250.00*Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.

in
by Sears save on these
high -heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
_

-NICE OLDER model 3
FErNGII *ALES
bedroom home. 2 car
detached garage with 2
SEARS now. Call Doug
38 Pets Supplies
Taylor at 753-2310 for
acres. Just off highway. 1909 COUGAR, CAN be
free estimates for your
94, three miles west of
seen at 1613 Miller Ave.
AKC REGISTERED Old
needs.
Lynn Grove. Priced to
$2,750 EACH. Your choice
$500.00.
English Sheep Dog
sell. $15000. Call 345-2545
of five (5) building or
GUTTERING
BY
puppies. Also female St.
days after 6:00 345-2208. •
mobile home lots. Sizes
SEARS, Sears seamless
MCE 1973 Montego GT,
Bernard, call 7534412 or
range from 100' x 357'to
753-0959 after 4 p. m.
gutters installed per
factory air, power
100' x 410'. Located on HILLSIDE CABIN in
your specifications. Call
brakes
&
US-641, 5 miles South of
steering,
extra
Piae Bluff Shores
QUALITY BUILT home
FOUR ARC registered
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
clean. Call 753-0698.
Murray. Call Stinson
All-purse
subdivision.
with lots of built-ins.
for free estimates.
Labrador Retriever
Realty Co. for details,
room with bath,sleeping
REALTORS
4
.
Beautifully landscaped
females. Whelped
753-3744.
with
movable
loft
1967
CHEVROLET,
lawn with large fenced
March 25, 1977. Sire
MOBILE
HOME UNstairway , screened
Pickup truck. Can be
backyard. Large patio
DERPINNING
Upland
and
Marsh
at
BUILDING LOTS. We
overlooking
porch
seen
at
Carroll _1Anzeling
with gas grill. You must
c.447-Charley„
7:
ti*
• r.:-341d''
Ilt Dam,tpker
.btilldbpg
-Meetiojas,
444 Irokswegeit,---486-4486t-i
see- tits-rut:dem- 3
- -- Lynnwood Estates, storage area, masonary
-- VIT.
live the 'best
South 12th at Sycamore
bedroom,2 bath home to
bloodlines and great
Fairview
Acres,
construction, insulated, 1973 MERCURY, Colony
appreciate its quality
TELEPHONE 753-1861
potential. Cheap at
Panorama Shores,
fireplace, air conSERVICE
QUALITY
Park station wagon, low
and
charm.
Located
at
$80.00 each. Call 753-2943
Meadow Green Acres,
ditioned, electric heat, - mileage, power steering
'Company Inc. Air
814 Broad and priced in
ask for Terry Mashburn. (1) 4900 sq. ft. home
also one lot on Potcountertop-molting unit,
condition* sales and
and brakes, power seats
located on a large
the 30's. Phone KopWill be weaned and
tertown Rd. Call for
community water
service. Modern sheet
and
windows, tilt
wooded
lot.
Owner
Will
perud
Realty,
753-1222
ready to sell by May 4th.
details, Fulton Young
system, access to boat
metal department.
steering, nine passenger
consider trade for house
for more information.
Realty, 7537333 or home
launching. Call 7534574.
AM-FM radio, new
Larry Wisehart,
in Canterbury.(2)Small
We are members of the
753-4946.
President. Phone 75Eradial tires, eictra clean.
cottage located on 5
Multiple Listing SerCOCKER
SPANIEL
FEEL HEMMED IN?
9290.
Call
753-1322
or
after
5
p.
acres,
2
bedrooms,
vice.
puppies. One blonde, one
45 Farms For Sale
Then take a look at this
m. 753-5763.
outside storage ... less
black, $75.00 each. Call
spacious two story brick
than $15,000. Call
°CUSTOM HAY bailing
753-6528.
20 ACRE-FARM located
home on a 200' x 320' lot
Loretta Joke Realtors at THE SWIMMING,fishing
and custom combining.
1971
GREMLIN,
standard
off
Highway
04 East.
located just southwest of
and boating season is
753-1492.
Call 753-8090.
transmission,
fair
New 4 strand barbed
Murray city limits.
here. Get your own
condition,
$600.00.
DALMATION,
wire
fenee
with
steer Large shade trees in the
place on the lake now. In
- WALLS'PAINT1116
Located - across from
BEAGLES, Cocker
post. Call for more
yard, enjoyable open
Panorama Shores we
Wilson
Capri-Cheri Theatre.
Spaniels, puppies and
Cleanest,
details.
most efFulton
Young
space on all sides, yet
have a perfect vacation
7534121.
grown dogs. All AKC
ficient work available.
Realty, 753-7333, home
Insurance and Real_
neighbors are near
cottage (or year round
registered, shots and
753-4946.
enough for a feeling of
Estate Agency, Inc.
home) with 3 bedrooms
wormed. Call 492-8861.
1971 DATSUN wagon,
The four
security.
Very
bath.
1
and
202 Serra Oh Sheet
BY OWNER, 64 acre,
automatic, 1969 El
home
bedroom
Also
priced.
was
realistically
Phase 753-3243
near. Dukedom, Terr.:
Can71710; Attomatic. 'WET BASEMENT? We
profesaionatiy- in Panorama Shores we
39 Poultry Supplies
ileum 4 addroom
small V4 $895.00. 1962, make' wet basements
decorated.' Priced at
have a two bedroom 10 r
El ACRE - COUNTRY
brick, one bath, new
Ford 11 ton $295.00. Call
$59,600. If interested we
52 Mobile Home, furdry,work completely
ESTATE - Lovely
well. 2.4 Tobacco base.
489-2595.
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
Took.
invite
you
to
take
a
electric
with
nished,
guaranteed. Call or
modern brick ranch
Call 253-0180.
$25.00 each.- Call 1-621CallSTINSON- REALTY
heat, data a. fireplace
'write Morgan Co:lhome and 20 acres.
1974
VOLKSWAGEN,
feewa ajoittinent, 753and air conditioner. This
ances* Cs.. Routs 2,
outstanding
Many
convertible, excellent
3744.
mobile home is un- 18 ACRE FARM, 4 miles
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
features in this 3
South on 121. Three
condition, -18,000 actual
derpinned and has a
_42001. Phone day' or
bedroom, 2 bath home.
bedroom
house,
miles.
stock
753-6883
or
75341 Public Sales
WELL
KEPT four
concrete porch with
night 442-7026.
Attractive living room,
barn, hog 'parlor. AIL.
2326.
'
4 bedroom
brick on 21
/
2
wrought iron rails and
den-dining area with
fenced for hogs. Call 753acres, several fruit and
sidewalk. Call or come
fireplace, kitchen, large
CARPORT SALE at 509'
1976 VW RABBIT, Agate CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
shade trees. Good
MAJORS
BOYD
by
Pmof
with
lots
utility
room
Whitnell from 9-? on 14 &
of any kind. Phone 7$3brown, radio, vinyl
outside storage, 3 miles
REAL ESTATE, 105 N.
storage, and enclosed
50 ACRE FARM with two
15 April. Clothes, shoes,
9753.
interior, electric rear
from
town.
Low
30's.
7534080.
Street,
12th
sunporch which could be
bedroom house. Call 489toys, draperies, lamps,
window defroster, radial
Call 753-7620.
used as 4th bedroom or
or 753-7108 after 6p.
2380
guitar, and luggage and
tires. Car purchased WEEKEND GUESTS?
house
buy
a
WANT
TO
study. Attached 2-car
other items.
August 1976. Excellent
Repairing family car?
that will pay for Itself"
garage, lovely land-_
conditon. Call 753-9230.
out
Group'outing'?
brick
bedroom
Three
by
surrounded
seeping,
of town? Planning a
with fireplace, newly SMALL FARM. 9 acres
1973 ICAWASKI 5011, 3
scenic pasture land and
YARD SALE, Friday,
1971 FORD MAVERICK,
fenced located on North
vacation? Call 753-1372,
decorated on a nice
Excellent
cylinder.
woods. _ Outbuildings
Saturday. and Sunday,
4 door, automatic, 27000
side of Calloway County.
Murray' Leasing, Inc.
drives
Paved
lot.
shady
condition. Phone 753include modern pole
1:20.a.m. to ? 641 North
miles, $1150.00. Call 753This land was in soy
front and back, large
m.
753after
5
p.
5892
or
barn (50 x 56) corn crib,
3/
1
2 miles from Murray.
7820..
beans last year,. it also
garage,
BACKHOE WORE and
adjoining
E403.
and concrete block
has good building. site
apartment
gravel hauling. Call Joe
with
YARD SALE, 4 family at - sthokehôilse. A.. pretty
and on blacktop road.
195$ FORD pickup. Good
rent.
Beard, 436-206.
Ideal
for
entrance.
pleasant
of
picture
YAMAHA
MX
125,
good
Tr -City, on Hwy. 94, at
Price $850 per acre.
mechanically and has
Two blocks off campus.
just
living. Price
bottom
end
condition,
the Unique Boutique,
Fulton Young Realty 408
good tires. $175.00.
Must sell. Call 753-5669
SCOTINVIC114
reduced. Phone KOPnewly overhauled.
Saturday, Sunday and
South 4th, 753-7333,
Phone
MAPEA,
1-354-8217.
appointment.
for
',AMOY A,.I SVS,10, MOOAF
Call
PERUD REALTY, 753753$375.00
firm.
Monday, 12 a. m. to 6 p.
home 753-4946.
Drink Systems
1222 for full-time,
ms.
m. Rain or shine. Riding
N.L. Rowland
competent REAL
lawn mower, yard chair
1974 PINTO • SQUIRE
Sales
Refrigeration
Homes
For
46
Sale
only
2
FARM
220
ACRE
ESTATE SERVICE.
set and lots more of
wagon. Call 753-6848
HONDA CL 360 motor&Service
from
Ky.
Lake.
miles
everything.
after 6. Must sell.
733-4115
733-282S
cycle, good condition,
Suitable for row crop or TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
HOME AND 75 ACRESlow mileage. Includes
on
2
acres
of
ground.
21
/
2
cattle. Good access.
Opportunity to own a
AERIAL APPLICATION
50 Campers
two helmets. $600.00.
miles east of Almo. Call
Many fine building sites.
modern home and large
YARD SALE Saturday,
- Fertilizing, seeding,
753-8309
Call
after 5 p.
7534368.
John C. Neubauer
April 16-, 10:30 till ?
acreage tract at a
and
herbicides
m.
16' TRAILER; camper.
Realtor, 505 Main,
reasonable price. Home
Clothing all sizes,
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
BEDROOM
Murray, 753-0101 or 753- THREE
is 2 bedroom, brick with
adults, girls, boys, and
Service. Call 489-2414 or.
frame on a large lot. 7.5 YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
7531.
babys, shoes, toys, baby
central heat and air,
901-642-0712.
HOMEMADE CAMPER
miles East of Murray on
room
with
living
walker, electric apMotorcycle trailer. 19'n
for long wheel base
Irvin Cobb Road, Call
fireplace and 3-car
pliances and- other
Honda 550 four with
A saineunou IS
pickup truck. Call 753- EXPERT BUILDING
436-5434.
items. In case of rain
carport. Acreage is
windjammer. Call 753ALWAYS AVAILABLE
and remodeling - one
4857.
will • be
completely fenced with 3
following
1226.
looking fer a 4 badness
cabinet to complete
ponds, modem stable,
weekend. 11
/
2 miles out
bean sad priced rhdrt at
NEW BRICK home
home - planning to
on Hwy 121 South.
tobacco base, and ether
$34,1111. This gissity bulk
WHITES 'CAMPER
beautiful wooded lot or: 48 Automotive Service
completion. Call now
limn has sair sad WI
outbuildings. Quiet,
miles
located
4
SALES
Highway 641 2/
1
2 miles
Roy Harmon's Carbaths, eel I. ad nape,
secluded and wooded
East of Murray, on
North of Hardin. Two TOPPER FOR long wheel
maps,
and
is&
disposal,
43 Real Estate
penter Shop, 753-4124.
with beautiful view of
Kentoward
94
Highway
car garage, city water.
ember. _Beautifelly
base pickup truck. Call
surrounding
counLake. Authorized _Fan
dumped and is a geed
Energy efficient heat -489-2302.
tryside. $55,000.00.
1
2
leapt.... Perldem Dr.
and Star Craft dealer. COLSON 'ELECTRIC
FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
pump and wood burner.
KOPPERUD
Phone
Mad that first Hoe?
Clean osed campers.
bath home located at 714
AND Plumbing. Clent
Call 527-1067.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
This delightful 3 beanies
REALTY, 753-1222 for
Open 7 days per week.
Olive has economical
Colson, licensed elecfar
year
bruis
is
priced
courteous REAL
Call 753-0605.
central gas heat and
trician and liCensed
needs. Na dIspseid, MobFOUR BEDROOMS, 11
/
2 197$ FORD F-250, 4 wheel
ESTATE SERVICE.
central electric air.
master plumber. Aletio,
sradat, 'dime fee and
baths, comfortable den
drive, automatic, power 51 Services Offered
Fireplace, sunken bath
onside stems. Ti. nun
Ky. 753-8549.
..a,od
library
comreview It re eresy ohm
steering and brakes,
tub and many extra
bination, large kitchen,
$23,500 sal bey.
12,000 miles, like new. DRIVEWAYS -white
features. Lots of living
maim REALTY CO.
De roe east to live mt.
MOBILE HOME ANtwo car garage. Perfect
1971 Pinto. Call 753-6345.
area for your money.
rocked. Sand and lime
337 N. Poplar, Beets.,ly.
side ef Wormy? ON bars
for children,fenced play
CHORS, underpinning,
Priced in the 40's. Phone
Bucy.
Mark
527-1418
hauled. Call
tee hones, sow is Nigher/
awnings, and roofs
area,
/
1
2
block
from
Kopperud Realty, 753Money CAlleepay pasty
WM and the woad se 121
753-8381.
1974 MALIBU CLASSIC,
Jack
sealed. Call
Robertson School and
437-4811
kindb, beak with tee Sr
1222 for more in• air conditioned, power
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
two
blocks
from
Murray
wen ans. Priced et
formation.
steering and brakes. WILL BABYSIT in my
or weekends.
State University, on
$17,000 sad $14,008.
For nem iaferomies
home for infants 1 year
dead end street. Central • 55,000 aaual Miles s/Peryi
sharp a:id clean. Will
eissyllem.
or under. Call 767-2665.
heat and air with low
therarse MU
take trade-in. Call 435utility bills. $39,500.00.'
4135.
LYONS BROTHERS
Call 753-8096 or 753-7309.
Wilson
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.
Insurance and Real
1976 VW. Aver, 12000
MUST SELL!! Reduced
For aff
Call Jimmy and L. W.
Estate Agency, Inc.
miles. $2960 Call 753Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
(Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.
9694.
202 Smith 411 Street
approximately 2000 sq.
Phase 753424
ft. living space. Phone
FIXED UNTIL 753-7857.
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed". .this time "'for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used MarPSSTTT, GOTTA MINUTE?
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
listen, you're not going to believe this, but I know where
'fixin days" behind you for good with
you can buy a charming 3 bedroom brick with electric
MARBLE from
base-board heat, concrete drive, tweet and shrubt.

tour
rick
able
e1y
Parse ion
r745.

t.
LSE,
IL on
uare
ft. A
-247-

ing.
Call

11:111=111

urn

Si Srvices O'rered

51 Serklices Offered

NORMAN
KEM. MERZELT. Service and
repair.' Plumbing Electric, Heating Cooling. Electric
sewerooter. Call 43649O.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and baekhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8689 or
436-2586.

--

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
C.Rii Ralph Worley...7753_ ..

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest

White, 753-0605.
HAVING.' TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7534614.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Molitgomery 7534760,
day or night.
WILL MOW LAWNS.
Reasonable rates. Call
753-1537, ask for Rocky.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references, free
• estinkallinQuiek drytag.

Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos - stores. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0188.
ANY GARDENING, yard
work, mowing, spring
cleaning- or odd - jobs
done inexpensively. Call
753-8372.
WILL MOW yards and do
bush hogging. Call 7536271.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. Also drywall
for free
finishing
estimate. Phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.

LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas in- Xtailation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429 !after 4 p. m.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 7534343 or 753-2467.
GET YOUR HOME
treated for termites for
less than $150.00.
Bonded and licensed.
Call Welds Termite
Control
Company,
Mayfield, 247-3023 or
rullOn, 472-2928. Free
Inspection.
KIRBY Carpet Care. '
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
a.m. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact'K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 -or
753-9490.
ILIRKSEY USED . Furniture Store, buy- and
sell, refinish
and
feupholstery. Call- 4892752.
'CALL RICKY Lowe for
Fertilizer- Spreading. .
Call 492-8887. .
DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work, Gra&at,
hauling; and bush
hogging-.
Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.
WILL PLOW, disc,
bushhog or mow garden's, lots or lawns. Call
Jess Youngafter 7 p. m.,
753-0804.
WILL GIVE HOUSE to
anyone who will tear it
down and move it.
Located on 8th Street.
Call 753-6232.

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS AND LET THE
RENTAL FROM THE UPSTAIRS APART-MENTS HELP PAY FOR THE BUILDING. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR AN ENTERPRISING PERSON. ALSO OPTION TO
PURCHASE A ONE ACRE LOT WITH
BUSINESS.CALL NOW FOR DETAILS.

® KOPPERUD
REALTY!!!
Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO BUILD?
your ismadirde balding needs contact

HOME AND COMMERCIAL
BUILDERS

located in the Robertson School District Want in on the
secret? CA11'733-1492 right now.
. • .
Reim
/53-1112
Maw. 753-9

nfl,n

.4>

Two bedroom frame ban ea LS lien ibeilly be
with horse barn and other buildings. Located one
and one-half miles Northwest of Penny Comp
munity within five miles of Murray. Call 753-1594
allieri:00
•

pp

Thornton Tile
and Marble
Qtioi,t‘ '11-hxt W}11 Pleasc
Sn 9th
7S 3 5 19

We have immediate availability of Journeyman tradesmen
Free Estimate on all jobs large or small.
For service in the Murray area Phone
exam Cs - 314-234
huhu - 412-7144
Hickman - 236-2302

dimemmummovipionmenow
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Funerals
Services Today
For Clyde Dodd

Sculpture By Ginnie Piech Wins Da-nvilre- - -Collection Of Prints
Top Award In Student Art Show Votes To To Be On Display, MSU
Stay Dry

An untitled sculpture by
Ginnie Piech of Murray was
selected for the 4300
President's Award in the
annual Student Art Show at
Murray State University
which opened Friday evejiing.

Funeral services for Clyde
E. Dodd, of Wingo, Rt. 2, who
died. Thursday morning, were
being held today at 2 p. in. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral'Home. Officiating at the services were
Her work was chosen for the
T. C, Wilcox and Charles
Burial was.to be in top award by two jurors from
the Ili uri.rtty-reniairy;----_amongiptritritai'submitted
-He_ is survived by his wife, by students on the campus.
Mrs. Ida Lampkins Dodd; About $1,100 in prize money,
three daughters, Mrs. Marvin plus several purchase awards,
Nova Coltharp of Wingo was presented to student
following
a
Route Two; Mrs. Juanita exhibitors
Hendron of Mayfield and Mrs. reception to open_the show:
A total of 95 pieces of
Charlyne Cloys of Farmington; seven , grand- original student art make up
children, nine great grand- the show, which will be on
children and one great-great exhibit -in the fourth floor
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
grandchild.
He was a member of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
Ferndale, Michigan, Church through May 11. Work in the
of Christ and was a retired show includes drawings,
welri-t
,Protection Association of
Michigan.
The deceased man was born
in Tennessee and wAothe son
of the late John and Mary
Dodd. Grandsons' will - be
serving as the pallbearers.

painting; Jim Jenkins of South
Bend, Ind., $50 for a sculpture; Ann Wheatley_ of
Louisville. $50 for a drawing;
Amy Janes of Birmingham,
Ala., $35 for a painting;
Mariann Tsilis of Dolton, Ill.,
The $200 Dean's Award to $301or,jewelry; Joyce Jean of
Sabrina Shaw of LaCenter for Owensboro,- $17.50- for a
a textile piece entitled multimedia; and Nancy
Mt $100 Dean's Flawers of Paducah, $1.54or.b
Award to Vickie Masden of photograph.
Louisville for an untitled
Jurors for the show were
photograph, and the $150 Denise Green of New York
Robert Head Award to -Jim City, a professional painter,
Alexander of Owensboro for a and Jim Zani, sculptor and
painting _entitled "Dog Cat teacher at the Art Institute of
Dog."
Chicago.
Gene Karraker of Paducah,
These works will become a
part of the Eagle Gallery a senior, is the president of
OMAS.
permanent collection.
Merit Awards presented at
Hours for the Eagle Gallery
the reception included:
are 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. Monday
Davie-Mitchell of Princeton, through Friday, 10 a. m.to 4 p.
850 for a sculpture; Camille m on Saturdays.andl to 4 12_
Ba4fee-ef-Oi-yenshore;-$51FRfrr-e- ny.
Sund07T • • •
photography, textiles,
cerarnics,and sculpture.
Among the other top awards
in the show sponsored by the
organization of Murray Art
Students (OMAS) are:

DANVILLE-, Ky.(AP)-- By
nearlY-11 2-1 margin, Danville
residents have voted in a local
option election to remain a dey
territory.
According . to the . Boyle
County Court Clerk's office,
the vote Friday was 1,164 for
legalizing the sale of alcoholic,
beverages inside the city
limits and 3,041 against.
Of the 10 precincts voting, a
majority of voters in only one
precinct voted "wet," officials
said. "We're obviously very
elated that the community has
spoken so decisively," said
Jim Mott, a leader of opposition to legalized liquor
sales. "The most gratifying
thing, other than the fact that
that.the
the•-vOte
people having taken a position
this strong Will discourage
other attempts in the future.
The community did themselves a great service."

State Employes And Equipment
Move In To Help In East State

Ted Cowan To
Speak Sunday
At Presbyterian

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
As National Guardsmen
decamp, state employes - and
equipment are moving in
today to help clean up after
last week's eastern Kentucky
•
-floods. Ted Cowan of the Mayfield
More than-300 state Bureau
Mental Health _Department of Highways employes and
will be the, guest speaker more than 160 trucks. and
First machines will be on the job,
the
Sunday,--. at
ProabYterian Church. His Gov. Julian Carroll said
--topic will be "Upon the Friday.
' Children."
"There will be no lag or gap
—ne-scripture rlading will • in "That assistance because a
be fvom Deuteronomy V,9-10. 'Major element of the National
Choir director for the Guardsmen are keing dechurch is Kathy Mowery and activated by this weekend,"
organist tr Jim Wright. - --Carroll
The .schedule :of church - He also announced a $94,000
activities for the week "in- federal Community Services
cludes a kickoff planning Administration grant to be
meeting on the fall bazaar in distributed in the 15 stricken
the home of Jean Lindsey at ..counties by local community
9:30 a. m. Wednesday.
actionagen,cies.
Sunday, April 24, will be
Not all the guardsmen are
youth Sunday, and the guest leaving, he noted.
speaker will be David ArmSmall contingents will
strong of Madisonville. Love remain in several comLoaf breaking will also be held munities to help with water
that Sunday.
_ .purifieationjoncLdistribution

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Friday s Puzzle
I Tell
ACROSS
2 Roman poet
00000
00000
1 Baker's
3 Meadow
OIILUJLUi uummum
products
4
Note
of
00
013130000 00
6 On a big
scale
Wm Mum mu
scale
5 Railroad car
11._Disclose
0000
000 0000
12 Recompense 6 Cooking •
CUIMPIO WMNI4
Surfaces
14 Lamb's pen
DODO IMMO
7 Communists
name
BMW MCIME11010
8 RevererThe
15 Omit from
01200
000 000U
9
A
continent
pronunciation
um memo mu
labor
17 Negative
10 Impelled
00 0000000 00
prefix
onward
UMMU MOMU
18 Uncouth
11 Happen
MUM
person
MUOU
again
19 Wants
13
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According
to
official
records, more voters turned
out for Friday's election than
did last November for the
tearris, _presidential
Assessment
election, when
been 4,076 ballots
meanwhile, have
were cast.
working-to prepare estimates
The local option vote was
of flood damage to roads,
bridges and publicly owned the third in recent memory for
facilities such as buildings, Danville residents; -A countywater and sewer systems and wide vote on June , , 1945,
imposed prohibition. And on
parks.
FDAA officials have briefed ,March 3, 1949, city residents
local government officials on voted 1;713 to 1,507 to remain
how to apply, for federal dry.
A spokesman for the "wet"
grants to repair or replace
such facilities once the extent forcts 'in Friday's election
.of the damage,is determined" could not be reached for
damn-lent.
Miss Bullard said.
. '

and communications. ,
And guardsmen and Army
reservists will -be on-duty at
least two more weeks to help
with food deliveries and
cleanup in eastern Pike
County, where the raging Tug
Fork of the Big Sandy River
smashed homes and washed
Away house trailers along 40
miles of its narrow valley.
Tom Little, spokesman,for
the state Division of Disaster
and Emergency Services, said
120 men of the 207th
Engineering CV will be based
at. South Williamson on the
Tug Fork'for that period. The
time will obeitit as the unit's
annual training periOd.
A 50-man Army reserve
unit at Pikeville 'also has
received permission to spend
its annual training period
helping with the flood
recovery and will move into
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) eastern Pike County on
The American Red Cross has
Sunday, he said.
The Federal Disaster spent over $4 million assisting
Assistance
AdminictratiOr1 _southeastern Kentucky flood
Red Cross
will open two new .one-stop,,victinis, .a
centers for brief 'periods in spokesman said Friday-.
John McGraw, manager of
eastern Pike County so
residents rimy apply for the Red Cross' Kentucky
various types of aid, said FDA division, said survey information compiled by Red
spokesman Susan Bullard.
A center will open from 9 Cross disaster relief teams in
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday at the 15-county area revealed
Buskirk, and another will that 9,798 families suffered
operate from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m. same type of loss from the
Monday and 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. record flooding.
The survey also indicated
Tuesday at the Old Phelps
High School gymnasium, she the following, he said: 474
homes destroyed, 2,288 homes
said.
Some of the eight centers with major damage; 396
that have been operating all mobile homes destroyed, 535
week in other areas were mobile homes with major
closing, she said. Friday was damage and 501 small
the last day for the centers at businesses destroyed or
Corbin, Hazard and Warfield. damaged,
McGraw returned Monday
The Prestonsburg, Middlesboro and Belfry centers from southeastern Kentucky,
will, close Sunday and the where he had been coorHarlan and'Pikeville,centers dinating Red Cross relief
are scheduled to close efforts. He was joined in the
disaster area this week by Dr.
Tuesday.
"We always have the option, Frank Stanton. American Red
if it's necessary, of extending Cross national chairman.
McGraw praised the work of
the operation of-the centers,"
Miss Bullard said. "We can volunteers who worked in the
keep the centers open if the disaster area. "Without the
help of volunteers the sufneed is there."
The centers have handled fering, as bad as it was, would
8,817 applications for various have been magnified many
types of assistance this week, times," he said.
Louisville-area
residents
including more than 5,000 for
loans to repave and rebuild contributed two tractor trailer
damages businesses and more loads and three vans of
than n2,900 for temporary cleaning materials, McGraw
said. housing for the homeless.

Red Cross
Spends Over
$4 Million

Hazel Church To Meet In
Education Bldg.

A collection of wore than major museums.
The Hazel Baptist Church
The studio also conducts will conduct services on
1,000 prints valuedvat more
in
specializing
workshops
than $100,000 from The
Sunday, April 17, in the
Lakeside Studio, Lakeside, printing techniques and has educational building of the
gas- kiln to set up a church
Mieh.,.will be on exhibit and built
due to the fire that
for sale at Murray State working program in ceramics. destroyed the main sanctuary
University on Wednesday,
and a part of the educational
April 20.
facilities.
Original old master, modern
The pastor, James T.
master, and contemporary
Garland, will speak at the
prints will be includecLin the
1100 a.m. andlite.710 p.m.
exhibit to be shown from 10 a
services. A special business
m. to 4 p. m. in the Clara M
meeting will be conducted at
Eagle Gallery of the price
the 11:00 a.m. service for the
Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
purpose of taking the _initial
campus.
steps necessary for the
Richard Jackson, gallery
repuilding of the facility lost in
director at MuerajirSiate, said.
the fire.
prints in the collection will sell
Sunday School will be at 9:45
for prices ranging from $5 to
a.m. under the direction of
$5,000. It includes works by
Charles Overcast, Church
Blake, Callot, Daumier,
m F. Training Union will be at 6:00
Private
Wi
Marine
Durer, Rouault, Villon, Miro,
guardians p.m. under the direction of
Hayter, Whistler, Peterdi, Patterson, whose
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Stewart Frank Turner, and music for
are
Antreasian, Richard Hunt,
corn- the services will be under the
Dexter,
has
of Route 1,
,and_many others.
direction_of_Gene 0 Miller-recruit-trairrimat
-- A-number -=44---slatpanesewoodcuts from the Ukiyo-E Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
School, along with numerous San Diego. During the 11wood engravings by Henry week training cyde, he learWolf, which are proofs from ned the basics of battlefield
The Wolf estate, are also in the survival. He was introduced
collection. Area artists to the typical daily routine
represented are Grosch, that he will experience
Jackson, Weedman, and during his enlistment and
The Rev. Ed Glover will
Zoellner.
studied the personal and deliver the sermon at regular
representative
of professional
A
standards services of the North Pleasant
Lakeside Studio will be on traditionally exhibited by Grove Church Sunday morhand for the exhibition and Marines. He participated in ning. The scripture reading
will be available to answer an active physical con- will be from Exodus 23, the
both historical and technical ditioning program and first commandment.
questions about the egilection. gained proficiency in a
Mr. and Mrs. Paul CunLakeside Studio and its variety of military skills, in- ningham will be the greeters
director, John Wilson, were
cluding first aid, rifle and Emadean Lawson will
the subjects in a feature in the
marksmanship and close or- serve as pianist and choir
March issue of "Artnews."
der drill Teamwork and self- director.
The studio publishes editions
Evening worship will be
each year by many artists discipline were emphasized held at 6:30p. m. and the midtraining
the
throughout
from all parts Of the country.
week service will be held
The prints are represented in cycle. He joined the Marine Wednesday at 6:30
m.
1976.
in
December
Corps
the collections of severer
I.

Rev. Glover To
Speak Sunday At
Pleasant Grove
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